FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Maine

t-'i.r this department Oriel' suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
tanners and gardeners.
Address Agricultural
editor, Journal Offieo, Belfast Mame.|

Farming

inherent fertility

of the soil, and power of restoration without the use of manure. 1 have the following from a farmer: “Purchased a farm
ten years since that had been badly worn
by careless tenants for twenty-five years,
and at the time of purchase would yield
only li\e barrels of corn to the acre : by
rotation with clover, had brought it up to
twelve barrels.” This farmer gave me
his average of wheat after corn at eighteen bushels per acre, and
computed the
cost per acre as follows:
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is growing in favor. The ibreline firm showed me a Held of
b te-grass laid
by for winter pasture on
whir!) he bad made forty bushels of barley
to tin
irre the year before.
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Thceditorof the Massachusetts Ploughman, in

i| nest ions of a cor-

replying to the
respondent, says—

Cotton seed meal has been growing in
favor for the production of milk since its
For quite a number of
introduction.
years it was regarded with more or less
suspicion and prejudice, and it was generally understood to be dangerous to the
health of cows to be fed except in very
small quantities ; but experience has
proved that it is le.-s likely to produce
garget in cows than Indian meal, and
equally good or heller for the production
of milk and butter. Cotton seed meal
has a decided value above that of Indian
meal in the manure produced from feeding t.
I!y carefully conducted analyses
it lias ... shown that the fertilizing
quality contained in the manure produced
from one ton of cotton seed meal when
compared with the cost of the same
amount of chemical fertilizers in the market is worth •■j'jr.oO. while the meal itself
If chemistry
costs only from
to
is correct there is great advantage in
feeding it. as the manure produced is
worth more than the meal costs, and it is
ertainly very valuable in producing milk
The \aiue of manure from
and butter
one ton of Indian meal is according to the
same authority worth about the same as
that from best F.nglish hay, which is
about s't, so that it will be seen that
there is a decided advantage in feeding
cotton seed meal over that of Indian meal.
Here is another in.-tance of the great
progress that has been made in theeeonoiny of turning waste materials to prolitable use.
Not many years ago cotton
seed was a waste material, and hundreds
of thousands of bushels, and in fact all
produced at the South except what was
used for seed, was made no use of. Now
it is carefully saved, a valuable oil extraded from it, which is, from good antlioiity. largely exported, and returned
ag lin to tis in the form of olive oil, and
the cake ground into meal, which is one
of our most v aluable feeds and fertilizers.
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attention is often called to an
logons system of landholding estali-

mr

>l

Franco by the Code Napoleon
than three-quarters of a century
lint engrafted as this system has
n mi ; jieople unused to ii and
ignomt of is effect ujmn the political econothe slate, it has not secured those
my •
; ■: 11 ai id vantages which, in our own
'intry. led the eminent French philoser. I)e Tocqueville, tu attribute t<i it
■■'lability and >. ital force of our instituna
lesson learned here, and not in
unco.
In accurate and economical
sing, we may perhaps learn a lesson
France.
In her area of
17,480
no miles, lmt larger than the
largest
ate in the I ninn. her production of
a
and staple crops is enormous.
Her
■at crop equals our own.
Her cattle
; horses almost reach our
number, and
sheep outnumber ours. W ith a thrifty
■nidation, among whom wealth is ijuite
orally diffused, her resources in war
I in
peace are unbounded : and her
">nal vitality is the admiration of the
/.ed world. That muon of this agrimral prosperity is due to the fact that
people devote their energies to the
tiiation of small farms, there can lie
■
doubt.
Hut it should be remembered
the state of society which goes with
system in France differs so entirely
n/n our own that she furnishes no such
ample of popular intelligence and peranil independence as is found in the
ited States. There the home known
■
tlm American farmer is not found.
I .<■ American farm-house is almost unwn.
The peasantry gather for the
-iht into crowded towns away from their
nds, and go forth by day to till their
outlying acres. The demands of the
■/le upon them are not
large. They are
/loin overtaxed, except in time of war.
I Hi-y are
tempted by none of the honors
emoluments of public service. They
mire to no civil distinction, and, even
bile organized as a Republic, they are
rmed into no personal ambition, and
social organization furnish no exntiple which their own philosopher and
h'lieist can commend as a guide to the
iIized world. [From The Problem of
m-riean Land-Holding.by lion. tJcorge
boring of .Massachusetts.
in
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out ot two lobsters, do not eliop it, but
mix and lay il in a scallop shell: pour
over it ball a pint of beef stock, half a
pint of port wine, salt, pepper, cayenne,
us for scalloping.
Strew over half a teaspoonful of finely minced parsley, and
half a dozen minced mushrooms. Cover
with crumbs and slice*of butter.
Hake
fifteen minutes and serve in the scallop
shell.
To destroy bugs on squashes and cucumber vines, dissolve a tablespoonful of
saltpeter or two in a pailful of water : put
a pint of this around each bill
The bugs
burrow in the ground each night and fail
to rise in the morn.
It is also good to
kill the grub in peach trees.
Potatoes require less manure than othgarden vegetables, hut will well repay
an application of live hundred pounds per
acre of wood ashes or sulphate of potash.
er

garden is

A

constant amusement : a
work and play : a
: a source of health

a

happy combination of
study and a recreation
for body and mind.

The seeds of peas, spinach, onions,
beets, and radishes should he sown as
early as the ground will work mellow and
time

v.

ill admit.
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Save

Lamp Chimneys.

Leipsie journal, which makes a specimatters relating to glass, gives a

■‘■•y "f

hod which it asserts will prevent
nineys from cracking. The treatment
Mil not only render
lamp-chimneys,
adders, and like articles more durable,
Mt may be
applied with advantage to
1 "
kery, stoneware, porcelain etc. The
'■liimneys, tumblers, etc., are put into a
at tilled with cold
water, to which some
'"muon table salt has been added. The
"liter is well boiled over a tire, and then
allowed to cool slowly. When the articles
taken out and washed they will be
’'uid to resist afterward any sudden
Hinges of temperature. The process is
’’'tidy one of annealing, and the slower
'ii'
cooling part of it is conducted the
more effective will be the work.
m
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Wiuinkso v.. May Is.
Amount of
at market: Cattle, 2>»'.7;
and lambs *Jsoo; swine, lu.O'.L'; number of western
rattle, *2.'d»:»; eastern rattle. 111; milch rows ami
northern rattle, bin.
Trires oMicrt r;,ttlr c 1<h> it. live weight, extra
:>7;.: seromi, 8-~»
quality, $*'. .Mia*! >,
lir.-t,
2ah”> 02‘a; third, 8 i .'iiih.’i 12*. ; poorest grade- of
eoarse oxen, bulls, et<8:> (i2‘2 a I :;7C.
Brighton Hides, sc ¥ lt»: Brighton Tallow,‘.a
a',e ¥ tt>; Country Hides, 7e. T" It.; Country Tallow, 4«4'llr ¥ tl»; Calf skins, 12al2q.e. T tl>; Western Sheep >kin-, $1 .'»()«2 2a each; Northern Wool
Skins, $12a«l 7.7 each: ^beared Sheep Skins,
each : spring Lamb >kins, ai)e. eaeh.
Swine—Fat Hogs—Prices were lower, those ot
this week costing from (■*'•, to 7e ¥ H>. live weight.
Store pigs, western shoal-", whole-ale, in lots, 7 to
se. Selerled lots of .-mail pigs.se to 10c. ¥ lit, live
weight, sucking pigs, s.{ to Sa.aO ¥ head.
Milch Tows—We quote sales of la rows and calves
at 8-»0 to •$to ¥ head; 2 new milch cows, $So; 1
Dutch cow, SF>; 2 new milch cows f«»r 8110: 1
springer, *2.'>; 1 do, $.>: I cow and calf, S i.
Working <)xen—1Trade for working oxen is about
over for the season, a few pairs each week will
probably be all the markets will require until the
latter part of summer.
store Cattle—A few which were brought in from
Maine were ,-old to parties at prices ranging from

Vlieep

4'g«4^e ¥ ¥, live weight.
Sheep ami Lambs—Those from the West cost,
landed at the abattoir from O'. t » s>‘WIt*,live weight.

By the use of Fellows' Syrup of iiypophosphites
the blood is speedily vitalized and purified, and so
made capable of producing a sound mind and body.
Kentuckians are great chaps to wear their hearts
in their sleeves, and Hint's why it is best to ask a
Kentuckian to tie up bis sleeves before entering
into a little game.

Don't let

a

Don’t

be

foolish

prejudice against popular

Silly.

medicines stand between you and the health of
your wife, child, or baby. It is always right to ad
vertise a

blessing.

Dr

edy"

blessing.

It has saved thousands, and it

is

a

Kennedy's

“Favorite Bern

will help you
If you are sick and miserable, we
advise you to spend One Dollar for this King of
Medicines, and then write to the Doctor at Rond

out, N. Y., as to how you feel. For troubles
Jw .M
kidneys. bowels, liver aud blood

of

the
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speed
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to

hope

Matters.

FROM ALL

OVER THE STATE.

ISLE AU-IJAI I.

little islands lying oil' the
coast, Isle-au Haut is by far the most
charming. Mount Desert is grander and more va-

charming

Maine

ried in its scenery, but Isle au-Uaut, about
thirtyfive miles to the southwest of her famous sister
isle, possesses an equally lovely, though far more

quiet, typo of scenery, whose admirers are by no
means few.
There are three highland regions on
the Maine coast Mount Desert, the highest: the
Camden Hill range, the next highest, and Isle auHaut, atter Mount Desert, the highest island lying

knots,

off the coast.

As

approaches the island, it

one

be

enveloped in a purple mist or haze,
which settles especially around the
hilltop. This
hill or mountain, as it is called, is about !»0() feet
in height.
Its sides and summit are covered with
seems to

rich growth of shrubs and small trees, together
a vast
quantity of strawberry vines and
huckleberry and blackberry bushes. It may be
this mountain growth that causes this
a

with

haze at

apparent

a

distance.

At

any rate it

is

peculiar

to

isle-an 1 aut alone.
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halt miles in breadth.
It lies farther out to
than Mount Desert, but is from four to six
hours nearer to Kocklaud. the terminus of the on
ly neighboring railroad, than the latter. On tin*
ivhole island there are only *27*2 souls, men. women
*nd children.
The chief occupation of these
islanders is tishing and farming, such as it is :
hut tanning on the Maine coast means
farming al
most on the barren rock.
How those Maine farm
2i\s ever manage to eke a living out of the rock it
self, apparently, is still an unsolved problem. Hut
they do it. and make money beside. One town of
perhaps fifty houses is ail the island can boast of:
ind this town rejoices in the
unique Dame of
The Thoroughfare." The inhabitants are very
kind hearted, hospitable and honest, content to
ive quietly from day to day -111 that state of life
11 which it has
pleased God to call them." A
Sabbath-like stillness prevails over the island.
>roken onb by the bleating of sheep and lowing
>! kine.
Almost every one with whom you meet
s solemn, even to the children
You rarely hear
I11 the streets or by the roadside
joyous laugh.
rou see no children playing.
Occasionally one
nay find a child amusing himself, all alone, in a
and
sober manner.
As you go by he
rery quiet
ooks up in a solemn sort of surprise at
seeing a
dranger, but ventures no explanation, and soon
settles down again to l .s work of plaving, as
No youth of twent}’ summers
j ueil\ as before.
•oiild be more serious or profound in bis remarks
ban some ot the boys of ten or twelve years of
ige with whom you may fall in at The Thorough
are.
I ould scarcely credit
my ears at some of
he wise remarks <q my little guide during our
iscent of the moiiulam
Living the same ‘-hum
lrum life every day. seeing nothing new. and
mowing only eaeh other, it is no wonder these
slanders are ><u< :n. Aa whole. 1 must say thev
ire far more
intelligent than many of their neighbors of surrounding isles
>•’ gradual is tin* ascent of the mountain, that it
ip pears to be less iigt .it a distune* man it really
>. A'' height
being only appreciated from the top
‘resident Kliot
Harvard, in speaking of the
,’iew obtained fr.»m this height, declared it to b»*
it
sunset This gentleman, \vh*
•uperb. especially
las been all through the Maine islands, is warm
11 his praises of this
enchanting isle I nlike tin*
dlls 011 Mount Desert, the mountain on Isle an
daut is not at all abrupt in any portion
It rise*
gently from the sea at the southern end of the
si and. and. rcachinir its highest elevation near the
Middle, slopes is gently into the sea at the north
irn end.
It reminds one of an enormous backbone. with a depression in the middle: this tin*
latives call The Notch.
L'nfortunately. a large
ire last summer destroyed a portion of the moun
ain growth. However so rapidly does the Maine
orest spring up that in two tm-re summers the
Tills will again be covered.
Strange to say. this antiquated village of The
noiougniare coasts <>r an unusually tine dance
lull with all the modern improvements.
It is re
'orted to have one of the best floors m the State
't Maine.
This building was erected by the now
let'unet
Isle au-LIam Improvement Company."
leaded b}* Colonel Montgomery, a fiery southerner.
In religious persuasion the islanders are mainly
.’ongregational. and meet tor worship in a small
vooden church at The Thoroughfare. This church,
he only one on the island, for some mysterious
md extraordinary reason, has on its spire a large
node! of an exceedingly curious lish.
the eastern shores of the island.
J[n going along
Thorough tare is on the north, western shorelie traveler follows a very picturesque road, pas
iblo only to the strong and unwieldy ox cart,
md too rough for horse and carriage.
By the
vay. there is not a single horse on the whole
shied and some of tho islanders never saw one !
Phis road leads through a very barren and rocky
>ortion of the island, the ground near the shore's
>eing strewn with great stones, as though cast
here by some giant hand. .Suddenly the traveler
■tops in wonder and delight. Below him. in a
ovelv vale, lies a m< >t exquisite little sheet of
cater.
On either side of this rise high hills cov
red with verdure. Involuntarily tin verse sug
jests itself to his mind.:
;i
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and we had good ing their legs over them.
Hut nothing head of cattle—were thrown into tlie sea English Testimony to the Value of Our
Protective Policy.
for a fine, quick run. could be done.
Indeed the violence of that morning, but several of tlio.se were
There were some of us who never could the wind was making our situation very already dead and a good many in a dyAnd 1 am content to be
The following extract from a business circular
Just what He meant, not reaching out
get used to the noise of the cattle i serious; we had hove the vessel to, and ing condition. < Hir being before the wind issued by a Liverpool business house will show
For other things, since He
all hands remained on deck that is, un- made the sight less dreadful than we
mean the scraping of their hoofs upon the
that our English cousins have a correct apprecia
Who knows me best, and loves me most, has or
deck and their moaning kind of bellow- der the hurricane deck, near the bridge should have found it bad we been hove
dered this for me.
tion of the benefits which this country has deing. It was bad enough to hear these —where the Hying water could not drain to, for we swept away from the poor rived from its protective policy. The
A woman, to live my life out
Liverpool
sounds in the daytime in one’s watch be- down upon them, preferring sooner to struggling brutes as fast as they were
In quiet, womanly ways,
circular says:
but
in
the
awake
than
so
and
in
clothes
not
fast
their
but that
low,
launched, although
night, when everything keep
Hearing the far oil' battle,
min mis
i-miuLi) (rmgiuuu; mis sunereu very
turn in on such a night as that.
was quiet, I could hardly endure them
I'sed by looking over the stern, as I have said,
Seeing, as though a haze,
severely of late years from the increased stringeu
The crowding, struggling world ot men light
sometimes.
It seems a queer confession as I am to foul weather at sea, I own you could see a long line of beads, and cy of foreign tariffs. There has been a growing
through their busy days
for a sailor man to make, for, when Jack that the rolling and plunging of the ship the horns as black as ink against the tendency in most countries to protect their own
I am not strong or valiant.
turns in, lie is always supposed to fall sometimes made me hold my breath. foam.
And now, Sir. if you ask me what industries, and in every such case we are the chief
sufferers tor we live, as already said, by exchaDg
I would not join the tight,
Hut really the sea doesn't alter She lay down to it at times in such a way 1 think might be done to lessen the
asleep.
our manufactures for the'necessaries of life.
Or jostle with crowds in the highways,
jug
that
I
as
(•bailees
of
1
which
The United States was at onetime a large custom
and
more
she
would
never
cannot
but
thought
people,
right
cruelty
landsmen,
To sully my garments white ;
especially
lint 1 have rights as a woman, and here 1 claim
’long-shore writers, like to make out; again : and the counter swell would take hope is always unavoidable, as it certain or for our ironware and textile fabrics, but the
and in respect of being disturbed and her so heavily that the water would be ly was in our case, I answer that the hostile taritt she has enforced since the civil war
my right.
has
driven us out of her markets, and has
worried by the sounds made by the cat- rolling over and into her to leeward, transport of cattle across the Atlantic builtnearlya vast
The right ot a rose to bloom
up
system of manufactures, which
In its own sweet, separate way,
tle. I was no better than bail I been a while the crest of the sea that had swept ought to stop between the months of Oc- completely supply her own wants and leave some
With none to question the pertumed pink
to
for
with us iu foreign
her
tober
thing
on
and
her
unless
spare
1
have
beam
ends
as
I
the
was still,
passenger, only, perhaps,
April,
may
might
shipbuilders markets. The freecompetition
And none to utter a nay,
traders of this country console
gone a little further than some passen- say, up and down under her. The head can invent a very superior class of ships themselves
It it reaches a root or points a thorn, as even a
by thinking that she is the chief suffergers would, by putting a meaning into butcher, coming from forward, told us to the majority of those which are now er, but, whether this be so or not (which is very
rose tree may.
the bellowing that went on on deck,which that three bullocks were dead in one pen : used all the year round in this trade.
the
fact remains that her markets are
If
doubtful)
The right of the lad}’ birch to grow.
to us. and we, on the other hand, are
kept bothering me with all sorts of fan- how they had been killed I don't know : you will but inquire, you will find a great almost lost more
To grow as the Lord shall please.
dependent upon her for food and
cies about the poor beasts.
There were but we afterwards found out that they many shipowners of this opinion.
It is constantly
By never a sturdy oak rebuked.
raw material.
For this we have no means of pavDenied, nor sun nor breeze—
others like me in that vessel. The chief were dead,though we gave the news no the Atlantic winter gales which forces ing, except by
money or bonds, or indirectly by
For all its pliant tenderness, kin to the stronger
engineer told me he would lie awake lis- attention at that moment, the ship’sdan- masters of ships into the so-called cruel- our credits with China, Brazil and other countries,
trees.
from
which
America
ties
imports tea. coffee, sugar et«..
tening to the moaning of the cattle until ger being uppermost in every man's mind.
you read about, and no man will Our
colonies all follow in the wake of the United
The gale was at its worst at four question that there isa positive inhumanlie could almost put the sounds into
States, ami do their best to stimulate their own
Not merely a casual bit
words. Although the sea was smooth, o’clock in the morning.
The sea was ity in starting a ship, with her deckmanufactures by closing their markets again, t us.
Of somebody clse's life, tiling out.
The countries of Europe, on the other hand,
there
was
crowded
an
with
ocean
we
moswell on, and every quite frightful;
knew that by the
That, taking hold of it.
animals, across the sea in
1 may stand as a cipher does after a numeral writ
heave of the ship, especially in the dark tion ol the shiii, but not an inch bevond the hitter, tierce weather which prevails aided by our nest machinery and skilled labor,
which we have largely supplied, are becoming
nights, seared sonic ot the animals, and our noses could vv i■ see _\et; it was pitch j during the winter months m the North more and more independent
The right to gather aud glean
of us. and in those
dark,
and
all
Atlantic.
What food I need aud can.
would
raise
a
that
we
In
London
belwe
knew
short,
cases
they
knew,
where we can still un iersell them are raising
[
quivering
Telegraph.
From the garnered store of knowledge
their
taiiffs
!
or
to
and
do so, and the last
then
here and there you’d hear feeling. Stepping along the deck, even
low,
threatening
Which man has heaped for man.
stroke in that direction is exhibited by I'rinco
a furious scuttling of feet, just as if a numfor a yard, was like walking upon a new
Pioneer Cooks.
Taking with free hands freely, and after an order
Bismarck’s letter to the en.ightened Uerman na
ber of men were engaged in a desperate ly-mown field of hay after a deluge of
ed plan.
SI KHiULKS 01
MKN IN Till: KA1M.V HAYS OK
.Al.l ! tion. wherein he boldly advocates returning to
1 i,. 111. This scuttling 1 found usually came rain.
It wasall sop, sop, w ith straw and
HORN IA TO MASTERTIIK MVSTKK11 s UK CAST |;\
protection : and we are given to believe that leg
The right—ah. best and sweetest!
islation iu that sense us prettv sure to take place.
ti rough an animal that had lain down the raffle of the pens washing about and
To stand, all undismayed,
from 'la till '.Vi, or until men commenced to imThe
existence of our trade U therefore restricted
to get up.
under
the feet: and moment port their wives, the male population of California
held
four
Whenever sorrow, or want, or sin.
trying
twisting
livery
pen
j
to Iudia and China and such weak, semi civili/ed
was
Call for a woman's aid.
one
of amateur cooks i
as 1 have said ; there might be
alter
moment the wildest sounds that one
beasts,
composed
largely
countries as are in some degree under uur control,
| With none to cavil or
(every mans hand was necessarily more or less in and no doubt in these
question, by never a look room for one to lie down, but when the could imagine were
coining out of the the dough, and his linger
‘open markets" we can still
in the pic. Out of all
gainsaid.
hold our ground : but unlucki'y. terrible famines
swell took the ship the other animals dense blackness along the decks: the these a tew tine cooks were
j
developed, more toler have wasted the resources
of both India and China
I do not ask for a ballot :
would fetch away, strike the prostrate moans of dying beasts, the roaring of able ones, and a vast residiun of miserable bakers
of late years, and we are still
feeling their effects
Though very life were at stake.
bullock with their hoofs and trample brutes mail with pain and cold, and ter- and broilers. This was noticeable in bread, when
1 would beg for the nobler justice
Here, then, are some of the reasons why British
loaves and hot biscuits took the place of flapjacks,
it.
ror.
This terrified the animal and
Some of these noises were like the
upon
That men. for manhood's sake.
flood bread makers, male and female, are horn,
manufacturers would have us discard our system
made it mad to get up, and the crowding cries of men in their death agonies.
Should give ungrudgingly, nor withhold till 1 must
So not made, (lonius of any
description cannot ho of protection. Not that wo do not need protection
aud take.
light
of
the
others
at
least
educated
it
would
seemed
to
into
a
cause
the
me
tinman
and
others.
soul.
That
indeti
imite,
!
they
upon
furious scuttling I speak of. In my opin- < ’n a quiet night we might not have found palpable, intangible, and indescribable something nor that protection docs not protect, but that, it is
The lleet foot anti the feeble foot
which enables one person to get his loaves or hostile to the interests of British manufacturers,
Both seek she selfsame goal:
ion, sir. humanity can never be satisfied any such resemblance; but the roaring crust
j
light and spongy, while others secure only and that
The weakest soldier’s name is writ
through its influence we have built up a
until every animal has a pen of its own, winds and sea mingled with the bellow- the
consistency of plaster Paris or gulta percha, "vast
j
On the great army roll :
of m inufaetures which completely
with
system
of
and
lo
room
to
it
the
lie
and
a
same
men
fearful
order
of
and
ing,
causes
And Cod, Who made man's body strong, made too
plenty
gave
down,
mysterious
moving belongs
I have said that the gale was at which sway the poet's pen, iho painter's brush, supplies our own wants and leaves something for
the woman's soul
instead of brutes to tend it.
I have seen note.
and tlie sculptor's chisel. The mind must go into
| From Susan Coolidge’s Poems
our skipper black as thunder when the
its height at four o'clock in the morning : tlie
competition with British manufacturers in foreign
bread or it comes forth from tlie oven a lead,
fellows who had to look after the cattle it was hard upon eight o'clock before the lumpy mass, lit
only to hasten man’s passage to countries These arc evidently strong reasons
were at work among them : and I know
sun rose, and as
On a Cattle Ship.
nothing could be done, the tomb. Had bread is no stall'of life at til.. 11 why our English neighbors should desire the repeal
that some of the crew had hard work to or at least, as no notion could be formed is an ally of death. A skeleton is baked in every of our protective tari,r but are they not equally
loaf.
I was never a good bread-maker
I baked
i'.v a seai ai;i:k.
as strong reasons why the people of this country
keep their hands otf the wretches when of what might lie done, until the daylight skeletons in all my loaves
: some were
heavy, some
A tow wticks a#) ;i cattle vessel ai ri\ e<l they were knocking the animals about, so came, the darkness seemed endless,
lie- heavier, some wiihin were greenish yellow in hue should still desire to keep it in force
m the Thames, and her master reported
as to get them into some kind of trim in
fore sunrise was the worst part of it; for from excess of saleratus. These killed not so
That protection is still necessary we have the
the rattlesnake.
that he had been eompelled in a gale of the pens.
Hut. the fact is, no one but though no sailor likes to talk of the sea quickly, hut unite ns 01 re!v
The outer crusts of some of my loaves were of an authority of anotliei English writer, who, m his
wind to throw overboard several hun- the shipper has any interest in the live being mountains
high. I don't know any adamantine hardness, while the’interiors. to which own country, is considered the best authority m
dreds of the beasts which had composed freight coming safely to land, yet I have better words to express the fearful run the
necessary caloric had not had due access, from such subjects. This writer, iu a series of articles
his live freight. This statement greatly heard it said that some skippers
get a and power of the waves at that time: and overmuch rapidity in baking, were a hot, suit, vis on "The Resources of Foreign Countries/' recently
cid
and
glutinous mass when taken trom the oven
shocked the public mind. It seemed a premium on every head of cattle they over and over again, as we stood in a
as some geologists,
who know nothing about it. : published, speaking of this country ami its
dreadful thing to drop scores upon scores safely land,
'this may be : but the only crowd under the bridge holding on. with
say ’A the earth's core. Doubtless un bread has
sources, says:
of live animals overboard, and leave them interest, I take it. that most
the
cattle bellow ing all about us and the cut short many a good man's career, 'll was the :
persons enThere is no use in denying the plain fact that
to drown miserably in a heavy sea.
crime
ot
One gaged in the traliic have is their feelings seas sw eeping in tons over the forecastle,
ignorance, however. In the complicated the states ( United
States) have succeeded, by their
remembered the dismal story-books about as human beings.
\o doubt the longer and looking like a huge white sheet relations ot lit.', as it involves our dealings with high tariff policy, iu diverting a considerable
part
each other, we are thus ever involuntarily murof
the
slaves, and how they used to be hoisted they go on trading in cattle, the smaller streaming in the blackness over the bows
industrial
energies of tin* community from
dering our spin ics. 'the greatest wonder is' that I
overboard to lighten the vessel when a their feelings grow. Hut a man fresh to before the water fell, shouts would be should, after having so f ra partaken of my own the pursuits natural to and most profitable in, a
new country, to
the highly artificial and, for
dashing cruiser started in chase of the this business must have a heart as cruel raised that we were going down ; and poison, still live
Americans mostl) very expensive industries <>f
In tut* earliest pioneer period— meaning that bekidnapping pirates. There seemed to be as a Nihilist's if he can look unmoved again and again 1 believed the great pon- tween
settled
and
civilized nations. Were the shel
long
l*I'd and !*•»:: tiieie* were a lew amateur
something akin to the oid slaving bar- along the Hues of cattle upon a ship's derous steamship would never recover an cooks who ventured on } ii-s. principally apple and tering tariff swept away it is very questionable if
save
a
few
barities in the way cattle are treated deck in a tossing sea, and watch the even keel, or do better than till and sink mince. Some of these pi nicer mince
special manufactures >>i certain
pies were any
kinds of tools, machinery and railway cars, ami
made of chopped salt beet soaked to frcsl;ncs>. and
aboard ships when a gale of w ind makes qui\ eritig of their limbs, and the fright in under our feet.
We, all of us. however, dried
fancy goods, and a few of the cruder manufactures
apples, sweetened with un-lasses, the crust could
the beasts a dangerous load.
One hears, their large staring eyes, and hear the took notice of one thing that never did
maintain their ground.
being rolled out thin with a junk bottle tot which |
indeed, all sort of rumors. The worst sudden moans and bellows which break men show themselves greater curs in a every
Thus we have the opinion tnun wo different
miner's cabin contained several dozen, j !
reached me from a sailor who declared forth like cries of agony, and mark bow time of danger than the low, savage fel- Tile ornamentation about the outer edge was scol
j and distinct sources that our immense and valtia
that it was not unusual to smear the cat- sw iftly the sides of the creatures rise and lows who looked alter the cattle. There loped by pressure of the thumb, a large male thumb j
ble manufacturing industries have been stimulated
the
nail
The men who essayed such
tle with petroleum, and them make them fall, and how their breath shoots out in was no swearing among them now, no including
pies were generally of liner mould than the mass and fostered to their present development by our
jump overboard by setting lire to it. putts of steam from their nostrils as they I brutal, insolent swaggering: some of'em about them. There is a certain correspondence protective policy.
This, however, 1 do not believe, nor have endcav or to get a good gripof the sloping ; were almost lifeless with fear, and those between complicated cookery and refinement A
I been able to meet with any person en- deck.
who could speak only used their voices mince pie is. or should be. a scientific mixture of
Literature
dill'erent ingredients: meat to give force, bread to
< >n the
gaged in this trade who ever heard of
evening of the third day after to ask the crew if there was no chance of give strength,
fruit to purify the blood, and spice
such a proceeding, or thought it at all leaving New \Hrk the pleasant south- their lives being spared.
> vi l/i.uLANh.
to develop fertility of imagination.
15}' Harriet I>. v Mackenzie.
I lit* St
] llHll. chlllll IK. Ml'
lift 111
Coarse people, like animals, generally ailed
This is the latest volume in i.othrop’s Lihrary of
probable. The invariable argument was westerly iiree/r failed us. and shortly afthat it would be a mad thing to set lire ter it had fallen dark a few pull’s came before daybreak, and I heard him tell foods unmixed, and have little variety in their
Kutertaining History, edited by Arthur Hilman.
diet
1 noticed that our amateur pie makers were
to a great animal like a bullock, as it was down out of the south-east.
It grew in- the carpenter or the second engineer I men
M. A and is published in uniform style with the
as to their surroundings.
Their
particular
extremely unlikely that 11 is instincts tensely cold all on a sudden. I remem- don’t know which it w as that if the gale dishes were neat. They washed their dishes after j preceding volumes. Typographically and picto
would drive him into the raging water: ber, and, from the look of the sk\ over- ! didn't suddenly moderate the
captain every meal. Their floors were always cleanly ! riallytho work is equally entitled to praise -one
and then, again, it would be fifty to one head, some of us made up our minds foi I meant to ease the ship when the sun rose swept. They subscribed regularly for magaziues
hundred excellent illustrations accompanying the
if the blazing oil dropping from his bide white caps and a narrow horizon. I came b\ dropping some of the cattle overboard. and newspapers. The principal pie-maker of Haw
kins Bar m ‘-VJ, was the man chiefly instrumental
clear type of the letter press. Switzerland
large
did not lire the ship. So it is pleasant to oil deek at eight o’clock; there was not ! I repeated this to my mates, and
they all in establishing a circulating library on that Bar. j is generally known simply as a picturesque corner
of several hundred volumes, amt this was when
believe that this rumor, at least, is un- much wind iust then, though as we were agreed that the ship ought to he
j of
lightened
Kuropc—a land of mountains. ,’alleys, glaciers.
founded.
In truth, the manner in which steaming head on into what there was. if the skipper didn't want her to turn tur- books cost money. Ik* used to sle« p in sheets,
and washed them himself, too. Pies are an index
streams and vineyards.
It has been visited
lakes,
a deck-load of cattle is got rid of in a
the rushing of the wind amid the invisible tle. lor if the sea came ever so little worse to a
higher civilization. They are one of the ema 1
gale of wind is very simple, though the spars aloft sounded like a stout breeze. than it was the steamer would never be nations and developments of more awakened and by many Americans, who while famidar with its
necessity for the performance of that There was a good deal of phosphorus in al'le to weather it in her present trim. illumined minds. Superior food and artistic and topography and the costumes of its peasantry.
work never does, and nev er can diminish the w ater that night, and 1 recollect tak- We stood w liting, as we had been scientific combinations of food make superior peo- know little of its history or the character of the
ple. France, ever in the van of refinement and
Yet. the editor says in his Preface
the horror of it. If the reader is disposed ing notice that our wake looked like a waiting the whole long night, for
day- polish, is most associated with soups, gravies and people.
'fhe annals of Kuropeau history furnish few
to follow me. lie shall witness the whole
band of green lire lighting up the black- light to come, and at last the dawn ragouts—all dishes which combine the greatest
stories than are to be found in the
operation in the subjoined narrative, ness- for nothing could be seen of the sea brightened in the very eye of the gale, variety of elements that go to nourish the body more thrilling
of Switzerland.
The pages of poetry are
which 1 had from the lips of an intelligent
it was one great shadow, like trie sky. ami presently we could see the sea and and mind, of course, cheap bakers profane pies, history
crowded
with
pictures drawn from the romantic
mince pies, by unholy additions of bad
especially
and quite trustworthy seaman of vvliat
Now and again, w hen the furnaces were the ship and one another’s faces.
adventures and the inspiriting deeds of the moun1’lie meat, rancid lard and stale fruit
But in the pro
grade matters not —who had been an ey e- fed, the sparks would stream away decks were in a frightful mess, to be sure, cess of human development you will observe that taineers in their struggles for freedom. The stu
dent of
loro turns to the same rich
witness of the scene described, and whose astern, as though a whole ocean of stars just one great horror.
In most of the the lower nature always endeavors t«» palm oil'on j MHirce forlegendary
sonic of his most weird ami imaginative
and others, cheap counterfeits of the prolanguage I have been at some pains to were rushing headlong from their places pens the cattle lay in heaps, each atop of itself
themes
The
lover
of
the picturesque revels in the
ducts of the higher. The ••penny awful" serial ;
in the sky ; but the ship was as black as the other—some of them dead, some dypreserve.
literature is but such another product degraded to grandeur of the Alpine scenery, and the ad veil
buds in the same region the best opportuni
‘•I nir
slap was a vessel of two thousand the sea. excepting here and there, where ing, some faintly bellowing and breath- suit the lower taste as compared with the mental i turer
ties for satisfying his desire for novelty and dan
five hundred tons, a tolerably handsome a bull’s-eye tw inkled in the dock like a
prepared by a Scott or Tennyson
ing short, some writhed up in the strang- dishes
ger. The scientilic man wanders in rapt delight
Pioueer puddings were attempted bv a lew in
and roomy boat, and not above four years worm, or where the side lights forward est attitudes, and all of them
slipping to the mines as early as is.vy principally “sailor over the- heights and through the vales of Switzer
old. There were thirty of us toman her, threw a haze upon the air. I can't recall and tm with the rolling of the
ship, like duffs," with the addition of a few plums and a de- land, where he may study glaciers and geologic
all told, counting the skipper, but not in- having been more impressed by any night so many dead carcases.
But what a \ graded sauce composed ot murse brown sugar and systems, and make lofty ascents, with a greater
than in
other part of Kurope. There.
cluding half-a-dozen men and a head I had ever spent at sea than I was on that sight was the sea ! The wax es looked as strong butter In many cases the vulgar taste was profitthe touristany
loves to linger, gazing upon the
too,
content with
molas.se>
Yet there were
butcher, who attended to the cattle. occasion. Somehow or other the lowing high as our funnel, and came rolling at earnest strivingsplain
unequalled scenery, making himself familiar with
by a few noble but inexperienced the
These men were just proper specimens of the cattle 1 prefer to call it the sharp, us as fast as a locomotive can run. The culinary souls after
homely manners and customs ot the rural in
pudding.-. 1 remember one habitants,
or buying their watches and carvings
of the gangs of rascals who are shipped startled bellowing of them as though force of the wind was beyond
with undeveloped genius for cooking. ;
anything I gentleman
i to carry home.
in American ports by our cattle vessels they shouted to one another—made the can remember.
It was enough to blow who used at odd hours after work to pore over an
old coverless cook book which had somehow drift
to look after the live freight.
j •[Hirer into the march of tin* spirit of liberty and
You might muffled thumping of the engines and the the head oil' a man's shoulders, and it ed to
California in the rush of 'll', and
;
search the whole world over, sir. and not hissing ol the passing foam and the swept the sea up in a smokt that came meandered to onr cabin at Swctt’s Bar.eventually
On Sun : democracy, contemplate the mountainous home of
the
with a deep interest
They lemombe
come across an uglier, dirtier, and cruwhistling of the wind in the rigging Hying upon us in volumes as though we days he would endeavor to carry out practically the Switzer
romantic meeting ot Werner. Faust aud
eller set of Scaramouches. As a rule they strange and unusual sounds in my cars. were alloat on a boiling ocean. < >n a sud- the result of his studies during the week, in the
Stautfacher. on the meadow of I: itli. in the tourof plum puddings
Those results were
are
the sweepings of the American
teenth century, and the phenomenal deeds "» al
Long before two bells the breeze was den the order was given to stand by, to production
always disastrous, and after the whole culinary vin
and his supporters at a later day.
streets.
I don’t know whether it is the biowing heavily on our starboard bow, put the shiii before the wind.
If 1 hadn't economy of the cabin had been during the morn
of course such a country has not lacked ln.-tori
skippers or the owners of the cattle who and bringing a hard and swinging sea heard the second mate mention the cap- ing disturbed, and dabs of flour-batter distributed
from one end of the house to the
the pro I ans. but this book we believe t<> be the first one
are responsible for
them, but whoever along with it. It is my belief that, eoulil tain's intentions this order would have duct was brought to the table, a other,
heavy, sodden |
may be the answerable people, they seem we have used our eyes, we might have surprised me: but 1 knew that it was the mass of flour, with a dejected convention of raisins which can he classed as a popular history one
j
to believe that the lower and more deseen a heavier sea running than the .force
first necessary step to be taken in the :n the lowest level. Still we ate it, and more won ! that the general reader as well as those in juest of
graded and inhuman a man is, the fitter of the wind could account for. Big as proceedings which were to follow. The derful still, managed to digest if. though this ef information concerning a sister republic will
he is to look after the cattle that’s our ship was, she was plunging heavily helm was put over, and the vessel, rolling fort taxed to the utmost the entire power ami tun \ peruse with interest. P. Lothrop A Co Boston,
of our respective organizations
To hoi) i
brought across the Atlantic. The boss of into it and her motion was made wild by frightfully, fell off, and in a few minutes ehinery
a pudding is really a very delicate performance, ! publishers.
our six men
the head butcher—was a a strong north-westerly swell that was we were before the gale, with the water especially for an amateur having only it lus disA ti A/.ET THICK 01- HIE STATE Ut- MaINL
B B.
decent sort of person, but the others running e ery nearly athwart the wind oil sometimes as high as cliffs on either side posal the limited appliances common to the culin
Russell, publisher, AT Cornhiil, Boston, announces
ary department of a fortv-uiner's cabin. If it
looked as if they had been undergoing a our port beam. You might call it a com- of us, and sometimes tin hollow of a
sea, ceases boiling for an instant, its inspiration isgouo. for publication in July next a complete Gazetteer
whole lifetime of solitary confinement in pound motion, sir: for whilst the head like a precipice, under the
bows, and all It falls to rise no more, and lies heavy on the of Maine, by (ieorge J. Varney, author of the
jail. Their clothes made them seem like sea was cocking the ship’s nose high in hands holding their breath for a giddy stomach.
"Vo ing People's History of Maine." A deseripThere was, a long time ago, a Fourth of duly i
beggars, soap hadn’t been near their the air, the swell was bowing her down and fearful fall. Two of our boats had
tive. historical and statistical account of the Male
dinner given to the “bovs'? at the Indian Bar store
faces for weeks.
It made the blood hot to her covering hoard; and when her been carried away in the night, but,
the Tuolumne. The dinner was crowned by a j will
occupy some forty pages, and then will t<»lto see the way they knocked the cattle stern was
up she would topple on the strange to say, no one heard them go, plum pudding, and the pudding was crowned by a
about, and though I am no saint myself, other side, so that we had the benetit of and the loss wasn't known until we look- great bowl of pudding sauce. When tin* pudding j low. in alphabetical order, each town, the space
their language, when they lost their tem- a beam and a head sea all at one time. ed and saw they were
We were was reached the enthusiasm and patriotism of the being given to each that is required to show its
gone.
dinner (principally drawn from a barrel in the
position, its ponds, streams, hills, rocks, soil, proper with the beasts, is one of the things It was hard for us men to keep our foot- half a wreck: the appearance of the ship
store) had reached its maximum, and the proprie- iluetions.
I don't like to think about. The moment ing, and I
its business, interesting history, statisscared
the
leave
to
and
the
new
that
and
men,
may
guess
you
sharp tor of the store, and giver f the dinner, was not
my eye fell on these men 1 pitied the ani- the cattle felt the tossing terribly. The idea of the danger made us spring about only at the head of the table, but on the table ties. etc., etc The work here outlined is one of
a speech,
dust beneath him sat an old ;
mals.
It’s a shame that a better class of scraping of hoofs was unite furious. The as active as cats when the order was
great magnitude, and its faithful prosecution must
giv- making
miner, with the baldest head in Tuolumne county •
men aren’t shipped for this
result in an invaluable book of reference. Both
duty ; but, as violent movement was a new tiling to en to brace up the foreyards and get up md this head reclined on the table, alongside
of
I have said 1 can’t tell you who are rethem, and I believe they were too a tackle at the yardarm. This was done its empty plate, asleep. At appropriate intervals. the publisher and editor are natives of Maine, and
sponsible. It was my first voyage in a frightened to bellow. Anyway, 1 heard 1 say, smartly, and the end of the tackle in order to give emphasis to the subject, the ora- : may therefore be assumed to have a State pride
tliAn. 1.
tor would stoop and throw another ladleful of pudcattle ship, and it was not till we were ti/» if 1 wo* oumil, 1 1 in 111 11
taken to the steam winch, and presently
in their undertaking. Mr. Varney was born and
ding sauce on that round, bald, sleeping head, so
under weigh from New York, with our but after a liit, observing i( man with a all was ready for
out
the
cattle.
hoisting
that when the oration was finished, a cast in semi ; educated in Brunswick, and Mr. Russell was born
decks choekablock with moaning beasts,
lantern going along the gangway looking There was no call for the crew to assist,
dried brown sugar might have been taken from
and brought up in Franklin county
The work
that 1 could tell whether I should relish .'it them, I jumped down to see how the the dreadful work was done
cranium of the snorer.
But this is hardly ger
by the boss the
will contain nearly Aim pages, octavo, illustrated
the
mane
to
Alas!
the
has
in helping in this sort of traffic or not. poor brutes were getting on.
pudding
gone, |
subject.
It was a butcher and his men. Every beast carthe store has gone, the “hoys" have gone, the live i by about sixty engravings of public interesr. and
I'll just describe the arrangement of the strange sight. I can tel! you, sir, to re- ried a stout manilla
lanyard around its dollar diggius have gone, the barrel full of patriot will bo sold by subscription.
vessel, sir. Forward was tin*, top-gallant mark their large dark (‘yes Hashing in the horns, and the tackle being overhauled ism is gone. The bar is left to its primeval soli- j
The Story <>i Ireland.
By Dion Boucicault.
forecastle.
From the break of this fore- lamplight whole rows of them and to from the yardarm, the block was hook- tude. The surrounding mountain tops look down
is silently and sternly as they did on flu* day of
Brief but sensational" is the comment of the
castle, as far aft as the bridge, was a hur- watch them trying to balance their un- ed to the. lanyard, and the winch set that
dinner, and the Tuolumne roars and babbles New York Herald on this little book, which the
ricane deck, consisting of a number ol wieldy bodies by swaying to and fro with in motion.
In an instant the animal
Let us
»y that baid headed old miner s grave.
author tells us ‘‘pretends to be no more than a
iron girders, supported by stanchions and the mils ol the ship, while the muscles of was run dangling in the air, and then
nope he has gone to a rest where the perplexities of
trouble not the tired soul. [San j bri'*f perspicuous exhibit of leading events, complanks laid closely together along, but their shoulders and haunches stood out up- lowered until its head was within arm’s pluui puddings
not caulked, nor water-tight. This hur- on their hides like knotted ropes and long reach of the man, stationed with a Francisco < 'hrouiclc.
piled textually from the best authorities, in their
ricane deck was continued abaft the streams of saliva hung from their jaws, sharp knife to cut the lanyard: the
own language."
(t is perhaps hardly necessary to
Life
Insurance.
Compulsory
bridge. The pens, as I may call them, i hc aftermost beasts were pretty dry, man leaned forward, the knife gleamed,
say that Mr. Boucicault. himself an Irishman by
1
The Hoboken Land and Improvement Company
Imt forward the ship was taking in water and the animal fell.
were lodged between the iron stanchions
birth, does not spare England in his recital of the
You may talk of
nas originated a scheme of compulsory mutual life j
or supporters, and there were four beasts
over her forecastle and hurricane
the
the
deck,
cruelty, Sir;
question is, could insurance for its workmen. Anyone refusing to Story of 1 relaud, and none of his plays are investin every pen. They were a tight lit, but and the animals that way were stream- it be helped '! 1 toll you my blood curdles become a member will be
ed with greater dramatic interest. The book is
discharged from its ein
1 may talk of that presently.
There was ing with the wet that drained through now when I recall the sight of those great ploy. The plan provides that the company shall ; destined to have a wide circulation and cannot
liave the custody of the funds, and thatTach mem- |
a
gangway amidships of these pens, the uncalked planks, till they shone in animals run up into the air, and left
fail to enlist sympathy for the Irish people whereher shall contribute 2 per cent of his wages to the
which gave us plenty of room to walk the lantern light like soaked tarpaulins. dangling for a moment or two, and then
fund.
The company will pay- in double the ! ever it is read. J. R. Osgood A Co.. Boston, pubfore and aft. The cattle were stowed in The wind had risen
quickly; every mo- dropping like stones into the boiling amount contributed by its employes. Any one ; l ishers.
lines athwart ships, their tails against ment found it blowing harder and harder, water; and when I remember the line of lischarged for the want of work will he paid his
Lrneli/s Living Auk. The numbers of The
the ship’s sides, and their heads looking and by five bells a whole storm was roar- horned heads swimming round and round total subscription, with •"> per cent interest.
Should one die. his widow or heirs will receive
Living
Age for the weeks ending May 7th and I 1th
inboard. There were two hundred of ing about our ears.
in
our wake, and the
From that moment
way in which the louble the sum paid by the deceased, with T per
contain articles on the Cnity of Na
respectively
them altogether, and it was like being at until the morning broke it was one long sea chucked some of the poor brutes half •out interest. In case of accident, sickness or
ture, by the Duke of Argyll; Tne Court of Hana cattle show to walk down the amidship
time of wild confusion
I don’t mean as out of water and then buried them, and old age, the employe will he allowed a pension,
»»
over; A Study of Carlyle: Old Scottish Society;
per cent, on double the
I can’t payable monthly, of
gangway and see the rows of horned to the discipline among the men : 1 speak then washed over them again.
amount paid in by linn.
After working IA years
Homo Lite: Winter Nights at Davos; A
Jewish
heads and the wondering eyes of the ol’ the horrible hullabaloo. The beasts imagine how long they would suffer.
At
continuously tor the company, the employe can rebeasts, and hear the short, impatient were never quiet a minute; sometimes ;dl events, after such a night’s work as sign and by the payment of regular dues, still be- Sunday at Leksaud : Mrs. Barbauld : The Eucalyp
bellowing here and there, and to smell half-a-dozen of them would bellow at mir cattle went through, I don’t suppose long to the association and enjoy its benefits. The tus in the Roman Campagna: The Use of Relathe fodder. The cattle made our deck once, and you can imagine the effect of they’d have much strength for swimming abject of this association is to inculcate habits of tions: The Mental Effect of Earthquakes: The
among the men, and secure a competency
load ; the ’tween decks were chokeful of such a deep, tremendous sound mingling very long. I would only ask, could it be frugality
Extraordinary Papal Jubilee ; The St. Petersburg
for them in their old age: or in case of death, a
Dynamite Mine; Fish Culture in the Cuitcd States:
American produce—cheese, bacon, ap- with the crash of the waters, and the helped! It’s nonsense to suppose that a legacy to their families.
with chapters of "The Frores.” Visited on the
and
such
like.
thunder
raised
the
The
of
hurricane deck
ples,
captain would heave a valuable cargo
by
great iron bows
Children," and "The Beautiful Miss Roche," and
The investigation by the State Department into the usual amount of
made us look tolerably high out of water, the ship, as they swung in hundreds of overboard, if he could help doing so;
poetry. Littell A Co., Boston,
the reports published in Kurope concerning the
however, and few persons would have tons weight intef the hollows of the waves, but, when it comes to save a ship and the hog cholera and trichinae among American swine publishers
suspected the enormous weight of cargo and the grinding of the engines, and the lives of the people aboard her, it would show that American swine are of the best and
we carried from the
The great majority of American men hold the
appearance of the ship. gale echoing like a Jamaica earthquake, be hard to say that, for the sake of hu- purest breeds, that the European reports are gross
It was mighty cold at New York on the in the blackness overhead. The roaring manity, a crew ought to waste then- exaggerations; that the per centago of deaths premises Lucy Stone does and cannot successfully
the conclusion she draws. Few of them
among American swine is no greater than that
day we left, but during the first three of the cattle was really terrifying at times. precious time in slaughtering in some among Kuropean swine from similar diseases, and dispute
are disposed to.
As soon as women generally dewe
had
It
made
that
storm
the
sea
as
the
hard again for us painless way,
cattle they mean to that a full investigation of the great marts in Cin- mand the ballot it will be given to them. When
days
very good weather,
cinnati
show
and
freedom
of
our mothers and sisters and daughters unite in
Chicago
Half the poor brutes were lighten the vessel of, before pitching them
complete
curiously smooth for the Atlantic, the sky to meet.
American swine from
The report gives
making that request we shall not say to them nay.
bright, and a pleasant sou’westerly breeze sprawling in their pens, and the others overboard. It is quite true sir that the (lie lull conclusions oftrichinae.
a searching investigation,
To their persuasions wo men folk will speedily
to keep our canvas full. Our average were struggling and slipping and break
irlmlr of our deck load two hundred the above
being among the principal point:.
yield
| Portland Press.
My Rights.

Meal.

profitable crop.
M eh of the wheat is now carried south
Cincinnati southern Railroad.
: i iuted from Chattanooga ami
There is a growing demand for
;
the South, accompanying the
eased prosperity which has ensued
■>::i the establishment of free labor.
ay he askt d w by Kentucky should
1
small a place in the production of
neat, her crop being only live to seven
in bushels.
The answer is that tin*
oid is held by a race of men with whom
ek-breeding is almost hereditary. As
iiavi stated, tile pa-sture is practically
petual. and of the best description,
■e m< st ot the blue-grass country is
e
oi.cd to tic r.iisi ig of horses, mules,
ml cattle.
This
ecupiitioti is easier,
a 1
a.is iiitiei, ii ore consistent with the
Farm
Productions.
of slave hib a- by which the pro-ress cl the srate .va> retarded until ;t
The farm productions of tin- i nited
I aisiih ably after the surrender of s.atcs have increased in a most wondere::
■
< onlederate
ful manner during the past ten yettrs, as
army.
I he land is now changing bands with will be seen 1 >\ the follow iim
comparative
uisidi'iablc rapidity, and, under the ta i>le.
of
I s'.'.
In;:'.
the
new
force
that
have
come
ipulse
Indian <•«
.7‘.«t
-li.7»HV.»4 4H»
wuli fiee labor, it seems probable that
\V lu'.'i ?.
js7.74.'».i'd';
us.7'*i;,»;;;o
.J
I o7,l.r>7
lining may be substituted for stock- <»als,
:i«;:»,7*;i
1 *« I 11•
I" 1
Inti
.it.:..«»-IT.-J47
•aaiiitg. and that huger etops of cereals, il:
;4'.
y, t*M»-.. JT.'ilti.nl"
baeco. and of hemp and liax will ensue. < inn,
.:.nl l.'.i'.'-;
i.iMid
.I'.'l ,d 7»
In Kentucky the farms of less than ten T"!ia«rn. it -.J'*j.7 >•’».:• 11
Value slau^htcri'il lann
■res in size increased in number from
-l.uk.s:;'.i>,*.*.Vi,:57'i
•s7iiu.»kni,uo0
■ai~ iii fsiiu to I it.ting in 1S7U, and the
\ aim*
,f‘Mi.nun.tiuo
i»i., luct-. .*:ii;..-o>.-J7 7
s 17.I>'.•
<M !t-ir«i j»r*>• iii«*i
*n>,oo<),<mhi
a farms under loti acres increased
\
i. mark**! miidm l*r>
same period from os,Add to !lg.] IP.
ilm-f. s-,*i.7l'.i._,_".1
sin.tM'ii.iMHI
lie the number of farms of over At it i and
I’lie increase in the production of corn
aim lotto acres decreased.
has been 7o per cent, greater than the
\eee>s to the sea-board is now by way
growth if population : that of wheat -'III
'■ liicinnaii. but other lines are
being pet eelit. 4renter: that of cotton and totrui ted that will give outlets at the
bacco bo per cent, greater : while the inharbor of Norfolk and on the York crease in oats and ha\ have been about
ai .lames rivers. Virginia. This line ilit- same, that in
potatoes not so much
be completed to Lexington by June as tin increase in
population. Altogether
I'T'im the centre ot the blue-grass the
agricultural products of the country
to Richmond, Virginia, by this
hav e increased do per cent, more than tinwili be A111 miles, and to Norfolk tilt)
growth of population- an increase partly
At pre sent the distance to New
due to the increased favor with which
•: k trout this section by rail is sdi) miles.
agriculture is regarded, ami partly to the
iinpletiun "t' projected roads will more general use of farm machinery.
_i\e a nearer outlet to the south.
The value of the farm products of the
When the railway service is completed,
I'rated States in I-slit and 1-70 is esti■ii'" Idated. and worked as
cheaply iie- mated as follows
""•n this section and the sea-board as
»;‘>S
i
lota \;t!.
H 7.
now
i*'7'.' t•»t: 11 valid*...
wen the \\ < 'tern States and
si.oimi,in 111,0110
N a 't .>! k. : lie I'osf of transportation will
The farm products m Maine for l-bo
s'!.All to >1 pet ton. or II or and l-7o are estimated as follows
e.xeei
cents ]ii i
bushel.
Add to this the
i-*;a.
gbt and charges to Liverpool, and it ■!
1 * 11 si 1. com.
appear that it may not lie impossible Kn-h. wheat.
a
time may come when the actual Hiisli. oats...
Bush. jiotatoi N_
in Liverpool of wheat raised in KenValtn* -!:iug1itt»r«*«I
animals.> ».a:;*.i.n7i
s:,,;>o«i.tK in
ty will not exceed lilt to 7u cents per
**
S 1
’.( M l,t It It'
ncl of bo pounds, or. at
bushels to Korc-l J’ro'iact-. .s!. 1.71«
Market irar Imi j»r«>s
dmt~.s -Jib*7
qu irtcr of At hi pounds, SA to sA.sd,
;{oo,<kmi
s
'.hio.oiiii
.al t" about x!iIs. |(Hi. t<. o.-)S. per qtiar- Ordinr'i iir.oim t>.s >74,-V,*.*
\ a I ue Maim farm j »r* "in*
im-lml
all charges paid. At or ibovc .'ills. isil'.i.
ini; betterments ami -t<"*k added. si!, ITn.nj
H7'.«. \ aim* Maine lann j»r<>dmt>, im-lmltarter the production and traffic will
inpr betlenm-nt- ami stork added.
in,n( in
pet iialielilly profitable.
''his limestone region which 1 have debed, known as •* 1'due-t.trass," comSt u, .ol’kd Lons riots. (!ut the lobster
ID.mill square miles, or ii,luii.iiiin lengthways through the shell, being carecs.
The area of land now under cul- ful not tn break it : take the meat out of
oion in wheat in all (treat Britain.is this lobster and that of another one ; cutthan AtHKI square miles, or under
meat in small pieces, and cook in a
,odd acres, on which a little less than
saucepan, with two ounces of butter and
the tlour used by the people is now a
teaspoonful of salt and pepper; add to
.i.
Ldward Atkinson, in Harper's it a
teaspoonful of best vinegar, some
■! igazine for June.
mace and two large teaspoonfuls of grated toast; stir for lifteen minutes; then
neu anil American Agriculturists Comput hack meat into the shells, and cook
pared.
in a Dutch oven and bake.
m

NKWS AMi

know an isle whore larawav
There lie- a '[iimi lake.
I unbosomed ill tie- peaceful hill- :
Naught doth the ~«i 11 n»—. break.
mi\e u hen the ripple- wash the Mior.
«>r iap the -tony mg-.
>r when the w ild diwk leave- le
haimt\ mid the reeds ami tl;ur-.
I

IK

rxstal Lake, for such is its name, is a little over
mile in length and half a mile in breadth, and is
ed. entirely by springs. One curious feature about
ho lake m that its surface is only ten feet above
tigli water mark, while its depth is from tifty to
ixty feet below the same, and yet it is situated
< •illy forty rods from the sea.
its waters are of
rystal clearness and so pure that no slime or
ilth ! any kind ever collects ill them
Around
1 he northern
shores of the lake runs a charming
of
•each
shining sand which shelves oil' gradually
nto the cool waters. So clear is the ice
of*’rystal
aike that a newspaper van be road through tweit
y two U'.vhrs of fi. The Knickerbocker Ice com
of I'liiladelplna lately shipped a cargo o!
j •any.
his ice to New York. where it was spoken of a>
tie best in the market.
During the summer and autumn great docks ot
v11d fowl feed in the southern waters of the lake
( Htentimes one ran see a dock ot from six to nine
miidred of them feeding. Foxes formerly abound
d. but so destructive were they to the sheep,
riiich roam at will over the inland, that the
slanders have momlv exterminated these cunning
.rituals.
Your conespoii lent was unable to visit the ex
reine southern portion of the Isle all Haul, but
'resident Lliot told him that he had seen, the
nettiest portions
In. k Harbor. .vhieh I wasuti
ble to visit, is said to lie very unsafe to one tin
President Kliot. in
equainted with its channels
waters, had several very narrow es
lavigating
from
overturned
apes
being
by h Aden reefs
Navigation among the Maine islands is. in fact, a
Last summer several yachts
langerous task.
1 •omul for Mount Desert were
obliged to turn back
•n their course, not daring to
attempt a passage
1 hrough the islands without a
pilot.
'The glorious air ot Maine is too well known to
1 iced praising
Suffice it to say that the atrnos
•here of Isie-au-ilaut is fully equal, if not superi
t*. to that oi
Mount Desert
It is a self-evident
act that the Maine sea coast is destined to be the
of
center
future
Vthmtie
summer resorts,
;reat
» nost pi
ininent am mg which will shine Mount
k*sert. ! course. m;\ everything taken into c.ui
nictation, that is virtually incomparable: but
sle-a
limit will rank m xh attracting such tom
Ms as seek a o dot ami beautiful summer home
nd desire to avoid fashion and great expense,
’m uishit able w.- Ul will stream towards Bar
Iarbor. but none
less will Ish au-lfaut retain
Is devotees
Arson Lki !N«;\V|.1,I

j
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of Hoilg<!"ii, invented and procured
a skirt protector
'i lie patent was in
Messrs.
tSideuberg A Co. m New York,
ringed by
rho manufactured and sold goods to Shepard,
uirwell A Co. of Boston, against which latter firm
uit was instituted in ls7o
\ decree was made
n plaintifl’a favor in October, isso. and an older
or an account issued.
The skirt protector sold
a Messrs. Shepard, Xorwell A (<>.. was also soid
1 >y manv other tirms.
Messrs. Sidonberg A Co
1 :ave
to* Messrs. Shepard, XorwcA A Co., and to
ther purchasers of their goods, a guaranty of in
enmity from all losses or damages whieh tliev
1 night incur or become liable tor
through selling
? hem.
The master in chancery, to whom the case
ras referred, assessed
damages upon the defend
nts in due proportion to their sales. The report
ow made states that the whole business of Siden
1 ■erg A Co
during tiie time of the infringement,
ras s-j.Yo o'Hi. i.t which the business in Boston was
coin one fourth to one tifth.
The master holds—
nd this is tlio important feature of the reportthat all the damage caused by an infringement
uanufacturer, by putting into the markets, through
( .ealers, infringing goods, is liable to bo assessed
; gainst any of the dealers in whom he has
given a
* 'ond of indemnity.' He accordingly iimis “that
he defendants, by the selling of the Sidenberg
:oods under a bond of indemnity, are responsible
i or all the goods made by Sidenberg. and that
1 hose sales damaged the complainant to the
mount ot more than
| Vroostook Pin
;

■

towu

patent for

:

j

■

cor.
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DIDN'T WAN

I

ANY
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The Lexter Gazette locates this accident m that
A good woman who live- on Main Si.
ullage
} as been terribly pestered ot late by iivijuent calls
x o the front door and (aiding
nobpdy but little
Tench girls with dandelion greens to sell. Well,
t he other day she heard the bell ring
violently
nd went in hot haste to the door, but the door
1 :nob being out of order, she failed to got the dour
pen.
Supposing ot course that it was auother
all from those itinerant peddlers of green fodder,
he yelled out at the top of her voice:
l can't
<
pen the door, but don’t want any greens anyhow.'
>n looking out of the window she was horror
truck to see her respected pastor carefully wend
j ng his way from that vicinity.
I’ll F.

Mr.

LKWISTON

FISH

MAUUITl

Atwood ot tins city has prepared some
interesting statistics in reply to a request from the
nited States lish commissioner at Washington,
'hero are eight lish dealers in Lewiston, and they
>btain their supply from Portland, Me., and Glou! ester, Mass The cheapest lish in tiie market is
1 lake, which retails for lour cents a pound, and
1 he dearest is salmon, which
generally retails at
hirty cents. The markets have the greatest
1 ihuudance and variety of lish iu the summer and
aitutnu mouths, when wo have mackerel, sword
ish. blue lish, cod, shad, haddock and pickerel,
[’he kinds most generally used are cod, mackerel,
I mddock and halibut. The sale of lish on Friday
s three times as great as on
any other day. Bcides the above named, the following varieties of
ish may be seen in our markets: Flounder, tom1 ■od.
pollock, cusk. cunner. striped bass, white and
’ollow perch smelt, ale wife or river herring, sea
lerriug, eel. lobster and clam. Eleven kinds ot
ish are taken from our ponds and streams, out ot

\

A.

fifty-four kinds of fresh water fish in the list sent
by the commissioner to be checked. | Lewiston

Journal.
WHAT

OIK

Lumbermen do not anticipate that logs will b<
lower in price during the season than they non

SEX A

TORS

SAY

OF

THE

i'ONKI 1NG

CIKCCS.

Senator Frye makes the statement that not a
single important appointment was made in Maine
during President Hayes's term to which both the

Senators from that State. Mr. Blaine and Mr Hamlin. were not strongly opposed. All the nominatious were confirmed in spite of their opposition,
but neither Mr. Blaine nor Mr. Hamlin thereupon
b urst into tears and declared that it he couldn't
have all the candy he wouldn't play.
A despatch to the Boston Traveller from Man
Chester, N. H dated the 17th says
Senator
Hale, ot Maine, who is here attending the deathbed of the late Senator Zach Chandler’s only surviving sister, was asked by your correspondent to
express his views on the resignation of Senators
Conkliug aud Platt. He replied that it certainly
would not have the desired effect of inducing the
administration to back down. The New York
Senators simply failed to realize that the New
York custom house was a national otlice, of equal
importance with a Cabinet ollice. aud that the
President has the right to have it occupied by a
man who. while being
capable aud tit. was also
his political friend. “Even supposing." said Mr.
Hale, "that they (the New York legislature) shall
re elect Messrs.
Conkling and Platt, and add to
that a resolution endorsing their action, that
would not change the matter nor affect the
strength of the President's position. It would
simply be the declaration of the majority of the
New York legislature that iu their opinion the
New York custom house is the private perquisite
of the two State Senators.
That would not make
it so. The country is with the administration iu
this controversy, and it will prevail.
Replying to your correspondent's question—
Will not the result be to damage the party ( Mr
Hale said: "No, not in the end. This tight has
We
got to come some time: it was inevitable
had better have it now and Ik* done with it

The
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Waterville is to be lighted with gas. The Xev
England (ias company is negotiating for a site fo
the works.
The Granger Mining Company at Bluehill wii
shortly erect a furnace, or rather two furnace:
with a single stack. The Bluehill furnace wai
blown in, a few7 days ago. The Douglass furnacei
are about ready for steady running.
The Twii
Lead furnaces will soon be completed.
The Kennebec Granite Company of Hallowell
has just closed a $30,000 contract with New Yorl
parties to furnish the granite foundations, trim
lmngs. etc., of a Bankers’ and Brokers’ building tc
be erected in Wall street by D 0. Mills, the Cali
iforuia capitalist.
The price of rooms and board at Bar Harbor arc
said to bo considerably in advance of last year
and that there is an increased demand for accom
medations.
Lots to the amount of $10,000 have already beer
sold at -’Ocean Park," Oid Orchard, and the re
maining lots are being taken rapidly by the Fret
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Ex Postmaster Boyd, of Uoulton, was arrestee
Saturday for robbing the Uoulton Postotlieeof let
tors containing money.
They were found upoi
Ins person and he acknowledged his guilt
!t is said the St. George Cotton Mill Cornpan)
will soon be organized. A. J. Seelye, Esq hai
offered to donate to the Company a site and watei
privilege for the Mill.
Miss Celia Wing, boarding with Dr. Knight a
Livermore, retired to bed at an early hour ou<
night last week, leaving the lamp burning. Sh»
tell asleep and her room-mate, on retiring an lioui
or two later, found the room full of gas and lamp
black cinders which had covered everything in th<
room
The windows were quickly thrown opei
and Miss Wing taken to the air. when she wai
found to be utterly unconscious. Proper measure:
were at once resorted to. and after two or threi
hours of active efforts Miss Wing was decided t<
be out of danger.
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Progressive Age, which has been

advocate of free

culated to indict

a

ships—a measure

cal-

final and fatal blow to

Maine

industry—is
opposing
exemption of vessels engaged in the fora
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Shipping Interest.

the

now

eign trade from local taxation.
be mentioned here

that,

It may

after mature

consideration, and with the unanimous

Rockland

Opinion

the

accuses

Bourbons of this State of having entered
into an alliance with the Republicans.
By the terms of the arrangement, the

Opinion

Democrats

appointed by
the Governor are to be confirmed by the
Council and all Greenbackers rejected;
says,

and in return the “Bourbons contract to
maintain under the Democratic name an

of the newspapers, the Legislatures of New York and Massachusetts

organization

which is to be run at all

times in such

a

have enacted laws for the relief of the

greatest possible assistance to the ReThe Opinion used to be
publicans."

approval

shipping

interests of those States.

In

New York vessels engaged in the foreign
trade are relieved from local taxation for
fifteen years, and in Massachusetts a tax
upon not earnings is substituted for a valuation tax.
Whether the judgment of
the Legislatures of these great States and

fancy

we

on

Bourbonism,

it would find it difficult

to substantiate these statements.
Bourbons are “willin,” no doubt.

The
The

fact is the Democrats and Greenbackers

yards, standing.

Seven rounds
Springfield
calibre Id.
Prizes—1st champion
\! 1; trophy. >'-d: dd. trophv. >10; dth.

and $1.7:27.bl contingent indebtedness. Th<
debts which will have to be paid in full are $1,585.
:
trophy.
55
The assets consist of $18 500 in stock (of tin
trophy. *.">
estimated cash value of $10,000). and the account
No. d. Best individual score made m company
of the estimated cash value of $5,1158 01 The firu
team matches. Prize
-champion gold badge, cost otfers 30 cts on $1 in do days after the propositioi
ing $Jd.
is accepted by all the creditors.
The Aroostook cheese factories have started up
^DlO.iiOtl 1 l.l-.lh, KI» 1(»U A \ IKON SHU* VAUI» IN
PATH.
Augusta has tiftcen physicians.
Five inches of rain had fallen from Sunday t<
At a meetingol the business men of Bath
Friday
Friday last, by measurements made at the lusam
evening, ( apt. Guy C (.oss said that the time is
This is about oue fifth of the averagi
not far distant when Bath must have irim
ship Hospital
rain fall.
yards or give up the business. Timber is gradually yearly
The Maine people who have found homes ii
becoming more costly, aud soon a wooden vessel California had a reunion at Oakland
recently, a
will be more expensive than an iron one. After a
which tin* following otlicers were elected
Presi
ft w preliminary remarks. Mr. (loss said he was
<
11. Chamberlain : Vice Presidents, A
present to talk business, and was about to make a dent,
Heald and .1, L Faruum ; Secretary, J. W. 1 Judge
proposition. A gentleman outside the city, per- Treasurer. Luke Doe: Executive
Committee. X
fect y responsible and
capable of doing just as he W
Spaulding. Criah Huutington. (i W Scrivener
>ay.*. had authorized him to subscribe one hundred
C ii Heed. G W. Whitney, George A. Xourse, B
thousand dollars towards establishing an iron sl ip
yard in Bath, provided the citizens of Bath would P. Flint, L L Smith and Joel Russel.
The semi annual convention of the Keforu
subscribe two hundred thousand dollars more:
Clubs of this State will he held at Bath. June Is
and in addition, this gentleman would
give them ami :2d
a contract to start on,
himself in
taking
A company of 11 Swedes from the “old country
their lust vessel and perhaps more. The proposi
arrived at Caribou a few days since on their way t<
Don was applauded most
heartily, and Thomas W. New Sweden.
Hyde, <iuy C. (loss, Arthur So wall. Charles DavenThe Christian Mirror says of Maine Cougrega
port and L VV. Houghton were appointed a coin
Uoiial churches: Rev. Alfred K. Ives of Casti.ie
mittee to see what can be done toward raising the
has been invited to supply the pulpit of the churcl
subscription required.
at West Brooksville. which of late has been va
NIMH ANNUAL SK.S.SION KNI'iHlS Ul kYlllIAS
cant, and commenced his labors last Sabbath
1 be* ninth annual session ot the Grand Lodge The Rev. Mr. Kemp, the former pastor, will mak<
Knights of Pythias, of Maine, met in Portland ! his permanent residence iu Brooksville
Wednesday evening, ISth inst nearly every lodge
Major J. D Myrick of Augusta, is to deliver the
being represented There are now twenty seven Memorial oration at Dover, this year.
Dr 11. C Vaughn of the Ellsworth American i
members and a fund of over
Lodges with I
Tld.HOU
Forty live hundred dollars were distrib to spend a brief vacation at his old home in Frank
uted h*r sick and funeral benelits during the
1 in county.
year
On Thursdav the following ollieers were elected—
The Maine Historical Society have received
(irand Chancellor, Wyer Green, of Portland.
bequest from the late John A. Vinton, of Boston
Orand Vice Chancellor. \V ,J Landers, of Gardi- i "t twenty volumes of town histories and gonealo
ner.
Fraud Prelate. John Sabine, of Lewiston : gies
1 frand Master ot
The Reporter says that Mr Joshua Davis, win
hxchcquer. Oeorge 11 Andrews,
nt Biddeford. (irand
was wounded so severely iu the late shooting af
of Records and Seal.'.
Keeper
■F F Chute, of Portland.
Grand Master at Arms.
tray at Harmony, is still in a critical condition
Tobias Lord. Jr. of Stamiish. (.rand Inner Guard.
The criminals were put under $«L!5 bonds, am
Andrew S. Bigger, ot Keunebuuk. (irand Outer found ban. Mrs Laura Davis ami mother have
Guard. Stephen W Carle, of Gorham
Supreme repievined the stock and had it driven hack
Keprcsentaii ve for four rears. C F. Bragg. ot The prisoners plead self defence
The Portland Press says that a well dresser
Bangor.
man attempted to kidnap Mary
LI leu Dolan,
1 UK SKCONIl D1STK1* 1 (.'ON V KN llON
bright little girl of ten years while she was walk
1 lie Republicans o 1 the Second
on
the
street
with
Congressional ing
her little brother Friday.
District of Maine will hold their convent.on to
A Lewiston man gave three cheers aud a ngei
choose a successor to the Hon. Win. P
Frye at when he caught the first glimpse of the sun foi
iia’l. Auburn, on Thursday, June Si,
the week. Friday afternoon
is*'].
The delegates will be chosen from the sevThe massive monument for the late lion X
eral counties on the gubernatorial vote of Iksi».
Chandler, recently completed at the Ilailowel
each town and plantation being entitled to one
quarries, will soon be sent to its destination. The
delegate and to one additional for every 7A Repub- spire is nearly forty feet iu length, of tine proper
lican votes thrown for Daniel F. Davis* a
majority tions. and weighs upward of thirty tons. The bast
traction ot 10 giving still another extra
delegate is of one huge block. Taken altogether the mouu
\ aeaucies on delegations are to be tilled with resi
ment will be oue that cannot tail of attracting
dents of the city, town or plantation where the va
universal admiration.
cauev occurs and not liy
who mav hap
anybody
One of Portland s landmarks, the old McCiellai
pen to be around
house ou Congress street, is being torn down
li
was built in 1751.
INGKNLKAL
There are in Maine nearly two hundred species
lhe Home Journal wants Gardiner to have a hit
of birds.
Prof. Hamlin shot and mounted 15
•»f a celebration on the
glorious Fourth.
species in Waterville.
A Bath man chewed
up a yeast cake uuder the
The swollen Saco on
week cariied awaj
delusion that it was a caramel. lie
probiblv rose about thirty feet of the Monday
dam at Bar Mills, hetwcei
early the next morning.
Buxton and Hollis, and inflicted $A(»tJO damage or
lhe West Camden Gold and Silver
Alining Co.
Woodman A King's furniture factory, carrying u
have elected officers for the
ensuing year and vot
portion of it down stream.
eii to continue the development of the mine.
Arrangements arc being made to hold a monstei
Among the local politicians of Bath the opinion
temperance meeting at Lake Marauacook, com
was unanimous that
Conkling's resignation was an mencing
atl.iir of uu great importance and one having little
July J8th.
The Augusta Journal says that alter it gets tin
effect beyond making the Senator
appear smaller shoe
than ever before
factory in operation it will turn its attention
to the idea of having a world s fair in Augusta
Mrs. Green, of Brunswick, mother of Mrs A 1*
At a town meeting in Cherry held. May 7th, u
\N is well, of Fils worth, died in Boston
May 13th
was voted to refund the town debt of about $0,00t
Classes aje being formed in all parts of the State
at
a lower rate of interest, the new rate not to ex
to take part in the Grand Musical Festival to he
held at Fake Maranocook about the middle of ceed 4 per cent.
John c. Lynch, Esq., of Macbias. will speak al
J uue.
Pembroke on Memorial day.
lhe American says there is a
strong feelintr
The Gardiner Home Journal says.
Paysor
among the business men of Ellsworth in favor of a
Tucker, Supt of the Maine Central, has orderei
celebration on the “Fourth.'
iiis
to
with
1 be Courier has been
co-operate
any owners alon*.
nosing Rockland’s sanitary the employes
line to see that the public eye is not otfeudec
condition, and calls for speedy and radical reform,
in any way. We ought to have a \
<t> the
illage Improve
only way of escaping some dreadful scourge.
ment Society here, as they have in many places ir
1 wo Damariscotta men have been
granted a pa
It adds to the value of any man’.'
Massachusetts
tent on an “Imitation ot Marble and Stone, which
laud in this city, and thus to every man's wealth
is thought to he a valuable invention
if
the
streets
arc
made attractive aud beautiful.
Wood is scarce and high in Rockland
Ail the Maine rivers are booming,
lhe Mrs Wilder, missing from Portland lias re
Collision of Steamers off Boston.
turned. She had gone to Boston
Some time during Tuesday night the 17th in>t
The steamship llanos, ior Matauzasfrom Boston
the store oft F. and F p. Brackett of
Biddeford, sugar laden, collided twenty utiles east of Bostot
was burglarized ; silk
goods and jewelry to the va.
light during the thick fop'"last Friday night with
lie of Si >00 to $J000 were stolen.
the \\ arreii line steamer Pembroke tor
Liverpool
1 lie State convention of the Maine reform dubs
and the former sank in 4(1 fathoms
The crew
w ill be held at
Brunswick. June 1st and Jd
barely escaped with the exception of one seamar
A Rockland woman is said to have had several
drowned. Loss on cargo iflloO titlb, on steamer
hundred dollars deposited iu Mrs Howe's “Ladies'
which was owned in Hull. $l*i0,0(K). The Pembroke
Bank.”
Deposit
was not seriously injured but
put back to repair
1 he following have been
to
take
appointed
part The Pembroke's bow is
and the forward
in the
sophomore prize declamation at the close of compartment tilled with damaged
water. She will discharge
the present term of Bowdoin
college: A. F. Austin a portion of her cargo to repair The Gauos’s carge
Readfield: N B R Petteugill,
was
Augusta: F M
consigned to II (' Cushman Jfc Co. of Boston
Hmg. Portland: H L Allen. Alfred: II P. Ken
She was 1.4-IH tons, and seven years old. The ves
dall. Bowdoin')am : H F Cole,
W.
A
Per
Sebago ;
sel and cargo are a total loss. The cargo is insured
kins, Salem, N. JI
It. c Washburn, Hallowed:
sjls.nilti
Steps will he taken by the marine tin
i. B. Swan, Waldoboro ; G U. Stetson. Sumner :
derwriters to libel the steamer Pembroke foi
A. <
Gilson, Bangor; 11 A. Bascom, Portland
damages
lhe Governor has made the
following nomina
tions Trustees for
Statistics ok the Senior Class' ok Coutv
Home, Bath,
Soldiers’Orphans’
Airs. B. f. Hamilton. Saco; Airs. <’ A L.
Sampsou
l
NtvEhsiTV.
The graduating class mi in ben
Bath : Benj F. Smith. Wiscasset: Frank B
Torrcy, thirty
Bath ; Sumner Al. BoitoD. for
four, live of whom entered during the
Keeper of Arsenal at
Bangor, John Burrill, of Newport, Fish Warden
course.
The largest number ever in the class
At the f armers' Club iu New York it was staled
room was forty live, while the whole number cat
that they put up
in
Alaiue
iu
cot
young herrings
ton seed oil. stuff them into boxes labeled sardines
alogued was fifty, fit the present members twen
and palm them oil upon the American
public as ty five were born in Maine, three in Mass and it
genuine. Can this be true of Maine?
X. 11 Conn.. Vt., X. V., Penn, and Va one each
A checker match, for
$:»(), at Portland, between
The maximum ago is .1(1 years, 11 months.
Herbert W right of Boston and
Golden
of
days
Lawyer
Portland, ended in a tie, each winning ten games, minimum I!' years, 8 months, it days ; total 7(.t|
with thirty games drawn
Golden wanted to play
.>
years,
months, Iti days ; average tkf years, I
till one or the other beat, but Wright refused.
months I" days. Maximum height o ft, 11 in
Airs. Susan Reed of Phillips, went to Brunswick
to consult the
faculty regarding a tumor, and died minimum 4 ft, 11 in. ; total l!K) ft, 5 in. ; average
suddenly Wednesday night before an operation, oft 7 8 in. Maximum
lbs : minimum
weight,
aged oh.
lhe North Star says:
Presque Isle has already lbl lbs : total I'.hVj lbs. : average Mo.'.tl lbs. lie
received an offer for its railroad bonds at live and
ligious preference: Baptist at) : Methodist 8
one half per cent, semi
annually, but the town
Congregational a: no preference P. Politics: He
can
undoubtedly do still better
Charles il. Bragdon, of Biddeford, has secured a publicans HU; Democrat I. The Republicans are
5Id,000 contract to furnish stone for the govern
all for protection ; the Democrat is lor free trade
meut breakwater at
Newburyport.
-None are married, four are engaged, two want tc
1 ho Kennebec Journal says that Merrill's trial
cost the county of Kennebec, iu
be, one wants to be but cannot and one is uucer
etc
fees,
jury
about four hundred dollars—the
cheapest trial for tain. Number possessing moustache and siders I
a first class murder in the annals of the
eouniy
moustaches Li. Others have made
attempts
Mr. frank Wood, who is to be director of the only
hut have left no monuments of their
musical festival at Fake Alaranocook, announces
struggle
that it has been decided to engage the full Ger
Future occupation
Teachers 8 ; lawyers 8 : min
mania band of Boston, sixty pieces
istors H; physicians b ; business 1 ; undecided li
A Blue Hill correspondent of the
Bangor Com- it will be seen that the
mercial thinks Blue Hill bay and harbor should be
tendency of the class o;
buoyed out. He says : Our harbor is one of tbe SI is to shun Democracy and uiatrimoBy. The
hardest to enter on the eastern coast; it is full of
great issue "Free trade versus Protection" was
ledges, and not a buoy to mark them. There have
been numbers of vessels get on them, and last thoroughly discussed in the class-room by the
Thursday the steamer May Field struck very heav Professor and students in connection with Polili
ily on one of them.
cal Leonomy. Its bearings and arguments or
The millinery store and dwelling, occupied
by both sides were
A. P. Bassett, at Lovell, were burned 17th ins?
carefully examined and the result
was the removal of all doubt in the tninds of
Insured for $1400.
every
William W. Robbins of Chelsea, is wanted for one present as to the advantages of protection.
notes
for
small
amounts
on
different
forging
parThere lived a few weeks since a man who perties of Gardiner. He succeeded in raising about
two hundred and fifty dollars with which he dehaps regretted that heever became agreenhacker.
Two years ago the Kev. Mr. Norris, of Guilford, in
camped.
the Fourth Maine Congressional district, deserted
U. S. Surveying schr. Eagre, Lieut. Colby, V S
N\, is at Rockland for the purpose of re surveying the liepublican party, espoused the Greenback
that harbor, it having been reported that there are cause and began making Greenback speeches.
The reverend gentleman s actions so displeased the
some rocks not laid down on the old charts
brethren of his parish that they insisted
The Piscataquis Observer says: Atkinson has
upon his
a sensation in
the matrimonial line. A young seeking a new field of spiritual labor. The Baptist
conference sent Mr. Norris to Burnish, as a misman 20 years old has just been married to a miss
of J4 summers, which naturally caused consider- sionary, where he was lately killed and eaten by
the natives. A later account denies the truth ol
able gossip as well as astonishment there
But
this isn’t quite as had as the Foxcroft ease, that of the report.
This may he a funny paragraph, hut the eonHarvey Robinson, over 30 years of age, who married
Angie Beck ford at the age of a little more than 13 eluding sentence seems to us to rather
spoil the
years. Parents and guardians should always in
fun of it—and sense, too.
tercept such foolish proceedings.
One ice company on the Kennebec pays upMr. Lincoln used to tell a story of a
wards of $40,000 for towiug during one season it is
boy who
was ordered
said.
by his father to scare a stray' urchin
Nearly all the lumbermen in Aroostook have oil the premises, lie departed on his mission
got the logs out of the brooks into the Aroostook, with a “turkey gobbler"strut, and shortly returned
with a discolored optic, bleeding nose, snd
and the indications are that they will succeed in
very
getting their lumber into the St.'John market this much demoralized, and told his father the “darn'd
didn't
scare worth a cent."
boy
spring.
Frank Simmons, the sculptor, will leave Flor
Was the boy’s name lfoscoe (
ence for Baugor this month.
One hundred and fifty shares of the Maine CenMexico has entered into connection with the
tral were sold at $40 last week
Coifed States signal service.
1,

rifle,

Auburn^

rect

(iinicuiiy wim me Age appeal’s to
be that it cannot divest itself of its party

Blaine has written

President Garfield.

The Age professes to be quite content
with the present condition of affairs. To

quoted, furnish

Robertson, above

ly

a

suitable

a

not on-

review of what

a

government.

letter in favor of it.

the statement that the foreign carrying
trade is already to a large extent in Un-

The New

accomplished by the

Secretary

of the

ple:

some-

proper and results in general good.

what

A
embarrassing eircumstanees.
Democratic Congress, in attempting' to

bulldoze the national banks, had thrown
serious obstacles in the way of refunding,
just as a large amount of live and six
bonds

coming due,
provided for. Then, the pubnaturally doubted whether a successor

per cent,
lic
to

and

were

to be

were

Secretary Sherman could be found who

could manage the national tinances with
equal ability, lint even Secretary Sherman

could not have solved the

presented

more

successfully

tary Windom has done.
dbb of the bonds

from

but

assumed his otiice under

Mr. \\ indom. the new

Treasury,

President

the

problem

than Secre-

About S77,(MMI-

will be

paid outright

surplus

revenue, and the remainder extended at .'D per cent, interest, while

retaining

ing these bonds

the

privilege

of [lay-

at the convenience of the

practically

it is often wise au<l
For

draw

Herald attempts to
between the opposition

parallel

a

of Senator Edmunds to the nomination
of

V-1 til

»

example,

suppose that certain
should propose to erect in this

accommodation ami enhance the value of
real estate, to say nothing of increasing
the businessof local dealers and the larger
market for

our producers such an enterprise would create. The city would certainly he greatly benetitted by such a
policy, as other places have been : for this
is not a theoretical proposition but one

that has often been put to the test.
The
action of New York and .Massachusetts

industrial interests of the country, have
already been manifested in the State De-

lose the taxes upon this class of property,
for our shipping will inevitably lie trans-

When he assumed his duties
lie found in existence a concerted move-

ferred to ports in New York and Massachusetts, and their large owners will

ment on the

eventually follow, taking

side ot

taxable property, and the State will also
sutler the loss of valuable citizens.
And

part of dealers on the other
the Atlantic to drive American

lood

products from European markets.
The large and growing exportsof American swine bid fair to be
entirely suspended because of unfounded
reports concerning tlie existence in this country of hog

cholera and trichinosis.

The

investiga-

which

these

would

same

come

critics

as a

upon
are

Justice of the

it.

now

Many

ot

lamenting

capitalists
so conspicuous in the Conkling controcity a cot
versy
Hy tnc way, wonder what hapton factory which would give employment
pened to Conkling’s backbone. He has
to two or three hundred hands, provided
heretofore been credited with hav ing one.
the company were exempted from taxation for a term of say ten years.
Aside
Kx-Senators Conkling and Platt have
from the employment furnished in build- taken the held in
person to secure their
ing the factory, the bringing here of a re-election, and are now in Albany.
large number of operatives would neces- There is no material change in the situasitate the erection of dwellings for their tion. The Democrats
say they will stick

nmim; o

partment.

Matthews

that the President’s backbone has been

Treasury. A saving of over * 14,Odd,non
annually in interest has thus been effect- has, however, given a different phase to
ed, the public, debt reduced many mil- the question of exempting Maine shippinglions ; and I per cent, is now the highest engaged in the foreign trade from taxation. The Age says that if such a law
rate paid by the government on its bonds.
All this has been accomplished bv Secre- were enacted, “the shore and river cities
tary \\ indoin in little more than two and towns which are nearly all burthened
months, and that he has been able to do heavily with debt, would lose for the purso much shows not
only his fitness for the pose of taxation a large amount of taxable
but
the
place
strong'’hold the new ad- property, and the loss in tuxes would
ministration has upon public confidence. have to be made up l>v other taxable
property.” The fact is, that whether
vi^uiuua imcmjvi, UAeeutive ability, and zeal in behalf of tlie Maine passes such a law or not it will
'Vvv>i

with them other

this result, it may lie said, was one of the
motives which inltnenced the enactment
of these laws
for self

by our sister states. Maine,
protection, if for no other reason,

must take similar action.

of

naturalized

citizens, and has
shown himself alive, as when on the floors

Congress, to the necessity of regaining
our lost
carrying trade and placing our
shipping interest on a paying basis.
The following statement of the net annual saving in the cost of the star route
and steamboat mail service, under tlie
ot

administration

of

Postmaster General

James, epitomizes a volume of commendation : March $215,490; April
$H4,5:1I ;
May 1st to Ptth $112,01:1; total $412,0;D. 'Phis saving has been effected without in any way crippling the service or
curtailing its ellieiency. Nor is this all.
The Postmaster-General has brought to
light the star route frauds ignored or
condoned by a Democratic Congress, and
with the assistance of Attorney General
Mc\ eagh is pressing the investigations
with the determination of punishing the
guilty parties, whoever or wherever they
may be.

of the government during the
and since, Mr McCulloch proceeds to discuss
financial policy of the tutuio.
lie asks:

the

policy

What shall be the

policy of the Government relabanking system, and what

tive to the national

shall be the rate of interest
be issued?

Mr.

bonds hereafter to

on

McCulloch

so long as it has a large public debt
upon which it is desirable to secure the lowest
possible rates of iuterest, cannot attord to legislate

the banks unless
the

of

sels.”

If

of the
he

we are

ever to recover our share

carrying trade, it says it “Will not
retaining our old navigation laws,

by
nor by retaining our
present prohibitory
tariff; nor by taxing the people to pay
subsidies.

brought

Tlie recovery, if it-is to be
about at all, must be through a

different policy.”
to ask of the

It is a

Would it lie too much

Age what that policy

pity that

is f

such valuable information

should be withheld from

an

impatient

and

expectant public.

Gov. ( oruell, of New York, refused to .sign the
hill abolishing compulsory pilotage through Hell
Gate, and it fails to become

u law.
He says the
bill would throw many pilots out of employment,
and would a (lord no relief to commerce. On the

latter point tew will agree with him.
At a meet
ingof the Pilot Committee of the Maritime Asso
ciation of the Port of New York, hold on the ISth
the following resolutions were adopted—
Resolved, That the Pilotage Committee of the
Maritime Association desires to place on record
their dissatisfaction at the courso pursued by Governor Cornell in refusing his signature to the As
sembly U<11 Gate Pilotage bill No. ?u. The result
of our labor has thus been defeated and without
any adequate reason being given therefor, oar
commerce must continue to groan under an uu
necessary burden, because the executive of the
State has allowed himself to be intiueneed
by a
few interested persons, seeking to he supported
out of the hard earnings of our vessels without
giving any services as equivalent therefor
Resolved. 'Chat in opposing the expressed wishes
of the States of Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and New Jersey through their Legislatures the
Governor of this State has not, in our opinion,
either fulfilled their expectations, sustained his
own record oil this subject of
compulsory pilotage
or met the unanimous wishes of the commercial
in.st

comm

unity.

dines the service of

pilot to pay one halt the
pilotage rates, which are $1 .‘Jo to $;> 50. according
to the class, for each foot the vessel draws, and
thus imposes a burden of £15 to £50 for the privi
lege of entering or leaving the port of New York
This is a simple robbery. Moreover, it repealing
a
wholly unnecessary tax of £15 t«> $50for Die priv
ilege of entering or leaving the port of the metropolis would not he

a

a

relict to commerce, then noth

ing would
(ien. Grant's espousal of Conkliug's cause does
him little credit and shows a want of the sagacity
and common sense for which he has heretofore

which
a strong persouul inpoiutmonts
terest, are very distasteful to me; the first, because
of our personal relations and my wish that he
should bo kept where his office would support
him until he finished some work he is engaged
upon, and which ho could do without interfering
with his public duties
The second, because it
was at the expense of
removing the son of my old
Secretary of Stale, who probably never had his
superior—certainly never for moral worth—iu the
department It is true Fish resigned. But he did
this from a souse of honor, supposing it to be the
duty of representatives abroad to give a new ad
ministration the opportunity of saying whether
they were wanted or not.
Now the facts with regard to Mr. Fish are that
last week he resigned his position as Charge d
Adairs to Switzerland in such language as to i:idi

tion

Progressive Age says
of Conkling and Platt

Senate in the control of the
and the
at once

probabilities
proceed to elect

are

the

resigna-

“leaves the

Democrats,
they will

that

the Senate offi-

and to reconstruct the committees.”
As the Democrats elected Senate officers

cers

more than two

years ago, and as they
are now, and have been over since
then,
in possession, the “probabilities” of the

his desire to return home.

receiving

an

Shortly utter,

intimation that Fish desired to
the diplomatic service,

tinue elsewhere in

on

con-

the

President tendered him the Danish mission, which
Cramer had resigned.
Fish declined it. and asked
to be sent to Berlin : but as this was filled it could
uoi be given him.
simply requested that

4s

to Cramer, Gen. Grant
he should bo transferred to

milder climate than Denmark, and the President
appointed him to Switzerland. As for Gen. Badeau
he was tendered the Danish mission but declined
a

it.

The “work lie is engaged upon," referred to
Gen. Grant, is the life of Gen. Grant, now com

by
pleted

and

takiug others, betrays

Kichard A. Elmer, the newly appointed Second
Assistant Postmaster General, was sworn in.

cago, for Topeka, Kansas.
The route through upper western Maine through
the homes of the Oxford bears and skirting through
northern X. 11. and Vermont, was a very pleasant

Thursday.

at

depositing legal money with the Treasury for that purpose. Inasmuch as the Government gains rather than loses by collection of the

to the

national hanks

is

control elections

by

into

car

draw

they

can

afford to

si c

although only

live passengers were left in our
for all and to spare
The

room

was

flieial didn’t ask

1

.o

see

our

tickets, which

The

early

dawn of

found

Friday

St.

at

us

Hya

with d per cent, bonds, and. cousi quentlv.
will retire a considerable portion of their circula
tiou. If they do ibis the ex-Secretary docs in t

c.nthe station, where the tirst sight that greeted
our visuals was a huge Catholic nunnery building,

believe that

bond can
If the
per cent, bonds
banks are relieved of the taxation npou their cir
dilation, lie believes that a twenty \ ear d per cent

next

bond can readily be sold.
Mr. McCulloch believes that bimetallism upon
an international
coinage ratio should he a part <-f

etation

notes

the

place

d

a

per
the ’» and

of

«>

the

station

the States.

The

Hilaire, and all along here in
Liwrenee are tine farming

St.

was

valley of

being

out of

the St

lands.

The ground is very wet. though consider
able planting and sowing had been done, but vegfarther advanced than in Maine.

was no

Six o'clock brought us near the city < r Montreal,
which we enter through the long, dark, tubular

future liscal policy.
He would have the ratio
of r>i to 1 adopted, which would be a gain for
this country. The present depreciation of silver

our

Victoria railroad bridge, which requires some ten
minutes for the passage of the train
After break
fast at the Albion Hotel we drive over the city
he holds to be due not to an increase in the yield ; and take in some of its more
prominent and in
but to the adverse influence of (Heat Britain, the
the ehurch of Notre Dame.

teresting objects

demonetization of silver
ited

coinage by

by Germany

and the lim

Windsor Hotel (.lovernineut

buildings, docks and
steamers, the market, Ac
and at
are
again en route for Chicago in the Pullman Cub

the Litin nations.

ocean

Mr. McCulloch's remaining feature of our future
policy will attract attention and provoke

fiscal

criticism.
a

su;j

Lie declares that he has hitherto been
advocate of free trade in

strenuous

ships

As

the

as

means

to

by which

stored is

to

namely,

our

resort

a

to

toroigu
the

be

commerce can

‘subsidize American

Those who have followed Mr

we cross

the

from which this letter

free ship fallacy, and quoted him as an authority
that subject, will do well now to revise this

article

Prof. \V. ti. Sumner contributes

an

an

the other side, which is perhaps as good
argument as can be made in favor of tree ships

trade

to

or

prove l
Frederick Douglass furnishes an article on “The
Color Line.’ whicli shows that this distinguished

representative ot the colored
writer

he

well

as

speaks

as an

he classes

as

a

people

Race

prejudice

“moral disorder." which at

some

time iu their history has atMictod all nations. The
colored people of this country, he affirms, have
suffered mostly from this feeling. “Without crime
offence against law or gospel, the colored man
is the Jean Va)jean of American society. He has

or

from the galleys, and hence all presump
tions are against him." Mr. Douglass speaks with

escaped

indignant eloquence against this evil spirit, and
proceeds to examine its cause and manifestations
He insists, and in good measure proves, that color
prejudice is

not

natural and inevitable character-

a

evolution.
dice in

race,

beyond the reach

There is. he declares,

even

color

no

of

preju

Europe,

except among Americans who reside there. Mr. Douglass cites his own experience
abroad, and that ot other

of his race, some of
them black, to prove that there is no aversion to
negroes in England or on the continent on account

of their color.

men

The existence of such

a

feeling in

America lie attributes, of course, to slavery
“Out of the depths of slavery has come this prejudice, and this color line.” Shivery is gone, but its
and its shadow remain. The inconsistencies

spirit

of the

prejudice, which tolerates all intimacies
that involve service from the subject race, but re-

anything looking to “equality," are very
The trouble is that most
caustically presented.
men. and especially most mean men. want to have
something under them." This feeling, the writer
sents

has discovered, is
will

lightenment

one

of the vanities which en“Men who arc really

dispel.

are too great to he small." ami the ex slave,
who has mot and mingled freely with the leading
great men ot Ins time, can “remember no instance

great

when among such men, ho has been made to feed
himself an object of aversion.” Mr Douglass is

encouraged
rise

to

superior

liud that the number of those who
to prejudice is great ami increasing,

and looks forward to
of

even

time when it will ho true,
colored face, that “A man's a man for a

a

a

icimwmug

brief mention

in unrs

uuisi

Dr. George B.

in*

uismi>se(i wim

Poring.

the newly

appointed

Commissioner of Agriculture, writes of
“The Patrician Element in American Society”—

and in the author’s estimation the patrician ele
rnent hero is simply the strongest popular element

—

that

cultivated

fields

grain

to

sown

thrown up aud left in ridges
width. Tliis is universally the

seeded

or

ten

some
ca>.-

are

ir.

feet

wnether the

j ground is wet or dry. level or hilly, aud causes a
simibmtytiu tields which is particularly noticea
hie. Drain is generally up and grass is looking
But I promised to he brief,

finely.

so

'Truly,

no

(«!•>

more

F. B.

portion

of the

people, whatever their lineage,

A birthday

in

gift

always

seasonable, and

alike

is

appropriate for old or young, married or single,
l ilike Christinas, birth days come every lay m
the year, and a remembrance on one s natal day
is always acceptable.
For tins purpose we have
seen nothing so well calculated to please as the

Longfellow birthday

Book, which has.

moreover,

permanent value. The left hand pages contain
careful selections from the prose ami poetical
writing of Mr. Longfellow, and on each right hand

a

page

are

the

names

of

or

more

less distinguished

persons, whose birth days are given on that page
The compiler. Miss Charlotte Fisk Bates, is very
familiar with all of Mr. Longfellow's writings, and
in many instances she has succeeded in making
the selections express •» me trait or tact iu the

history of the individuals named upon the oppo
site pages, thus giving to the book peculiar interest and value.
The blank spaces are available for
the

w

riting of autographs, the volume thus

ing

a

happy

form

combination of

and there is

gift book and album
birthdays which when

index of

an

tilled up will facilitate reference to any or the
names contained in the book
It will be found a
convenient record of the birthdays of relatives
and friends. The frontispiece s flu* latest portrait
of Mr. Longfellow, said to be one o‘ the most sat
is factory ever made, and there are also twelve
choice illustrations,
The price is

year

one

only

for each month

m

dollar, and it

may

a

the
bo

procured through the local booksellers or will be
sent by mail, on receipt ut the price, by tin*
pub
lishers, Houghton, Millliu A Co. Boston. They
have just published, same style and price, the Fin
erson Birthday Book, and the Whither
Birthday
Book will be issued next Autumn.
Fish

\ni>

Fishino.

The

Sardine

factory

at

Latnoine has began operations, though without a
full supply of firth. The owners have recently
advertised for twenty five hoys and twenty live
girls to be employed in the factory_The New

fishery has closed with mure than
the average voyage, and a JSt. John despatch of the
Uth says cod fishing has begun with fair prospects

Salmon

are

plenty at

ton cents

quantities of herring

per pound_Large
taken in the river at

were

Millbridge last week and the sardine factor)- is
running to its lull capacity, and even then they
liml it almost impossible t > take care <>t all that is
caught. They are pressing all they can for oil.
The two lobster factories are also

Desire

are now

(’harnay

writes

of “The Ruiiis of Central

Dr. Austin Flint discusses the benelits

of vaccination
power

changes

.1. M. Mason asserts the lawful
the government to regulate railway
and dually’, Prof. E S. Morse sets forth

of
;

the evidence of the existence of

min

upon

this

continent in pre historic times.

business-Six of the

doing

a

good

Kastport

sardine factories
bv steam_The Herald of the

niuuing

Lull says the fishing season at Dumariscotta Mills
has been poor thus tar, but one good day
On the
L.Hli

there

good run, about one hundred
The Messrs. Nickerson have in
salt at this timeaboutouo hundred aud twenty live
was

a

thousand taken.

thousand, with about
smokehouses.

The great literary event of the year has taken
place. At twelve o'clock Friday night the pack
ages containing the copies of the revised New
Testament were broken in New York, and Saturday the volumes were distributed to the various

In

mu*

hundred thousand in the

IS70 there

and tish taken ; in'il

a

little

was

about KOo thous-

J00 thousand;
from that time to last year
over

less than ‘JOB thousand :
published. A letter similar iu import
Age are extreme improbabilities. In
to that written to Senator Jones was addressed to
the ruus have varied about ohe fourth. ISSO being
of fact the Senate adjourned Friday
ized the Army Divisions, by which a re- point
tho President. It is evident that both were writ
the largest ruu ever known, more tliau HiOO thousaud
without the Democrats making any etfort ten under a
misapprehension of the facts and the
duction of expenses is secured without
captured, so the alewives are as uncertain as any
to take advantage of their temporary maPresident's sentiments, and it is understood that
cities in the county. About 100,000 copies have other shoal tish-A freshet in the Medomak bus
reducing the efficacy of the army, and lie
the President several flays ago replied to Gen
been sent over from England, but these of course pended the alewive fishing last week_The
has taken steps looking to increasing its jority, and they did not even elect a PresGraut at length and iu tho most friendly terms,
Ale wive Fishery Co
Nobleboro, are having a
will not begin to supply the demand. Kxtraordi
ident pro tein of the Senate as is usual.
efficiency by breaking up the system of
giving him the facts in the ease, and assuring him nary preparations have been made by the A uteri splendid run this season.Lobsters are very
the
Before
Senate
meets
the
vacanagain
favoritism which has kept certain officers
that lu- wished to give his preference great conat Swans’ Island and smacks are
can publishers to reprint the work in the
paying
quickest plentiful
cies for New York will be tilled.
More Conkhug fat in the tiro.
sideration
on ornamental duty in the
while
possible time after copies are given to the public. butBA cents each-Bankers are arriving at Booth
cities,
As well printed editions of the separate books of bay with full fares-The Cnion says that Burn
others were permanently exiled to fronSo little is known of ex-Senator Platt,
The national Senate adjourned tint' die Friday
the
scriptures are advertised for sale at three cents ham and Merrills factory at Englishman's Kivor,
tier posts.
Secretary of the Navy Hunt whom Mr. Conkling led by the nose from afternoon, after confirming a batch of nominations,
each, no one need forego the privilege ot becom- Geo. Thompson superintendent, commenced busithem
that
of
J.
II.
as
among
has undertaken a similar reform, and a seat in the Senate to the shade of
Manley
postmaster at
ness two weeks ago with a crew of
primen and IS
The nomination of William E. Chandler ing familiar with the revised version on account
Secretary Kirkwood of the Interior is vate life, that the New York Herald has Augusta.
women.
of the cost. The revision of the Old Testament
They can an average of two thousand
for Solicitor General was rejected, ID to *J3, Senawill not be completed for about four years.
pounds of lobsters per day; lobsters plenty and
managing the affairs of that department found it necessary to introduce him to its tor Cameron and
Democrats voting iu tho neg
A Glouin an eminently satisfactory manner.
larger size than for the past few years
In readers. There was so little to say of ativo. Contrary to the usual custom no President
Says the Lewiston Journal—“Poukliug and Platt cester, Mass schooner landed a 11SU pound halibut
all the Departments retrenchment and him that the
was
elected. This has been done heretofore —see 11
biography printed is very protein
And here it is :
Samuel, I : 'S3
last week, on her return from a (ieorges trip
reform are the orders of the day, and the brief. We learn from it that Mr. Platt is to provide for the improbable events of the PresiSaul and Jonathan ire re lovely and pleasant in
V
their
and
in
their
and
ice
dent
President
death
the
lives,
recess,
dying during
they were not di
Secretaries are in complete harmony with
Mr. Conkliug has decided to be a candidate lor
forty-eight years old, and rich, that he in which case the President
vided: they were swifter than eagles, they were
pro tom of the Senate stronger than lions.
re election, and, strange to sav,
the President.
Mr. Llutt has
Not only has the Admin- “pulls wires, manipulates machinery and
would become President.
And in many respects they are not unlike that come to the same conclusion.
But then, great
istration made a successful start, but it knows the inches in a political or busim nds think alike
four legged and loug-oared bird, the jackass
Gen Grant is -coming home from Mexico, and
may be claimed for it without fear of con- ness boom,” and that William Walter
rumor has it that he would not object to tilling a
Rockland has a line of steamers direct to New
tradiction, that no previous administra- Phelps has declared him to be “the best
Why should grass grow more luxuriantly close
seat in the Senate from New York
Another ruYork.
to a stone wall than two feet distant ? f Bath Times.
tion has done so much deserving of
praise fellow that he ever knew.” It may be mor is that he wants to help Cockling out of his
So has Belfast
But both lines consist of one
Because the stone wall furnishes

Secretary

ot War Lincoln has
reorgan-

>

~~

in the first twm months of existence.

added that he has

no

mind of his

shelter aud

own.

hobble

and ihe same steamer

on .\rmm, me rrussiau
diplomatist. who tell
under Bismarck's displeasure after the Franco
Prussian war. died at Nice Thursday.

Two shocks of earthquake were felt iu Contocook. X II May 17th. one about twenty minutes
past 1*2 and another between 3 and 1 v. m
Ex-Senator Bruce, of Miss
a colored man of
and high character, has been
nominated and continued us Register of the

acknowledged ability
Treasury.

Memorial monument to the late Geo B Arm
strong, originator of the 1 S Postal service, was
unveiled t Chicago, Thursday. Schuvler Colfax
orator.

was

Judge Howe made an able ami iuteres iug speech
before the monetary conference at Paris Thursday
He said America was seeking a broad and stable
money basis.
England has had a share f our cold wet
weather
There is nothing meat; about this
needs tor
try when it has more weather than
immediate use
1

There arc sixteen ilitVercnt st\h-> ot the revised
Testament, ranging in price from 1 cents to
*D>. The New York publishers delivered Jho noo
copies to the trade Friday
Now

In the telegraph suit in New York. Frula\ J
Gould testified he gave his check for slo.iioo,ihiron the Fourth National Bank to
pay tor tin rutinstock of the American I'nion Co.
Thomas A Scott, the railway magnate and mo
lionaire. for many years President and Manager ot
the great Pennsylvania Road, died
at (ditto
Penn at nine o'clock Saturday evening
Frederick Douglass gets a larger salarv than an\
other colored man in the country
His new ..thot Distiiet recorder pays *.».(MU) per year, which
rather more than lie got as District n c

Since ;
the centre- ;',-opiilatiou in tins conn
try has moved from *-23 miles east of Baltimore to
S miles west of Cincinnati
a change ot
about *.‘*j
miles in latitude and 1-7 miles iu longitude.

Competition has cut down the prices of some
kinds of canned goods,
t omatoes have been r«duped to ten cents a can at retail, aud blueberries
to 1*2 cents.
Blackberries are higher and are retailed at I > cents
The appointment of Dr and ex Congressman
boring, of Massachusetts, as < inmissionei of Ag
rieulturc. is an excellent one.
Dr. boring uniteto great ability and scholarship, the practical ex
pericueo of a successful farmer
President Gariield aud Senators Blaine. Windoic
aud Kirkwood, will participate in the ceremonies
in the National Cemetery at Gettsburg. Penn
vv.
Decoration Day Tin* Presidential party wiltarri
Monday morning and remain until 1 uesdav ew

cing

The Secretary of .state reports that the ease ot
Michael P Boynton is not
c which w .-aid
war
interference f the I'nited States government
But he would counsel the President to appeal to
tin* benevoi«*noe of 'he British government
Boynton's behalf
rant

meeting ot flic Baptist Foreign Missionary
at Indianapolis. May *21sf. ttie annual re
port was read showing the receipts of it..* >ncie!\
t«> be *133,^ T I
A large number of iChh-s hawbeen printed in foreign languages
The numhci
At

a

Society

of members has increased to IMi.Oihi
It is said that Dents Kearney, the Sand b
demagogue, recently lain the foundation tor a >l".
"in house it. San Francisco, but
suspended opera
tee
;i receiving a hint from the
parties he had
subsidized during his reign as a political agitator,
that it was too early for imn to display the r«-si;.
ot his mauo-uvres.
The} feared an investigate i.
Robertson
VIVA

A

VnCK VOTK

Continued
AN!)

I'KW

The iiomiuation of William 11 Kobmtsc:
Collector of the Port of New York, was tak<
the table during the Kxecutive session v '■
Wedues-lav aiteruoi

ate

n.

1

I

i; >i

ami

u

«-

tinned without debate or roll call by a >>
vote, the negative votes being hardly notice.mbit is said that they numbered less than half
Tit© friends of Mr Robertson in New

dozen

York. Rochester, Hudson, Albany and Ctiea tire-:
on hearing of the result at
Washiugtt

Much enthusiasm

j

who are engaged in developing the mental, moral
ami material wealth of the Republic.
Dorman R
Baton makes a defence of civil service reform ;
America:

Messrs. Lincoln, MacVeagh and James, of the
Cabinet will each have a part in the memoiial day
services at New York

salutes

fouudland seal

that.”
*'

Templars
Tuesday.

race

orator.

for the colored

has ability as a
In the present paper

we

A Maiueite is
sensibly impressed with
the importance ot the fanning interests of our
country by the large tields under cultivation and
the evidences all along the route
1 notice all

em

But sup
pose there were fifty thousand people idle in one
State who might be employed iu ship building if
the conditions were all light—what would that

The Common Council ot Boston, has appropri
ated $L>,000 for the celebration of the counng
Fourth of July.

blossom.

Americans." he says, “owned no ships ami sailed
no ships, but hired the people of other countries
to do their ocean transportation for them, it would
better

and

From here

The weather i> fine and warm and the country
along this portiou of the route is :it its best, the
trees being in full leaf and the apple orchards iu

the Professor the world is made up of practical
who will differ with him upon this point. “If

simply prove that Americans had some
ployment for their capital and labor.”

mailed.

is

session of the K. W. (1 Lodge uf tiood
of the world, which commences there
-1th and continues during the week

carrying
Cufortuuately for

foreign commerce.”

or

country

a

on

Ci-

go by the Wabash R. R through St L u.is to
morrow to Topeka, Kansas, which we
expect to
reach Monday, in time to prepare for the annual

on

He says: “It is no object at all for
have either ship building industry,

the river, iuto Cnelo Sam’s domain,

the huge ferryboats. Then away t<
tron. which we roach a little past 10 a .\i
of

one

on

quotations.

are

winds and sunshine show

warm

is here iu reality. Saturday morning,
clear and beautiful, finds us at Post Sarnia where

re-

on

the trees

greener,

are

spring

that

lines”

sieam-diip

McCulloch

the condition of natuio

westerly

move

and the tields

full leaved aud

of other nations,

policy

we

changes

be pursued to recover a part <>t the ocean
carrying trade. He has now come to the conclusion that Lie has been wrong and that the only
course

Two strong shocks of earthquake occurred at
Chios Friday evening and several more houses fell

.•

another evidence of

be sold to take

cent

The army worm is creating consternation among
the market gardeners of Xew Jersey.

■

or worse,"ending their send
off with deafening cheers and the burning of powder and rockets.

their

ue

ordered forward

the bonds for "better

distrustful by hostile legislation, and if none of
the taxatiou is removed. Mr McCulloch does not
believe that the banks

peri

Canada, at just midnight, by a toriitic hullabaloo
caused bv a serenading party saying good bye to a
Kunuck and his bride who had just entered iuto

made

not

are

ex

wooed the god of sleep to the best of our ability,
but were aroused as the train run into Sherbrooke.

banking system is essential to the prosperity
the country, and that the rate of interest which
the new bonds will bear will bo largely affected
It

railroading

new

ignomiuiously

were

and there

burly

ot

the action of the banks.

lirst

my companion said was mi account of our good
looks, but me F' likelv because of our cheek
We curled ourselves up on the car seats and

carry elections
Mr McCulloch believes that the maintenance of

by

our

get fairly

we

the hands of John Bull

a

car,

from the funds of the bank iu order to contribute
to

had

After

Ac.
in

second class car, which one < f them do
dared was but one remove better than a cattle

both

to

are

class tickets

a

money
is declared to be unfounded, since it would be ini
to

we

ue

A gruff conductor came through the car
ordering the passengers to "show your tickets"
aud half a dozen young fellows who had second

the contribution ot

possible for bauk managers who belong
parties ami who cling to their money

i,

rails

the nearest to the line

is

baggage,

the line

and hero

monopoly is dismissed as unworthy of consideration. The charge that the banks have attempted
to

i,epuaa

isiauu

reacueu

once.

next

are

banking

such

auu

This station

examine

to

the banks
The claim that

dark.

over

bills of the banks, this provision can but l>.» re
garded as an indirect plan for the destruction of

objections

picturesque

of Queen Vic's dominions and an hour was spent
for supper and allowing the government ollieials

instead of

1 lie

beautiful and

some some

e, uuu is

»v

desire to go out of business
collect and return
their own bills, which would bean impossibility.

considered.

showing

shine.

to

Two million copies of the revised Xew Testahave been sold in London.

ment

magnificent dreariness of

scenery, which in a lew weeks will be gorgeous in
the livery of newborn leaves and glowing sun

sort

a

It is officially denied that the Governor General
of Canada, intends to resign.

The London Times don't like the revised Xew
Testament, and criticises the alt< rations

one,

which is not becoming in legislators
Further than this, the bill forces the banks which

appropriated $1000

The Boston yacht club lias
for the June 10th regatta.

a general dampness of
atmosphere which
of you may remember was not, as Old Prob.
would say, local by any means, for the past ten
dais
After waiting a couple of hours amid the

hostility

istic of the white

cate

Tlie

have the choice of

of

The Brazilian line of steamers to New York city
has been suspended.

Judge Matthews has taken the oath and lias
been assigned to the Sixth District.

a railway station, we
took the Grand Trunk line via. Montreal and Chi

they attempt to interfere
people. The bill which
cannot be objected to be

The potato bug is causing great destruction in
Middletown, X. Y.

We started—this, perhaps, is unnecessary to
say as most everybody starts at 1 lie beginning of
such occasions—and reached Danville Junction
Thursday noon with no occurrence worthy of note
some

Government,

against

mo

except

the

that

believes

I know your compositors
for these peneillings and 1 fear

methods of making pothooks and hen tracks that
will beat those of the late
H. G.M, and touring
West has been so frequently written up it has become stale ; but possess
your soul with patience,
1 will retain one reportorial virtue. I’ll bo brief.

a

men

to candidates of their own.

The Age finds nothing to commend in
by direction of the State Debeen noted.
one of the proposed measures for the
Fortunately for President Garfield,
any
its
at
partment, through
home
agents
hut unfortunately tor Geu. Grant, tho letter of the
relief
of
our
It
and Consuls abroad, exposed the
says
shipping interest.
falsity
latter to Senator Jones was published simultaneof these statements and fully vindicated the “proposed policy of exemption if
ously with oiticiul facts which utterly destroy the
would do little or nothing to win
the American hog.
The Secretary of adopted
charges of ingratitude and bad faith preferred
hack the carrying trade-; nor would it against the President. Gen. Grant
State has also taken a
says—
strong stand in
The change of Nadeau and Cramer, the two ap
help the building of wooden sailing vesthe protection and defence of the
priviI felt
in
tions made

leges

won't thank

the

York

Stanley
and Cabinet since the fourth of March hands of foreigners, it complacently adds, Supreme Comt and the conduct of Senator Conkling with regard to the nomilast, but show the progressive spirit of “and yet nothing very bad is happening.”
This is an inthe Republican party -a progress which Oh no! only deserted ship yards, unem- nation of Mr. Robertson.
sult
to
Senator
Edmunds,
lie opposed
is crushing bossism beneath Juggernaut ployed carpenters, riggers, painters and
wheels and aiming at a truly representa- sailmakers; ships afloat running their the nomination of Mr. Matthews, as he
tive government: a government of the owners in debt, and these owners, not as had a perfect right to do ; but he did not
people, by the people and for the people. the Age says “the rich class as a general attempt to dictate to the President, did
As President Garfield was universally
thing,” but composed of all classes, and not villify or threaten him, nor did he
conceded to possess every qualification profits or losses affecting whole commu- provoke a contest and then, coward-like,
for his high office —the only apprehension nities favorably or unfavorably. Cheer- resign to evade its consequences. There
is nothing of the coward about Senator
being as to his rigidity of backbone, and fully remarks the Age also that, "the old
that fear having been set at rest by re- fashioned ship carpenters’ trade is about Edmunds, and he is a true Republican at
at an end.”
If the Age has any “old all times and under all circumstances.
cent developments -it seems hardly nefashioned
more
of
him
to
than
that
he
ship carpenters” among its
cessary
say
There is no pleasing some people.
It
is meeting the expectations of his friends readers it is to be hoped they will not be
was
a
little
while
some
ot
that
only
ago
and well wishers and proving himself to deluded by this statement into going off
President Hartield’s critics, who did not
be the right man in the right place, it some where to die with the idea that their
deny his many good qualities, and his
is safe to predict that his administration days of usefulness arc over.
decided ability, expressed a tear that his
1
is
here
to
be said in f;n or of
will be one of the wisest and best the
nothing
backbone was not adequate to the strain
unequal taxation, as an abstract princicountry has ever had.
has been

■

for

text

Judge

the fiscal

to

lie

lic attention from the administration of
The words of

Mc Culloch contributes

Generalities.

your readers won't care to read them, for writing
in a rail car in motion is one of the most effectual

paper on •‘Our Future Financial Policy-’ which
will attract the attention ot all who make a study
of the financial question. After a brief review ot

with the

■

B.

Ex Secretary

West.

Editor Journal:

its present management has won a brilliant reputation for the able manner in which the living issues
and topics of the day have been treated of iu its
pages

to

t’ENCI LINGS ON TUB TRAIN.

mutually disgusted and want President rights
Hayes vetoed
the opinions of their leading newspapers to paddle their
respective canoes. Nor cause it made the rate of iuterest J per cent, but
are counterbalanced, or not, by the prois it to be wondered at. A straight Dem- because it undertook to discriminate
against the
found wisdom of the politico-economist ocrat has no business in the Greenback banks in a manner which would have
seriously
of the Progressive Age we leave for the
camp : while the Greenbackers have good crippled them The purpose to force the banks to
take bouds which they might not want, and not.
reasons for fighting shy of the Democrats.
intelligent reader to determine.
to be

seem

Coukliug’s tempest in a teapot the
Frog.
Age magnifies into a war “between
spectacles, even when a question is to be two hostile
factions of the Republican
President Garfield’s Administration.
considered which has nothing whatever
and
it
party,”
predicts all sorts of dire
The abolition of the unit rule, the defeat of tho
to do with politics.
It is enough that Mr.
third term project, the establishment of the prill
results
to the Republican
The
familv
nf
Senator
En^ene
Hale
arrived
a
lKl/.h> I OK .'1 AIM. .MIl.ll'A
organization in
ciple of district representation at Chicago and the Blaine, or Mr. Hale, or Mr. Frye favor a the near future.
their summer home in Ellsworth, Saturday.
The
of the Ago
editor
at
reaffirmance
to
of
the
constitieuora! Beal, to encourage nil? prac'ice among
Washington
day
Mr. Jabez S. Deering of Corinth is visiting hi
measure, for the Age to oppose it. Hav- never did shine as a
tutioual right of the [’resident to nominate to the
the militia oilers the following prizes for competiand in this
brother Mr. T. I*. 8 1 Jeering ot Biddeford. Thi
prophet,
Senate and to have such nomination considered
tion during the year—
is the first time
ing upset his own porridge dish, the edit- case his facts are as unstable as his conthey have met tor 11 years am
the Senate, are hopeful evidences of tlit? dawnNo. 1. Company Champion Match for best com
by
they both have resided in this State all the time ing of a brighter day in politics, when independ- or of the Age would like to have the
pany score, in each regiment. Instance, 700 yards,
clusions. The existence of the RepubliMr. 1 Jeering also has another brother who reside
standing. Springfield B D. rifle, caliber Id’ Reg- in Clearliold. Pa that he has not seen for over 41 | ence of thought and independence of action ntaj people generally go hungry with him.
he
exercised
within
the
can
member
ulation cartridges: three rounds. Kacli hit to
party by any loyal
party does not depend on any one
Mr. Peering has eight brothers who are al
years
thereof without the certainly of death beneath the Oil a question vitally
count "one." Ties decided hr firing one round
the shipaffecting
the youngest of whom is A3 years old am
or set of men.
living,
man
Grant and Conkling
wheels of the political juggernaut. When that
Largest number of hits to win. Prizes. First the oldest 7*> years of age
building and ship owning interests of were defeated at
comes, ami uot till then we shall have what
day
Regiment—1st. Silk banner: *Jd. trophy. s JO: dd.
but the people
Gilford of Vassalboro, who has beet
Chicago,
George
and
other
every
good citizen has long and Maine, the Age took sides with Senator
trophy. >Id. Prizes tor second regiment, same as l'cited States consul at Neitz, France, for nearb ! you
elected
Mr.
Garfield
the
President, and they
for lirst.
earnestly desired—government by
peoplo.
tour years, will return with his family to his honn
Beck, a Scotchman froth Kentucky, rather will
N
vf Regimental team
[Judge Robertson's speech at Albany May isth
continue to elect Republicans to ofprizb Trophy, costing in Vassalboro, next month
Letters from bin j
v-'O open to team of twelve men from each registate that his health was never better
Mr Gilford'
The Chinese warfare of Colliding ami than with Senator Blaine, the defender fice until the Democratic
ment
Distance -Joo yards, standing, and doo yards
party ceases to
wite is a sister of Senator Hale.
Now it is opposing
his followers their heating of tom-toms, of a local industry.
lying. Five rounds to be tired at each distance.
The creditors of Parsons. Bangs &, Co wholesal
as it has done on all possidemonstrate,
Springfield B. L rille. calibre Id
druggists, have received from them the followini ; sounding of hewgags and throwing of the idea of relieving shipping front local ble occasions for
No d Company team match, tor best score
many years past, its unstatement ot their liabilities and asset*:
The lia
made by company team of ten men
stink [lots has for at'me diverted jiuli- taxation, apparently because Secretary
Distance
bililies are $3b,5‘»5 80, of which $'11,808 lb are di
fitness to hold the reins of
d'li*

East

etc.

The June number of the North American Review is a notable issue of a magazine which under

war

manner as to render the

pretty good authority
but

Finance, ^ree Ships, the Color Line,

warmth.

Ask

us

something

else.

Albany,

on

exhibited in the Senate

was

receipt

ot

the

The

news.

Republu

.■

general committee serenaded Robertson i:, :!■
evening, tin being presented lie was vocifYrum
applauded, and spoke as follows:
Fellow Citizens

You have come here to um
upon tlie confirmation of u.
nomination as Collector of the Port of N>w Ya
Ret me congratulate you, or rather the count:
upon the tad that we have a President whose
telligeuce, tirmuess and patriotism will protect \
Constitution from every assault coming IV
whatever quarter it may
l did not seek the t
leetorship, nor did any one ask it for me 1 vimi
ed neither Washington nor Mentor.
I had i:o
respondent-© with the President in regard tami the bestowal ot the otlice under suei:
stances is exceedingly gratifying t
me
I Miring the pendency of my nomination in t..
Senate other events ot a irrutifv nm character
curred
1 was much gratified with the
early an
judicious advice ot the Chief Magistrates of thigreat State, m icspect to the proper disposition
that nominafiou, inspired as that advice was
the high oensc of honor sound
.dgun-l.t a ml l: ;
practical sagacity; advice which if taken in
in
which
it
was
would
iiav.- >tren
spirit
given
cued, soliditied and made the Republican par;
this State invincible
After expressing his gratitude for the non:
tion. and its unanimous confirmation, and to
press and the people throughout tiie eonntn
their support of the President's course fhroimhm
the entire affair. Judge Robertson centmm i T!.
popular approval of the President s detenninatioi
to maintain Ins Constitutional right has been s .<
as was never vouchsafed to any other Preside!/
1 venture to say there is no neighborhood \w
the Cnited States a majority of whose inha! mo
are not m tnil accord with tin* President
«•:
question. The abolition of the unit rub-, t
defeat of the third term project, the estabiis; a •••
of the principle of district representation at ('hi
go. and realtirmance at Washington to dav o
Constitutional right of the President to
c
m:
to the Senate and have such nominal mil cu-imed by the Senate, are hopeful evidencs o' th
dawning of brighter day in politics, when 1.1
peudcnce of thought ami independence of act
may be exercised within the party bv any ho
member thereof, without the certainty* of fust t
death beneath the wheels ot the political jugirto

congratulate

me

1

<

naut

When that day comes, and not till then,
shall have what you and every other good ci:
have long and earnestly desired, a government
the people
hi conclusion let mo say I shall
the discharge of the duties of this otlice, as 1 ha
in the discharge ot the lulies ot ever) other t!
held by me take care that the interests \>t
people receive no detriment.
■

uo aow

1

ork

correspondent

m

tm«

<

Kuquirer

says of Judge Kobeitson“lle is one of the men who make the State I
ishtturo respectable
His address is that or
thoroughly courteous gentleman He loves po
cal life from his adapt,Vein) t< it ,uid his suci <•••
lie has been a faithful member of the Kejmblu
party, adheriug to it rveu when its po!ie\ a
leaders were against its views and interests a
his ambit;.
was due him on every ground of
:
rer:procitv
would liavt been acceptable to every class of I.
publicans. Ho has reached that age when si
places ns the (iovernorship must be immediate,
enjoyed r lie will be too old tor them. He is i; a*
titty eight years old. lives in the same town win
he was born, audit has been thirty years, or a lb
ot a century*, since he was first sent to the Assm
lie wont to the State Senate in I N l, ;v
hty
was a Judge four
Mr t'onkliug, from
years
other reason but jealousy of his abilities and tof his intluenee. has stood between Judge Kobe
sou and the t iovernorship ot this State for the
pie
twelve years, and has accomplished his doie.w
only by the use of the l nited States patronage
In political justice he is now about to lose tin
patronage for the benefit of the man against whit has been directed.
Mr. John Tray nor of Bath and a Swede named.
Olson propose to sail from the Kennebec the last
of June in an IS foot dory, now
building at (ieorge
town, for Havre,

a voyage of
miles. The
be named the City of Bath, and if sm
cessful will be the smallest ciaft crossing the At
hu.tie.
Mr. 1 ray nor is about
years of age an

dory is

to

has followed tlie sea a number of years.
It is a
tool hardy undertaking ho has in view, and shm hi
not be encouraged.
The
with
on

London, Out., excursion

mx

hundred excursionists

tlu-Thames, Tuesday.

will aggregate

one

steamer
on

Victoria

board, capsized

The total loss ot lives

hundred and seventy five

Wanted to know—of

a

watering place which

this tin*} of the year does not look fir ward
more prosperous season than ever before.

at

t

1

It is said Vice Prosideut Arthur threatens t-

resigu if Coukling ami Platt
Dou r believe it.

are

not

re

elected

v

of

News
v

Monday

\t

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

inr

be Decoration Day.

will

bugs, mosquitoes and humming birds have

dune

a rived.

I In-re is to In*

an

eclipse

<»f

the

to-day.

sun

Not

isible in this country.
revised edition of the New Testament is
sale at the honk stores in this city.

The
t

now

advance sale of tickets for Janausehek is
than for any entertainment ever given here.

The
u'srer

The whole town is wrestling with the name of
great actress to appear here to-night—Tanausohek.

ity Marshal i'ates by order of the Mayor has
notified all saloon keepers of this city to keep their
pl.o-es of business closed on the Sabbath.
t

wry handsome penciling of an ocean yacht,
raw n by Master Kd. Wight, of this
city, is on exhibition at Caldwell's. The young man has talent
n this direction.
\

thermometer

registered

*<>

in

tin* shade

are

swallow got imprisoned in A. 1*. Mansfield’*
cellar, in Masonic block, on Tuesday. The bird must
have passed down the chimney.

to

A

A

strange dog

shut up in Colburn’s boot and
*hoe store on Sunday night, and before
morning had
destroyed a pair of $2.> curtains.
The Belfast Gas Company has purchased of J. V.
Met. liutock a strip of land at the rear of the Angier
store on High street. The company i>
preparing
for future contingencies.
McDonald has bought the handsome house
lot on High street formerly owned by David W.
Dyer. The lot has been vacant since the lire of
D7;i.
Mr. McDonald will doubtles* build a house
another year.

under the will of the late Jonathan Elwell, visited
the property on Tuesday, for tin* purpose of taking

at tm-

W. .J. Dretnlaw.

North port, lost fifteen
p and two lambs iu the cold storm of last w eek,
-iic- p had been sheared, and were not able to
.Lbstand the storm. Mr. <>. was ill at the time and
Mi

>f

to be out.

M \\ Drew of Belfast, i> ten years ohl and
isted continually between southern and northports. What is quite remarkable in all this time
■-se!. w ith but two exceptions, has made no
southern port than .Jacksonville,

■

i

proveiiicuts
h

H. f

being made

arc

\ Co. in Howe-

rail

shoe store

at the

imilding,

on

Main

thicknesse- d tarred paper are placed
tile Ho- Ts, tile upper flour closely matched,

Two
ell

in>

done t

-op

odor from the markets

'in-

•••.!

E.

sonville t"

ing

i-

ton..

on

w-.tn

.i'iiicr

M

mla

h-mseon

left

meat

f«*r the fami-

liuirli street.

<

As

soon as

turned a yellow dog belonging to a
rk ill- !
seized tin* dinner and made off

k
:

m

iv;r

w

!

population

n-g

«»t

.»ur

<

it\ is much too

two thoroughbred setter pups from
known kennel in Boston. Next autumn
Albert proposes to stir up the birds in this vicinity.
We have been shown a sanitary breast shield, devised and patented by John Rogers of Rockland,
Mass., formerly of this city. The shield is for shoemakers and is a protection to the chest. It is of
perforated wood bent to lit the form, backed up
with cords which give an even bearing on the form,

\*l

Selli*.

\ KSSKI.S.

Woodbury is on the passage from JackEli/abethport... .>ch. Nellie s. Dicker-

the passage from Georgetown to ThomasEdward Johnson is loading at Bruns-

ich. (.a., for

^antos,

\

>.

...

are obliged to hold some parts of their
against their chest, with more or less ill effect.
This
said to be the best thing of the kind invented.

work

Passed in at Fortress

Monroe May 21>t for Baltimore, soli Lizzie Poor,
Elenthora
s«-h. Di«»ne arrived at <«eorgetown on the 17th from New York->oh. Welaka
from

from

apt. Charles Baker has forwarded to the Adjutant Ceneral’s oflb*e a petition for a (irand
Army
Po>t in this city. All ex-soldiers and c\ sailor- <>f
*

—

Belfa-t. arrived at

<

harle-ton

ou

the

lstli....

"ch. A. \\

Ellis from Jacksonville, arrived at New
the 20th. ..Brig James Miller and sell.
Will. Frederick are at Boston..
*ch. Nellie, .'hi days

York

well

shoemakers

>ch.

the rebellion in Belfast and the neighboring towns, who wish to become charter members
of the new post are requested to give or send their
names to ( apt. Charles Baker, Belfast.
A new interest is being awakened all over the state in tliiorganization, and there is no reason why Belfast
should not have a flourishing post. The new bodv
will be organized in a short time.
the

on

from sierra

Leone,arrived at New York on the 20th.
•■•S| h. h. i; McDonald i> loading at Brunswick
for Boston.

war

of

I'xitv.

T. Blctheu, the young nui whose hai l
accidentally cut off at the Howes’ mills, has n iclergone another ampliation th* M>irdby >.>
saw and two by the surgeon.

Beef, Corned, ¥ tt>,
:>a.V.,
7 9 Oat Meal ¥ tt»,
:n <inions ¥ tb,
Butter, Salt, ¥ 1mi\
la5
bush,
c»s oil, Kerosene ¥ gai.,
m
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
e,s pollock ¥ tt>.
3l*g4
Cheese ¥ tt>,
12g 13
1^ 17 Pork ¥ tt>,
Codfish, dry, ¥ tb, :>«»; Plaster ¥ bid.,
$1.00
Cranberries ¥ qt.,
Kve Meal, ¥ It*,
'2lZa.}
Clover Seed, ¥ lb,lo «!•»•» shorts ¥ cwt.,
$1.30
Flour ¥ bid., $»:.75a'J.7."> sugar ¥ lb,
'.Gill
H. G. Seed ¥ bush, $3.35 Salt, T. I., ¥ bush,
4.'»
Lard ¥ lb,
n
S.
Potatoes
¥
tb.
13‘aisd4
Lime ¥ bbl.,
bO-i Loo Wheat Meal, ¥ lb,
4a4 *a

was

se Alt sport. Sears Lodge No. S2, 1. <>. o. F., instituted here last week, meets at the Grand Army
Hall on every Monday evening. .After the institution of the lodge the Grand officers, with forty
members of Waldo Lodge of Belfast, sat down to
a supper at the
Searsport House. The new body*
starts off under very favorable circumstances. The
following are the officers:—.!. W. Black, N. G.;
Alonzo A. Nye. V. G.; Chas. K. Adams, See.; Gluts*
K. Hire, Treas.; John Kane, Warden; F. II. Park,

Boston

storms.

3laj. ureenhalgh, tin* popular land-'
lord of the Acadian Hotel, is getting in readiness for
j
the summer business
During the heaviest of the
storm last week, schr. [sola of this place, came in i
from Bangor loaded with lumber, and inisstaying.
j
anchored near the monument, and when the tide
turned drifted nearly to the point of Nautilus Island
where at low tide she would have been in a hard
position had not the May Queen happened along on 1
her trip from Belfast, and towed her up to one of
—

<

j

wharves
stmr. May Queen took quite a number of Normal students on an excursion to Bucks
—

port on Friday-The examination and graduation
exercises of the Normal school will occur on W ednesday and Thursday, June 1st and 2nd_We ar
glad to hear favorable reports from our young men
in the West. They are doing well and are much
pleased with that part of the country.
The Mountain St. Intermediate school
is taught by Mi-- Clara F. (Hover. There arc thirty
nine scholars registered. Five branches <>t >tudv
are pursued, witli three classes each in geography
and arithmetic, two each in grammar, reading and
spelling. The classes in grammar are taught entirely from the blackboard and orally. The pupils
seem to comprehend the subject
remarkably well
from thi- style of instruction. Miss (Hover, the
<

\miu:n.

BY

Eggs—Eastern extra a trifle firmer. Selling toat 14e. ¥ doz. Northern same price. P. E. Island at 13*80.
Butter—Firmer tone to market. General advance over last
quotations from J to 3e. for creameries and dairies.
Beans—Lower and not much tone to market.
Hand-picked peas and medium offered at
Hand-picked vellow eve> ottered at $L'>0, with sj. j:,
bid.
Cheese—Fine old cheese about out of the market. New coming in quite freely, selling at lOnlJb.e

day

Apples—Apples are about out of market. ( hoice
Baldwins selling at $.'» If hid. in jobbing lots, but
not enough coming to make a market.
Dried ap
pies dull and unchanged.
Potatoes—stonily at quotations. Hoiilton rose
brings £1 ¥ bush by ear-load lots. Prolitles same
price, daeksons and ehemuigoes about 10a l.V. ¥

No'I

KS.

The

sl.n-ui

L-

,li.

teacher, i-

Latest

the I. A TEST sPHINii STYJ.ES, wlii.li .an
iio seen .it my stores, ami at the ]ow,^[

now

Styles!

prices.

Parties huyinjf paper of me can have it trimme<l
free of charge.

—i N—

Summer

Curtains & Curtain fixtures We Invite You all to Emm

Millinery,

Mr shall have

on

ilisplat

Wednesdey

Thursday,

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

JUNE Is. d£ 2d,

A Select Assortment

MARRIED.

shoe

faetory is working at present
it- future praspe--t- are very flatL ist winter the company manufartured a
::
>! >lu»es in a*l\an- e of orders.
The
imw -»n hand i- being
rapidly disposed of.

v

w

i.

ill

w

---"ii

go

work.

t

the alleged comiter-et down fur trial at Chi-vigo
to-day. The
-iiorl lime ago. gave a l ull ;tc.-oiint of thi*
:i.-i e.'imnitment "i Doyle in this matter. The
-1 the defence i- tii.it Doyie btdieved the
Jam

-»t

Ms

in

i-

J

I

a \\

Ini-on has beeij ad.led to the coni
funding tin* del. t of this city. Thecom-

Friday r\ening

n

'*

k-

a

11

<
t

i.

\le,

p-essiou genuine.

!

■

*

ir-l J-

v

-•

1

week, and
i/«dtim and Kd-

-•!’ last
H

uiu.-itl'--', ha-,

r

iaking ---Mi.i-e! in the mailer, and
meeting he--1 la.-t »"• ning.

e

been in B"--

were

MRS. RICHARDS.
MISS SOUTHWORTH.
-\v2l

PIERCE SHALL,BELFAST,
FOR ONE WEEK, COMMENCING

Monday Evening, May 30, at7 P.M.

Continuing dnilj from III A. M. In li I’. M.
THE ONLY AN!) ORItil.VAL MOIIKL OK TIIK KAMOI S

the

u\

»g

dure
are

were re-

passed the New York
abolishing compulsory pilotage in Hell
act

which

grieved to learn that (inventor C->rbill. It i- an outrage to compel

now

aa- v.

report

d the

b-

•astmg \e-sels to pay half pilotage, when the
tin-, w !i-> arc c-jualh a- good pilots, d-« not

services.

their

exchange so fully expresses our sentiment.'■••' -illheel ..I local
correspondents, that we
tully adopt it- language and publish it for tinlit
ur readers
"We want t«- hear from as
orrespoii-lents a.- can write to us every week,
i" u«*t print till they write, the fact should
lien i them. We have t-- judge of the matter
w ; !
plea-<• or interest the most readers, ami we

-it'-pendent will feel unkindly
give all the room asked for.*’

im

way
'•

':

if

do

we

Waterville Mail, "f May doth, say.-—
t.
Jewett, of Belfast, a gradual- <-i
ill* <
liege, las- of *2»’., was in our vullage
ek, and ailed upon hi- only surviving cla.-s.ei-hell, L-'j., now slim up in hi- hone*
mnati-m. He al-o went about looking up the

r his acquaintance—some of w hom
of his in tile old yellow school house,
< oniumn.
M-»st of them, of course, are no
-"i io he tound on earth; but there yet -urvive
hauii'-e girl-.—lane
Bacon
Angelinc
.and Kmily dro-kcr,— Julia \nn 11 a-t y
r liner
hi-ielia Stevens, and perhaps other-.
''i-.uid liav. reported at the Mail ©11i-*e, w here
a
ml-i have found one **f his old pupils.

la-lie-

a

pupils

I aggie Mil-hell

in till- city last week, to a
The -t.-riny weather operated
r opinion the exorbitant juice

played

-l/.ed au-lienee.

r

!-.

iin.~;

v.

hm in•

lnr~-iu!,, .*1 I"j reserved -eat-, ua-1 more ;«• d<>
e j 1111
itn
be a way han the raiu. One dollar

r.

inu'-ii

in which all the

performance
talent
actress. The MIL- thrown about
•laime-! that Maggie Mitchell never appears
:<•>- admi-sion than $1. That i- not true. The
l imes, which i- before us, contains heradveriit. under
tin* management of Mr. Owen,
the admi-sion price stated at T-T cents for re••d seats. Why this discrimination of twenty
elite between Belfast and Bath
! in

.ten

e
■

>r

one

thing ot a sensation was recent! \ created by
'i -irk authorities linding on board steamer
\

oary.

oody,

they said,

as

a

box containing

a

had been sent as freight,
March, Bangor. The box
Bangor, but not being called for was carried
New ) -irk, where the discovery was made.
c*ut

to h

at

wit w as
--

up,

w

hich

re- iuan >.

once

surmised, and the associate

dispatches referred
The whole thing

t-> it

as

the “trunk

exploded. Mr.
medical student, and the “body” was a
which lie procured at the New York

•‘Jon

has

and which lie forwarded l<* his inane in
Hampden. lie did not know what became of
unk until he -aw tlu* despatches in the papers.
..

Rockland Opinion of last week, mentioned
;u the Probate Court at that
city, in which
ounty

man

figures.

In its

a
a

report the Opin-

>"iiali Simmon.-, Klden Burkett and O. C. Kich-t the poor of Appleton, a.-k for
i. (ivr-eer\. Davis, ol
>val of L
Liberty. Waldo
from ibe guurdi.-nishin -»f K-lith \i, Arie
1-. den Maddoeks. chil-ir
; Cyrus W. Ma-I
k~. late "t Appleton, on the following grounds
lie misn. pre-ented tie facts to get tin* appointciit stating* that there was
propert} to be looked
when in fa-i
he town was paying forth©
11
of tile children ; that, they being
paupers.
Mi- other guardian than the town officers; that
;-is not a suitable person to I-e guardian, even
were nt»ee--ary. in
biipporr. of the last state
tln-y allege tlial Davis has misused the chilw hen left in his charge
by their mother, and
-M a young man of questionable character to
•done nights with tin* girl, 12 years old. Davis
to appear at the next ierm of the Probate
■

to answer

lJitors.

these charge-.
"\

wot

May”

means

“plenty

of

good for gra---rmbreilas had a
work.People managed to rub’er
lospite the wet
Planting will be greatly
1 this spring by the long continued rain#....
people think the potato bugs were drowned
t week'.- rains....It began to rain on
Sunday
‘tli inst and raiu»
almost continually for
Farmers are not gruindays and nightabout drouth as much as they were.
b
ns are full to
overflowing for the first time in
months....Monday's washing graced the lines
-Saturday following.... Didn’t someone re
:k that “It never rains but it
pours?” That
in- t<» have been the
A
difficulty last week
.It

was

week’-

1

—

—

...

draft steamer could have navigated

t

some

of

'dry gardens-The drummers who sell urnand rubber goods enjoyed it.... .The millinwere not happy.

lla.s

•

The fallowing is whai the celeFashion writer, Jennie June, wrote of Janau

anuschek.
'l

it-

'k

'luring

her recent

engagement at

Booth’s

lire, New York—
Mr Abbey has signalized his season at Booth’s
production, one after another, of the great•a 1
in the theatrical firmament, and his last in
respects is greater than his first. Januusehek
."iibtedly to-day the greatest, most commandin ss of her time,
she is the only successor
line of tragediennes of whom Mrs. Skldons
'H- as the
representative; bat Janauschek has
barbaric. force than Mrs. Siddous, and more
as well; and there is a grandeur about her
ii always makes one think of one of the old
punished by being turned into a woman
1 hained to tin' earth
by her morality. Her acs In*r
it matters
personality, dwarf's
~

■

■

■

everything;

whether her support is good, bad or indiffer'he i> sufficient of herself. “How knew
you
;i'god?” was asked of an urn-lent. “Because
I looked upon him 1 was content.” This is
iiauseliek.

bf

11 is to he

remembered that Janau-chek appears
Mother and Son” at I lay ford's Opera House

evening.
Tom’s < .awn. To-morrow evening AnKills* company will present at Hayford
11'b, in this city, the ever popular play, “Tnclc
! " s
Cabin.” The company is said to be the finest
1

",|V

f.K
Sc

'“Ravelling. There is something about this great
la very drama that is attractive and
people
tire of it. Miss Minnie
Foster, the leading
!,"ss* *s said to be the greatest living Topsy be,,v the
public. She will appear in songs and banjo

1,1

1

Six trained bioodlmunds appear in the
per''nuance and actually chase the fleeing
fugitives
”’’ '•- t!>c
The
the
stage.
singing by
Memphis ITii-hy colored students is worth more than the ad""ion price, which
by the way is but 25 and 35
Two diminutive trained donkeys also
apThe Pittsburg Telegraph of March flth,
says:
1 he
Ellis company, which gave. Uncle
I 1,1 s Anthony A
Cabin fast
Hint night,
is IL1
Ifliiiiy out
one of the best
infill, is
certainly
lltUkl'lU of
af tltn L'ln.l
lllatio,iS
tl,e kind we ever saw. fill...
The house
'T°wded
and everybody seemed to enjoy tie*
,
>orniauce. The donkey was above the average
‘"nkeys generally, and' the rest of the company
K°od. The colored singers were encored
p
\e.ry
1,nes- Miss Minnie Foster as
l>m i,
Topsy, Miss
( (, I:!1 ‘ls Eliza Harris, Dan Hart as Marks,‘Walter
Cute and Lottie Binbe as Eva, were ex"Him 'pI
‘ll\.
engagement promises to be a most
1

urn

-eessful

one.

.in...

■

.1 ■

"i.umi

».

A

of

H H.

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool
CLOTHS FOR MEN A BOVS' WEAR.

,

Here Is a list of Prices : 12c,, I5c„ 1 Te. 20c.. 2.7c.,
'->'e.. 30c., 32c., 3.7c., 40c.. 50c., 55c.. K5c.. T.7c.,
s.7c.. 00c„ 81.00, 81.10, 81.20, $1.30. SI .3.7,

JohnsoN
o-

1.75, 2.00, 2..70 Per Yard.
I

liilerem kinds ut goods in t!i,*s,*
I also have

:ia\

m

■,

^ c

SHIRTING-S,
IN

PKU !>.

ALL

DEALERS

IN

salt-, $11.00. s.oo. 10.00. 12.00. 1,7.00.
I".00. 22.00 : Mens' listers and Overcoats.
$2.1.), h,00, li..70. 7..70, S.OO 11.00, 1.7.00.

Mi ns' I nilrrs/iirts iimi /iriitri

>

rs

From 30c. Io. $1.70.

GENTS'

►d
o

FINE WHITE SHIRTS

\U

IIU!

VSKKII Hll!

From $1.00 upwards.

CO

Comparison of Prices

HITS. ( IPS, CLOVES, S( IREN, OVERALLS. .11 MPHls, IHItIIKit (HATS, LADIES hOSsVMHi
t Hit 1 LVRS. i MBRELLAS, ,vc.

H
o
lr<

n_1

Ol__

ON 01

nil

A

n

Overwhefming Decision of Everyone

■

Duuib, onucb, nuuusrs & uversnoes

Q

*MI’l.i:

I* r«

IN
have

I

Is tliai

11

that ln-:U- them all.

are

in PKII Kn IOWKI! than all
OMIO TSToHn

Every Department

Tr\ it.

KKK1>

I

\\v

«

GROCERIES!
tea I'm- :il(e.

.1

It (,OOI»N. \\I) Till

stock of

717

HH

FULLY REPRESENTED!

Corn. Meal & Shorts.
kJL c%9 u

"i

wioca.

u^rg

Sim winy tin' Position uf Merrurj, Venus tlm
Karth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, as the} a|i|iear
In the Heavens. The Kiiuatlnn uf Time. The
Keeleslustleul Compute.
The I'rueessiun uf
iiii Aiiustirs, iuyeiiiee hith a ueseeipihe. Leelure ever} 15 minutes.
ji

.trim insioii

—

HAND

10

on/if
HAY

Cents.—

FItKI> ATWOOD,
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Prices

steadily inereasins 'ali arc fminil
that nr give more \aluc tor (Itr

in

the

monel

house Iii our line.

Our eucleaior lias eier been to (real our eustotilers in a straight forward manner, and to
give I hem (INK IIIMH’.Hl (ENTs in talue for
every dollar left uiili us. at all limes InsirtidIn our employes never to misrepresent an article in order to make a sale.
Our rcnaril is ilieir I ONTIM W. I ON] Mil- \( I and
IMTIION U.K.

no xor Font;nr run /■/..!on.
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ANTHONY & ELLIS
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Lowset
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Large and Select Stock

<•.,

All floods Sold

*al Paint

AT

examine:

Kid Gloves,

Hambtirgs, Hosiery,

thi-:

Avc‘i*ill

AN JJ

PRINTS,

Nottiualiam Lace Towels, Table Linens.

I

Clothes Wringers, both Bench and (omiiion, Kami
Sans, kc> ami Bracket Saws, Framed Wood saw*,
from sOe. to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac.

>

GOODS,

Velvets, Satins,

STOCK OF

MV

RAKES!

••

Friday Evening, May 27, 1881.

variety-

Unanimously in Favor

Mens'

1

<

lie found in till- vicinitv

Decided

READY MADE CLOTHING !

....

.-a.-ting mariner- wlu» last week

■

t-»

os ran

great

—

>

nice

Invited.

are

—THEY HAVE-

Ings,Shetland Shawls.Lung and Square Shawls,
Cardigan .laekets, (both for ladle- and ., ui
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Repellants,
Table (Ml Damask, a dozen patterns, White
Linen and Turkey Red Damasks.
A*

To which all

Tlie Ladies are ike Judges!

Prints from .7 to sf.; .sheetings from .7 to 10c.:
Crashes from 4c. upwards; llress Roods front
an sc. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool rashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Sallns, Laces,Edgings, Ruches. Rucli-

...

iv'V,

have a nice line of

I

and

Our stock!

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

bush lower.

In this city. May JM, by Bev. >.
(inodeuough,
Capt. Fred B. Clifford ami Mi>- Fannie J. l\anno,
both of .Stockton.
In this city. Ma> P.'th, by Kc\
d
V. K«» —, Mr.
Willis s Hatch ami > i
(.race 1
White, both ot
Belfast.
In Searsinoi.t, May 71i;. Be\. <». W. Messer ami
Mr.-. Charitv Tiiomp-on, both of Cnion.
In Clinton, May 1 >T. by Bev.
I’. Hatch, F. W.
llateh and
K. ipiinn. both of Burnham.
in Appleton. May 1-t. Mr. Heuben s. Bobbins and
Mis- Maggie Metcalf, both of \ppleton.
In Boekland. May i:>th, Wilbur F. Bailey i»t Book
land, and Mis- Mary \. Burroughs of Northport.
In Boekland. May 14th. Kdgar H. Butler and Mi-s
Fmiua K. spear, both of Boekland
In Boekland, May .'*th, Mr. dohn F. Craliam and
Mi-s Fannie Chase.
In Brospeet Harbor, May Till, Mr. doseph W.
Sawyer and Mis- Bebeec*a A. Hu'kin-, both of Mil

>T 1!K( El\ l.h FROM I*,o-.To\

3000 Rolls of Room Pauer

Haring Just returned from Boston nlih the

Monday, May *23.
The sales at Produce Exchange have been very
light for the past week, owing partially to light re
eeipts. Steamers have been delayed oh account of

caminh.

I IT A\ I. .11

Market.

SPECIALLY Ft US THE .HU RNAL.
KERRY, FRYK it Co., BOSTON.

G.

the

Produce

REPORTED

W. Hammons, 1. G.; Win. F. Merrill, O.
G.; Geo. W. Libby, B. S. X. G.: K. s. Cyphers. 1/
>. N. G.; C. C. Hamilton, H. s. Y. G.: Charles A.
Murch, P. G.

Con.;

Ti Tic Flic:

Com

a lineh educated lady, a graduate from
Holyoke 'nuninary. The school room i- not a very
arrange'l the trips of the Poston steamers. Tlu*
pleasant one, but teacher and scholar- have done
Kat;th<)iu laid several days at (iloueesler where her
much to relieve its unpleasant features by hanging
the walls with picture- and appropriate mottoes
passengers were landed and forwarded hy rail. The | charged at Railroad wharf Too casks of cement for
the
now
cotton factory at Waterville_sell K. s.
boat arrived in this city on Fridax. The Cambridge I
and placingin the windows an abundance of How
bridge.
Wilson has discharged at the same wharf
>n tde a landing here
casks
crIn the drawing of the fruit cake at the bon
Saturday, the only trip for the
I of lime for Waterville and Pittsllcld_IU-n Ila/cl- ton dining saloon, last
\v«*ek
Meaner Planet. of < amden, on
DIED.
Thursday, Ford Currier was
Thursday
tine ha' loaded with hay for Jacksonville, schrs. M.
the luck
one who guessed nearest it- weight.
of hist week, brought the Maggie
It
Miteiielleompanv "
Drew and Nellie Doe. Same gentleman i' load* tipped in* scales at 11 Hi.-., 11 ounces.... I >r. < o\\ les
to this <*ity, taking them Jo
(Xoth iny beyond th> announcement of the name, aye,
Pangor next dav....We
residence, tfv., of deceased persons frill be published
ing with ice soli. Florida for Jacksonville.A. M. has gone to Lewi-ton to be absent a week-strawh am that K. IV Walker, of Vinalhaven, has made
under this heading,
Darter has loaded with hay sell, Brunette for Bosan otfer to the oxv ners
berries are in market.
l steamer May Queen to
In Dover, V U.. May 22d, Key. I it her Herbert >.
ton-Sell. Lucy J. Warren, of Swan’s 1-dand, is
Mr. Walker wants a small
purchase that boat
Wintkupokt. (ieorge II. Hall one of our subBlodgett, -on of Mr. and Mrs. >.umte! A. Blodgett,
in Dyer’s dock where a new mast will 1m*
■'learner to take the place of steamer < iai*a Clarita
put in.
of this city. aged 2'.' years. > months and
eavs.
stantial fanners, died May loth, aged about ori years.
In >aml’y Point. May I*-tli. Mr. dame- "t.-wer-i
between Uockland and \ inalbaven. At a incetI HK ( m m m;s. The Rev. Mr. Libhv, the new
He leaves a witeand one daughter, lie was the -m
aged S7 years.
Methodist pastor, preached hi' inaugural sermon of the late Amos Hall
i’Jg of Hi.* owners of steamer May Queen on Mon
In Northport. May 21st, Wm. Hit!, aged
>
year-,
Esq-Mr. Hiram B. Merrill.
ia> evening, it was otc I m»t f,, sell the lioat for on Sunday last. The choir sang "Greeting to tlu_* for about thirty rears the well known baggage and months, formerly ot Buxton
In Knox, May 12th. Hattie I.., youngest daughter
tin- sum offered.
( apt.
with
Tapley, of the steamer. Pastor,”
good efleet. The sermon wa> well master on the Sanford boats, died May 20th. He of Edward and Martha E. Ilearii aged <’> .car-.
'•'Ugiit the share' <•! those wli wanted to sell, lie received, and it is safe to predict that Mr. Libby leave-a wife and two sons. The steamer Cam
months and 7 day-.
In (';unden,
now "wns.’d «.f the 1> share- of stock.
ldtli, dennie E. wife of llin i K.
will have a pleasant and successful pastorate.
bridge had her tlags at half mn-t Saturday in re- Thoma-, aged May
22 years ami 4 months.
The subject of Rot. Mr. Ross’
Tin- heav\ freshet in i.ium' river, Fast Pelfast,
Sunday morning ! spect t<> the deceased-( apt. .Janie- Downes, a
In B'lekland. May lsth, Alexamh r M. "now. aged
n) years, i mouth ami S days.
sermon at the North church will be “Meditative
on
mdav morning carried a wax the bulkhead of
pensioner of the war of 1>12, i> quite low and there
In Borklaml. May 1 "*tli. Thomas
Cook, aged
Piety.” Prayer meeting in the evening_The sub- are hut -light hopes of his recovery_( apt. Frank
the dam at Ma-onS mills. The dam at this
place
year-, s month- ami 2o tlays.
ject o| Rev. Mr. (ioodenough’' Sunday morning Doty, of the yacht Emily, was wrecked at or near
In \ inalhaven. May lot'll, t apt. Beniamin smith,
tl«»"*s a i *n*i ahout one mile long, and half a mile
.'crmon at the I’niversali-t church will be—“Cod s<»
aged about 70 year-.
Swans Island in the storm last week.
It was about
wide, 'a, w.uPt
xvliich lias been used a- are
In \ inalhaven. May 2d, Mr. Lemuel Cay. formerLoved the World.'
a total loss, very little saved. Tin* \acht was a nice
ser .v supply bn the mills below.
The bulkhead to
ly of Mat hias, aged so year-.
craft
and
owned
In
Albert
A.
Plymouth. Wis., April 12th. Ellis B. Crockett,
I.e-an.
of
this
tin* ‘" as fifteen feet long and fifteen feet
by
Durham A. Hall sire adding new machinery to
place.
high,
It is intended to observe “decoration «lay Mac formerly of Prospect, Me., aged to vears, l month
making the w ater in the pond that number of feet their woodworking establishment near the shoe
and 1 tlays.
.till'
11
11
In (.rand Cros-ing, III., May ! 1th, Arthur Porter,
higher than (In* -tivam h.-Jow. When the bulkhead
laetory. They are setting up two new improved
has sold his homestead on Washington street, south s' *ii of Wm. P. and Della Norton, aged '» months
machines—one a teuoner and the other a moulder.
gaxe xva\ tills large body of water went pouring
and lo tlays.
H itli these and the
and tearing dowi the river, emptying itself over
machinery now in use tin* firm side. t«» Hon. Fred Atwood.\- wa- hoped and
In Ell.-worth, May l.»th, Maggie A. Malone, aged
Pev. (ieorge Pratt ha- i»een returned to
20 years, 11 months amt It days'.
an* now prepared for the
Fierce's dam and into the harbor. At one time it
inanufactury of door'and expected,
for
another year.
»ash.
l heir business has so increased that more
Winterport
looked as though all dam- and bridges on the stream
would be swept away.
SHIP NEWS.
Trank Tames saved the room is demanded, and their present quarter.' will
I.ihkutv. Mine eyes have seen the sun on this
have to be enlarged. Wo see in this the nucleus of --d
main bridge on the stream lu
day of May, for tlie first time since May Uth.
haulingand piling on
a large
to it large grindstones from the mill.
POUT OF BELFAST.
woodworking establishment. Ii is such We began to fear that the wrath of Conkliug had
The weight
AKKIVKP.
kept it down although the water poured over it. growing local enterprises as these that Belfast vast its shadow over us, hut once more the mist has
The banks of the river were
cleared away... .W. II. Hunt lias shipped from liis
May 2oth, -ehrs. Nellie Doe,-, Bangor; llenrv,
badly washed and needs. The more the better.
Woods. Boston.
sonio .d the paper mill ilams w ere
tannery within the past month In,non dozen tanned
Madame Janatischek while in Belfast will be the
gullied out, hut
May 21st, sehrs. Mary Farrow, Patter-hall, ( ano serious damage was done.
sheep skin.-, valued about s.'»o,oon... Mrs. Fowler lias tine; Ce<>. B. Ferguson. Ferguson, Ell-worth.
©best of Cap*. and Mrs. j. r. lnirham. A number
tin*
tdidlen house near the Crist mill
purchase.|
May 2:5.1, sehr. Ma/urka, Holme.-. New York.
of years ago ( apt. Durham and his wife made the
I JlF-. >l'KASJU la. ( l.'M K.
A model of the famous
24th, -«!irs. Brunette, Babbage, Boston;
and P.riggs must move again-The ex-soldier- and
elork at >trashurg will be exhibited at Tierce's
f
tile
actress
on
acquaintance
one of the
great
Alaska, Hamilton. Portland.
sailors
of this vicinity are making an effort to organ<
in
this
on
imard
Hall,
<*ity,
Monday morning, and daily
stcani'hips on a passage from Liverpool to
SAILKD.
throughout tin* xveek. M;im of our readers have Boston. since that time Madame Jauausehek, who ize a post id the Crand Army of the Pcpublie_
May 21st, -eh:. Ai»by K. Bentlev. MahalTee, .lackFreeman
the
lias
Haker,
heard of this clock,ami a- il is impossible for all to
hoy butcher,
formed a strong attachment for Mrs. Durham, has
shipped to sonville.
Poston about 7.'» eaIves this spring... .There is piitc
May 2-4, sehrs. v.e«». B. Fergustm, Ferguson, N< w
visit strasourg t" see the original, yet all has e the
corresponded with her. It i> partly to visit her
Y"i*k; Henry, Woods. Bangor.
opportunity < f -eeing the only model of the great friend that the celebrated actress comes to Belfast a call for girls to do house work-We learn that
May 24th, -elir-. Lillian. Bvan, Bostou; llarmona.
'\ ill 1 aylor will start for California -ome time in
Pattershall. Bangor; M. W. Drew. Mahonev, .lack
astronomical, musical, mechanical and Apostolic
with her company.
Rut lor this Belfast would imt
sonville; Nellie Doe,-. do.
time-piece. It i- a wonder in mechanism. Among have been favored with the presem e of one of the dune-The Liberty and Monts ille consolidated
Cornet Hand will give an open air concert at the
best actresses now before the public.
other marvelous things j< a representation of the
bandstand in this \illnge on Wednesday evening
earth revolving exery twenty-four hours, showing
Who is Hi.:
A man was brought before one of
HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.
May r.th, under the direction of Pro!. Collins f
the time at any portion of the globe. The most
the justice courts in New York Saturday charged
Portland-Willie < >. Twilelicll, late clerk t->r F. A*
wonderful feature i- tin* inarch of the apostles,
with obtaining meals on false pretences. His
plea Love
l-.vcrv quarter of an hour a chime «*f bells i» heard,
joy, i- going hi the r -ad !■* -ell boots and
was that he wa> compelled to do
so, as he was
shoes for a P<»rtland lirm.
the door on the right then opens and the apostles
Direct from their Boston engagement
treble and almo>t totally blind, had no resources
appear in procession, a- they advance tile centre
Bi cK>h>Ri.
\n engineering party under the
whatever, and was looking for some assistance
doors open and tin* vtv iour w alks to the end of the
direction ••!' Parker Spoliord, of thi- place, i- surH*«ni his sisters, one residing in
Newburvport.
platform. As the apostle-; approach, the saviour Mass., and the other in
veying for a railroad to he lmilt between Milo
Belfast, but who had re
£
is Tt ter dr ixxs near, Satan is
and the Katahdin Iron Works.\
fused to provide him with a home, although
telephone now
they
FAMOUS IDEAL
then coming1, out of the balcony above and tempts
connects the -tore of ( ,'obh hrotiiers with their resi"'ere well-to-do, and he was allowed to live in Now
Teter, who ahme doe- not l.ow, but turns his back
denec, about ff'xi feet distant. It works success
^ ork on the charity of the world, .'sentence \\ ain denial of the l ord.
dan again appears and
fully. Harmonica playing can easily l»e heard, asuspended until his friends were heard from.
watches .Judas, xx*ho comes last. These mechanical
well as singing, etc. Wt.* would recommend tlii- as
A sToitut Wk»;k.
Sunday morning the JJd, rain a useful means of
wonders are performed every lb minutes and a dePresenting the petite amt favorite actress
bringing out the intent talents of
began to fall in this vicinity, and continued almost the modest or
scriptive lecture given. \ • one should fail to pay
bashful, who if they cannot he inwithout cessation until Saturday evening. It was
it at lea.-t one visit.
duced to sing before a company, may shut them
advertisement for admis
not until Sunday, when the sun shone forth and" the
sion price, etc.
selves ilia dark room at home, and with perfect
wind changed to tin* northwest, that the storm
composure, <ing loan audience 40 rods away_
Tkksonai.. ( apt. T T. Coleord, <*i Searsport,
< ould have been
The
called
lit
Ml'VMI lf

\ mark-t

lately obtained

a

of the same.

WlIEKKAIl* U'TS OF Bill

Stephen

w
"■

inventory

mouth and turns it.

takes it in liis

a*

Some of our young men are giving more or less
attention to local sports, with the gun and rod.
Many tine rifles and shot guns are owned here, and
many amateurs can make a target of which a professional might be proud. Mr A. C. Burgess has

Northport, appointed at the request of Mrs. Marshall, with Mr. <«. F. Harriinan, one of the trustees

an

visit Belfast.

with increased facilities will increase his business.
His new room is over the company’s cilice, and is
both pleasant and convenient. In addition to other
work Mr. Patterson manufactures stave jointing
machines of the Holmes patent.

Francis 11. Bacon, of Hartford, Conn., a sailor on
board sch. Abide K. Bentley, was injured in the
knee last week while that vessel was loading with
ice.
He was taken to the American House under
the care <>f Dr. small, marine hospital -urgeon.

Belfast Kiwry stable a dog that
easily opens doors. If the latch i- of the old
fadii*»ned kind he raises it with his nose, if a knob
There is

advertising c ar is on the road, but we
that the* •‘greatest show on earth** is

Mr. Alfred Patterson has moved his cabinet shop
to the second story of the foundry building. He is
a good workman in the cabinet and job line, and

H. E.

Col. Hubbard, of Winterpurt, special administrator on the estate of the late Jonathan Elwell, of

s

not aware

In the death of Mr. Hiram B. Morrill, of Winterport, the oldest steamboat man on the route has
l>een removed. Mr. Morrill was baggage master of
the steamer Penobscot that .ran upon this route
in 184.», and lias been in the service ever since, his
last station being baggage master of the Cambridge.
Previous to his steamboat career Mr. Morrill ran a
stage between Belfast and Bangor.

wa>

Mrs. \ ea/ie, one of the teachers in the lower
school, i> con fit »* 1 to her house hy illness.
Her place in the school i- supplied by her sister.
Miss Kmma Davis.
-l aminar

Barnum

on

Tuesday.

BEAN,

SEARSMONT. MAINE.

H. H. JOHNSON

& CO.

Miss Minnie Foster!

whom to eommaml the new Hath built -hi|> A. .1.
I- uller, Ini- the reputation of making as
quick passages as any captain living. < apt. Coleord was formerly in the ship Tact .ins and was in >an Fran-

ci-co.
j|,. sailed from there to Queenstown for
orders, waiting live day- at Queenstown, sailed to
Havre, discharged his cargo, taking in ballast and
sailed for New York, arriving at New York in just
live months from the day lie left san Tranei-e.

order of the Secretary of War, under date May
1 *tli, leave of absence for Jive months on
surgeon’s
certificate of disability, with permission to leave the
l>epartmont of the >outh, has been granted first
Lieutenant .1. A Fessenden, Fifth Artillery_The
President, has nominated ami the Senate has eon
firmed Wallace K. White, of Wimhrop, as T. s.
Uv

attorney for Washington Territory. Mr. White is
a brother oI Mr-. Alfred A. >utall, of this
city_
<«eo T. Wallace lias been
appointed Justice of the
Peace and Quorum-Capt. Hubert II. Coombs has
arrived at his home in this city, where he will remain for some time. The captain has been in hot
climate.- -o much his health is somewhat impaired.
Ilis ship, tin Cora, will be commanded
by Capt.
Joseph >. Thomh.-, also of Helfast.ltev. Mr.
Crowninshield is i:i Poston, where he will remain
during anniver-arv week.. Uepresentative Tpdegraff, of (Hilo, who did good service on the stump
in this Mate and county last fall, has
presented
President t iarliel 1 with a fine pairof blooded horses.
Charles M. Perry, of the firm of Perry, Frye &

produce dealer.-, of Poston, is on a visit to this
cily. Mr. Perry i- a PelfasJ boy, who j- making a
reputation for himself at the inctropoli-.
< ■».,

ur.>.

H kk lii.oiH. k it.

«»n

Satur-

last week, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel A. Blodgett
day
of this city, received a telegram from Dover, N. 11.,
staling that their son, Rev. Herbert Blodgett, was
dangerously ill. Mr-. Blodgett immediately left for
Dover. Karh Monday morning the sad intelligence
reached this city that Mr. Blodgett was dead, having expired at 7 o’«*lnck Sunday evening. One week
before Mr. Blodgett look a severe cold which resulted in fever, and although at times his castof

hopeful
gradually sank until death enHerbert Blodgett was born in this city sept.
Iff, 18*11, being little more than 2'J years of age. Although of Protestant parentage and training, he
early conceived a passion for the Catholic church.
It is remembered of him that when the small Catholic society of this city met at the little church on
Waldo avenue, the lmy Blodgett would be about tinseemed

he

sued.

door

Subsequently be entered tin* church. Father
Blodgett seemed to have been born a Catholic and
for the priesthood. In the fall of 18IJS
young Blodgett entered st. Joseph’s College, Memramcook, N.
B., where he vigorously pursued his studies for
seven years, and graduated with all the honors in
He then went to Montreal and entered upon
his seminary course in the college of st.
Sulpiee,
where he remained nearly three years.
Father
D,.>.

Blodgett was ordained

a

priest

Montreal, Decemwas preached at Bos.
at

ber 2"», 1877. His tlrst sermon
ton. IIis first pastorate was at Rockland as an assistant priest, his duties being among the laborers
at the granite quarries of Hurricane and Vinalhaveu. Father Blodgett remained until April 10,
1878, when he was ordered by Bishop Healy to
Dover, N. II., as assistant to Father Drummond,
where he remained until his death. Dover has a
Catholic population of about <J,0()0, with whom
Father Blodgett became immensely popular. Ilis
efforts in huildingup the church and Sabbath school
were so well rewarded that the church became inadequate to bis wants, and he had but recently
commenced the erection of a second church edifice.
In speaking of his death Foster’s
Daily Democrat,
of Dover, says: “The
truly good,able, noble hearted, whole-souled Christian gentleman, beloved by
all of every sect, party persuasion and all mankind
who had acquaintance with or
knowledge of him,
passed to his well-earned reward, but left the

impress of deep sorrow and mourning upon the entire community. We venture to
say that no death
that ever happened in our city caused more
general
regret and sadness than this. His many noble traits
and his uniform bearing ami example of kindness,
good will, affability, easy and unaffected Christian
demeanor on all occasions, his intelligent perceptions, line social qualities and genuine manhood endeared him to all with whom he ever came in contact.” In this death the family has lost a bright and
shining ornament and Belfast an honored son, who
unaided and alone rose to a position of eminence
[ind responsibility. It was believed that higher
honors awaited him in the church of his choosing.
Father Blodgett was in this city a few weeks ago,
the perfect picture of health, and went
away with
bright visions of the future. The funeral was
held Wednesday, all the family being present. CnJoubtedly the remains will be brought to this city
for burial. The citizens of Belfast
mingle their
ears of sympathy with the afflicted
family.

ended. Rivers and streams
were greatly swollen, but we learn of no serious
damage in this vicinity. The rain fall was extreme-

ly heavy,

have caused some injury to
farmers who had seed planted in low ground.
<«rass, the great crop of Waldo county, received
such a boom that it is almost safe to
say that the
harvest will be a large one. On Monday the sun
anie out warm and
pleasant and all nature seenmd
refreshed from the long continued bath.
and must

Fish. f. W C ollins, on Tuesday, had at his
market what passes for a large lobster in these
days of degenerated shell lish. it measured twenty -eight inches m length and weighed nine pounds.
The lobster was perfect in all its
parts, not having
l«*st a member... .The lirst shad of the season were

caught in a weir between Belfast and Searsport on
Monday night. One of the lish weighed live pounds.
Mr. Collins says this is
very early for shad in our
waters
The catch of salmon in our bays and
rivers has been very light this season. The weather lias been
very bad for the lish. A few days of
westerly winds would send the lish to the weirs.
—

Mr. Collins says our harbor and river is full of alewin*.', and with a small outlay excellent fishing
might be had at the head waters of our river.
Nkw Advkutiskmknts.
On Wednesday and
Thursday, June 1st and Jnd, Richards A South,
worth will display the latest styles in summer millinery, from the Boston markets. Our lady friends
will be well repaid by
visiting their place....At
tent-ion is called to the wool carding and cloth dress,

iug establishment of B. F. Haskell at Freedom. Mr.
H. is a gentleman of
large experience, and business
left with him will be well executed ...Farmers
should not overlook the notices of Fred Atwood, of
M interport. He advertises
churns

scythes, rakes,

and in fact has everything in the
agricultural line....
Thomas Cannon, oilers for sale or rent a desirable
house and lot

Waldo a enue in this city_1*.
Manslield, of Belfast, offers for sale a house and
lot of land at Sandy Point. See his advertisement
-..Attention is called t«> the card of the Acadian

House,

at

on

Castinc,

1 ransekils

a

popular

summer

house.

Heal Estate. The following are
transfers in real estate, in Waldo County, for the
week ending May 24th—Caroline W.
Abbott, Belfast, to Emily A. Spear, Montville. Nathan A.
in

Bennett, Camp Bedwell, Cal., to James 'I'. Moors,
Searsmont. Morton Bennett,
Searsmont, to James
T. Moors, same town. Chas. A.
Bradstreet & a!.,
Knox, to James Meats, Morrill. Amos Ii.
Brawn,
to
Herbert
C.
Liberty,
Howell, same town. .1. E.
Cross, Morrill, to Way laud Knowlton, Liberty. Annabel Cross & ab, Fort Fairfield, to Simeon
Ryder,
Belfast. John F. liver, Burnham, to Rufus Gil
more, same town. David W. Dyer, Belfast, toll.
E. EoDonald, Belfast.
S. L. Dodge, Brooks, In
Sarah Hand, Monroe.
Charles Elliot, Knox, to
Hiram F. Kenney, same town.
Crosby Fowler,
Enity, to Enoch D. Five, Freedom. Alfred A. Ginn,
to
Sarah
M.
Prospect,
Dow, same town. 1). A.
Greer, Belmont, to Caroline IV. Abbott, Belfast,
Jeremiah Hillman, Troy, to Paul and Ernest Harmon, Lowell, Mass. Evander Harriman, Prospect,
to Geo. I. Wescott, same town.
Daniel G. Hinds,
Belfast, to Abby C. l’ilsbury, Belfast. Nancy
Holmes, Searsmont, to It. G. Blood, Waldo. Frank
W. Kelley, Winterport, to Albert A.
I.tsan, same
town. William 11. Kimball, Belfast, lo
Margaret
Moody, Belfast. James T. .Moors, Searsmont, to
Morton Bennett, same town. Will A. Morey, Will
do, to A. G. Morey, same town. Elmer A. Mitchell
estate, Belfast, to Nhneon Ryder, Belfast. J. V.
MeClintoek,Belfast, to Belfast (fas Light Co. Rachel
Maddooks, Searsmont, to Charles I). Wentworth,
same town.
Naomi Richardson A ab, Knox, to
James Mears, Morrill. Eugene M. and George W.
Ryder, Belfast, to Simeon Ryder, Belfast. Hannah
Rowell, Montville, to Edward E. Spear, same town.
Joshua Towle estate, Belfast, to Beni. W. Crosby,
Daniel C. Toethaker, Belfast, to Caroline W. Abbott, Belfast. A. 11. Whitmore, Verona, to Fred
Atwood, Winterport. Eliza A. Walker, Northport,
to town of Northport.
Belmont. The Rev. Mr. Cunningham, of Belfast, will hold religions services at 10.,‘tO a. m. and
2 r. M., on Sunday next, in tire school house at Bel-

An excursion of 41

visited this place on
the weather was unfavorable, it did not
dampen
the spirits of the party. They visited the
seminary
and in the afternoon crossed the river to Fort Knox

they explored

their satisfaction, leaving
tor Castincat .'> o'clock.\ chorus is
being formed,
rehearsals are in order, and probably a large compane will visit Lake Maranacook.
which

t<»

Mr. T. \V.

Bridgham

lias just closed
a successful term of free
high school, tlmt lie has
been conducting.. ..Mr. Win. Osgood lias again secured control of the mail route between Branch
Mills and No. Palermo. He carries the mail three
times per week between the two places for $100 per
annum.

Distance, six miles.

Monroe.

On account of the storm of last week
number of farmers lost sheep. One man lost nine
—The freshet in the river enabled J. W. McKenneytoget the remainder of his drive in_Frank
Bailey is getting his carding mills ready for stunner business
A patent has been issued to Henry
—

F.

Haley of this

town for

a

lamp reflector.

Having

Mr. Joseph I’.atchelder, aged 7b years,
died on the In inst. He lias been confined to his
bed for along time in an entirely helpless condition,
liis .joints having become stiffened and drawn out
of shape by heumatism.
His suffering have been
intense. The funeral took place at his late residence,

Thursday last; discourse by Kev. Albion Fogg
ofiirooks; text from 1st Cor. X\
and .*>4 \
these passages having been selected
l»y Mr. p,.
Willie I. Lang, a lad of p;
previous to hi- death
years, who for some years past has been living
with Joseph William ot this town, but has a legal
residence in the town of Thorndike, was taken, by
the authorities of that tow n, to the In>ane Hospital
at Augusta, having recently exhibited such strong
symptoms of insanity as to he considered unsafe t<>
heat large— Much sickness prevails among I he children of the village, district. There are yet a few
cases of diphtheria.Vnd now the “oldest inhabitant” scratched! his head, vainly endeavoring to
recall a week in the month ot Ma\ in any former
year that will e<jua! last week for moisture.
And
the farmer mournetli at the long vacation in his
“seed time.”
1

<

Will

<

>

->

111

.'I

Ill'll!

I|l>[ II*

<>, seems t•» be ended. A new school house i.-> t<>
l)i* built ami completed l*y tin* llrst of September.
Zona- lYivi\al, of China, is to bo tin* buihlor. Tito
total cost will lu» not far from £'JOii. The valua-

plantation

melodies.

MAN HUNTING BLOODHOUNDS!
tnd the two knowing donkeys

Lowell, Monday, with a handsome matched pair.
Buyers are plentiful and prices good ...The ears
are bringing farming tools to the station in
great
variety and Abundance... .Two tons of horns from
the Freedom tanneries, were among the general
freight last week. They are to be worked up into
glue-The seven Spanish Merino sheep, owned by
1* red Patterson, sheared S4 lbs., 7 oz., of wool.
A
l.‘> mos. old, owned by Kdward Shibles sheared *20
lbs.,©/., and three yearling ewes averaged 10 lbs.
each. This is fully up to the
expectations of the
owners.... Mrs. Wm. Philbrirk, a
lady si years of
age, experienced a -light shock of paralysis a few
days ago.\ young man named Long, 17 years of
age, has been taken to the Hospital for the insane
by the selectmen, llis case is regarded as incurable..,.The Dramatic Entertainment by Sayward
T. was a very successful allair.
Lodge, I. o. of
to

Admission.

,.2.-.

JANAUSCHEK!
supported

■

sai.i:

m:<iiNs

■

PRODUCE MARKET.

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM.
Is the most effectual lienietly top all Diseases of the
Kidneys, Bladder, and l rlnary Organs, Female Complaints and (ieneral Debili-

ty,sueli

as

SUPERIOR

HAND

M \in:

I'll

TUSCAN

betes, Organle

Wool

is

SCYTHES!

Eight Hundred Dollars Wanted

For the best farm of its acres in
the city of Belfast, situated upon
Waldoavenuc. Said farm contains
twenty-live acres, divided into field,
pasture, and woodland. I poo said
farm is a large house and ell, two large barns, and
thirty apple trees, producing very choice fruit. Let
none apply unless thev have the monev to buv.
II.

Belfast, May IP, 1881.—:5\v20

If. PKIlfcjK.

M inlerpnrt. Vie.

Cloth

Carding,

Dressing

TO

OKDEH

AT

House and land at Sandy Point,
known as the J. K. Partridge place,
mile from steamboat wharf,
acre land, house nine years old,
.‘>1x2(5, L .‘58x18, split stone cellar,
f> feet in clear, H apple trees, grafted fruit. Cost to
build rising $1,(500.00; will sell for $500.00. Enquire
of
A. P. MANSFIELD,
-Iff
Masouic Temple, Belfast, Me.

Bush.
FRED ATWOOD,

Scythes
■

!

Wlntcrport, .Me,

FANCY

HAM

WI.

>iir

STRAWS
>im>.

BEPAIB-nN y\\
have obtained lirst-elass
workmen, ami am better prepared to do lir-teiaswork than over before.
Satinet.-, llannels and
arnyarns manufactured from customer's wood,

\ Kin

A

tin.*

new

issuiriAIIAT,
in

»1«*i*~

HAVE JUST OPENED THEIR

and -tv!

in

Laces, Straw Trimming Ornaments. &c.,
Wi; II AN I

A .1 l i .l. LINK.

Glove
1.

Department

via;i;.

oNsisriNi,

Medium
In

<(

O/u

>i

( triors

ra

kid-, mo-t «*i‘ which we warrant h> our
I"nu*r
I’lea-r all and examine opr

t Il'dtoH

will be the
Hive
work. Agent

pound,

Proprietor.

I.AKi.K

and fa-hionable

h"l (dorrs for

carding

Belfast. A. PE It BY.
B, F. HASKELL,
May 2:5, issi. -:>\\21

HATS,

Feathers & Flowers,
In al!

A VK MADE E\TEN>IVE

for

<

SILKS, SATINS, RIBBONS,

IHcarding machines and

My price

vni»

trimming department i> complctr

I-

usual.

sn i.i>

(Sailors anti Shaths).

Our

cm,

(refs.

-1 N-

EISEE
‘Mir :>---*rlmenl i-

GLOVES!

complete

in

all the lam-t -tvIt*-.

-1 N-

Fancy Goods, Zephyrs. Crewels.
Belfast,

in

the County of Waldo and state ..f

Maine, the twenty-six day of May, A. !>. ls,s|.
undersigned hereby gives notice of hi- apfpilK
1 pointment as Assignee of the estate of K. K.
A1 >AMS, of fnity, in said County of AN a Ido, Insolvont Debtor, who ha- been declared In-oivent upon
his own petition by the Court of Insolvency for the
Countv of Waldo.
I os i: PH A. r. AM SON. Assignee.
2w2l*

we have a full line.
A larjre lot
t KM.
KIM1 ( ItKWKl,*' just received in .ill tin*
desirable e.dors, also KKKT> for Table
over-, 1 .amhri*i|iiin.-, An
■

it ,j IMea-e rail and examine our >toek In l< ■*,•.* pm
ohasinu: elsewhere, as we intend t»» sell «mr-.1as low as ran he bought in this city.
tr
Wc have liLra.ned the service-

MISS

ACADIAN

HOUSE,

Castine, Me.,
I^lljin'■

M.

MOUTH I I.)

77.7.1/.)/A7> HOXXh'TS A \ D //A TS
( onstantly on hand.

('litis. IS. (Jrrcii/itiliih. /‘rojiriefor.
/.■■•,; Sfll/li-

II.

A' Milliner, whose experience :m<l excellent taste
in trimmur**-cannot tail to suit (lie most t'a'didious.

1881.

..filhll

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.
Persons Inn Inn unsettleil aeeounts with (lie llrm
h’KIHil SON A It.UKLIKKK. are reiinesieil (o
make linmeilliile payment lo save eos(.
in

ol'
-11 f

FOR SALE OR TO LET.
A one-story house, situated on
Waldo avenue, three-quarter- of a
mile from the Post Ollier.
Said
house has ell, shed and barn, with
one and one-half
acres of
land,
twenty grafted fruit trees, all in good bearing condition. (iood cistern in collar; buildings in good
repair, and very pleasantly situated, overlooking
the city and bay. For further particulars call at mv
Blacksmith shop on Washington street.
TIB >M AS i; ASM >N.
Belfast, May ■><*., ls.M.—:’>w21

NEW GOODS!
NEW GOODS!

ANDREWS IIIIOS.
‘diow this

subscriber hereby gives public
rpHE
concerned, that he has been

X

duly appointed,

and has taken upon himself the trust of Adminithe estate of
.IOI1S ST EVENS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
to him.
3w21
X. II. HI BBAltD.
trator of

At Belfast, in the Count v of Waldo and Mate of
Maine, the 12th day of May, A. D. lssi. ♦

undersigned hereby gives notice
rpiIE
as
X
of Ml

of his ap-

ETON COFFIN,
pointment
Assignee
Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, Insolvent
Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent upon
his petition by the Court of Insolvency for the
Countv of Waldo.
2\v2l
It. F. DENTON, Assignee.
of

CHURNS!
S\v21
FHKI) ATWOOD.

l'oli

sai.I

CHURNS!
l.mv

season

notice to all

Notice of Assipcc of His Appointment.

FOR SALE.

&

vi.i

TRIMMED
<

A N D-

Weakness,

4c.
N E P H B E TICl M lias no
equal for Lameness and
Weakness peeuliar to Females.
NEPHRETICl'M Is the best
know n remedy for Diabetes.
.NKPHIiKTIClM, as a Tonlr
and Stimulant for aged persons, Is without a rival. Be
sure and ask for Dr. BI LLOtk-S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPIIBETHTM.
For Sale

HATS;

Chip, Milan, Rough & Ready,
Porcupine & Canton Braids.

nltUKK.

KltKD ATWOOD,

painful,dragging

sensation In the Bark and
loins. Suppressed or inrontlnent t'rlnation, with
whitish or brlek-dust deposit, Dropsy, (iravel. Dia-

.■oiisisthia "l

-1 N-

Belfast, Me.

■

at

Vote's Suturdu 1/ Mornint/

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

lOglil) Hay # ton,
Apples V bush,
<10.00315.00
dried, if lb
435 Hides if It,,
f>g«
Hull
Iteans,pea,tnisli 2.1032.35 Lamb if a.,
Medium <1 S5g2.00 Lamb Skills,
<1.30 3 2 00
Mutton
5 a 1;
•2.0032.15
V
Yellow-eyes
lt>,
Butter # It,,
15317 Oats if bush,
IT soil
Beef If lb,
8310 Potatoes,
<sogfl5
115 3 75 ltouud llog#' II,
Barley if blisb,
73s
Cheese If lb,
10,gl2 Straw ¥ ton,
<Kl.n038.lKl
Chicken if It,,
12 314 Turkey # lb,
14310
Calf Skins if II,,
12 ‘i Veal if lb,
ligiiJi
Duck if Hi,
:f;i
030 Wool, washed, if lb,
12 Wool, unwashed, if lb, 25
Kggs if do/..,
Fowl if It,,
I2gl I Wood, hard,
<4.00g5.no
Cleese if It,,
oait Wood, soft,
<2.5033.00

t nr. Main anil lllyli Sts.,

At

Vmi II

v,

PEACE.

75 anil 50c.
:jjc.

>

CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Itv C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.

THE

0L1I TKLKI.ltU*ll IUIL0IM.,

The Countess.

Reserved Seats,
(ictieral Admission,

ll

BONNETS &

for
us

People who are alarmed by the approaching
conjunction of several of the planets should lead It) all Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
lie following note written by Prof. Young of
0. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor. Boston.
Princeton College to a Nebraska inquirer :
RED. t OOODW IN A CO., tien’l Agents,
:itl A 3S llanover St., Boston, Mass.
lyr
Dear Sir: It is true that Saturn, Jupiter and
\ onus are near conjunction and T. near its
peri

Corrected

No Trouble to S/ioir floods.

same as last year, .*> and 7 cents per
us a trial and we will «l** vou good

elicet upon straw hats, and

BELFAST PRICE

Bonnets & hats.

trimmed

woven as

'hnxntschtk

1,'iiml ill ilii-

I'o bn

!

MANU FACTURiNC

rt’vn

Tin* distinguished artiste wil appear in the
m«»>t successful emotional drama, adapted
especially l'or her from the Swedish
novel **TIIK 3KIMIISOKH," entitled,

goods generally. Umbrellas have shown
upward tendency-Potatoes 00 to To cents.

holiou. But they have no iullueuee whatever of
any sort on the earth. The nonsense talked about
the matter is worthy of the dark ages.
Two tom
cats lighting in the streets of Pekin will disturb
the world more than all imaginable planetary conC. A. Young
Yours,
junctions.

MILLINERY

a

Large & Effective Combination,

summer
an

May tlth & 12th,

>hall he prepared to exhibit

DONE

carriage was capsized and considerably injured-There was some excitement in town
Sunday caused by the unexpected appearance of
the sun. It was quite a curiosity—The weather

depressing

her

give -ati-i'ariion.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF

«‘i

26th.

Gitaiisi Living: Tniiw
*•

Mathews,

we ran

REMEMBER

Mr. Fiv-l YV. 1*0(0 takes unwonted
pleasure in
annouwiw-r tlir en^a^omont f<>r this niirlo
«»111 > of the

1

]»«*]*ul:u* milliner,

FINE DISPLAY

-O N-

Thursday, May

: n-

ir.’i

Hay ford Opera House,

situation. The

a

Wi1

t ents.

\<> ir o.v .s-.i i.k .1 r no res.

The hoy was full of pluck and held Ids
grip until he
threw tin* horse, when serenely he mounted the
head of the prostrate animal and was master of the

had

feel ‘*on!ideni that

PEOPLE’S POPULAR PRICES

-\ fourteen year old son of Mr. James Vose, in
order to control a horse, which had been frightened
by the cars, jumped from the lmggy,and seized the
hit, when a desperate struggle for mastery ensued.

has

i.v-»»r

Komu rly of Sknwhe^nr, who ha- luru
attending
all tin* ojuMiinirs in l>o-ton and New York, uv

Oo and after

PRUNO & TONY!

No.

tion of tin* district is about
oot)_Mr. \. II.
Clark lost four carloads of ha\ by tiro at tin* Bost«»n depot.
Mr.
has just been to Boston with
some Waldo county horses.
\. D. Bumps went

M*r\

Our

pack of si\ Imported

on

—

.sertm-d the

Mrs. E. M.
In their original

-1 vckson.

mont corner.

Palermo.

greatest
lag TOPSV In her snugs,
dramas and banjo solos. The

Normal student* from Custiuc,
Friday of last week. Although

m

Wlntrriiort, Me.

the I A lit. KST and M< >sT
N.KTK stock of

<

<»A!

MENS, BOYS’ & CHILDREN’S
IAer

oflered for sale in this city, at prices that

DEFY COMPETITION!
A Iso

a

nice

line of

WOOLENS FOR CUSTOM TRADE.
Please give

iin a

rail before purchasing.

ANDREWS EROS.*
‘20 A 22 Hit.II STltKKT,
N. Jl. A boy granted at the store.

RKLFAST.
twin

Sulky Plow.

Ves, ride and plow. A hoy can do the work,
send tor circular.
KKK1» ATWOOD, Ajrent.
t-\\ 11
Winterpiwt, Maine

Spring

and Summer

Stock of Silks, Satins,
Dress Goods, in Black
& Fancies, Trimmings
of every style and
quality, Saeques, Dolmans, and the Cloth
for both, Woolens for
Men and Boys’ Wear,
Momie Cloths, Cam-

brics, Prints, Hosiery,
Gloves, Underwear,
Corsets, Fringes, Girdles, Laces, Ties, Buttons, &c., &c.,
We

ask an inspection of our stock
to convince every person that we have the
choicest line at the
lowest prices.

only

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE STORE, BELFAST.

The

Dead

Child

and

the

Mocking-Bird.

[The following poem is in no sense a mere fancy.
On the contrary, the strange, pathetic incident 't
actually occurred, not long ago. in
the neighborhood of Jacksonville. Florida ]
Once, in a land of halm and flowers.
Of rich fruit laden trees.
Where the wild wreaths from jasmine bowers
Trail o’er Floridian seas,

commemorates

Wo marked our Jeanuie's footsteps
Athwart the twinkling glade
She seemed a Hebe in the sun.
A Dryad in the shade.

run

GROSVENORS

IS NOT A TAD,
But

Internal

Remedy
Complaints,

an

for

line men gamble in stocks
known to gambol in stockings.
»>
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But ah ! a blight beyond our ken.
From some far feverous wild.
Brought that dark Shadow feared ot
Across the fated child
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Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, G-cnc.nl Debility, Neuralgia, Fev-.r
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Drcpry,
Humors, Female Co.
plaints, Liver Complaint, Remitter; t
Fever, and

direct!}
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VEGETABLE CCMFSUITS.
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t,r

Po-'.tiv* Cur.-

nil those Painful (’oniplnlnts and U eakneme*
MM'Oiiunon toourbe-t female population.
It will «-ure entirely the worst l. im.-. I i:.u!e « onr*
*
plaints, all ovarian ti *ublf -,Inllainii.at :• n ar.d
;u*r.:
tion, Falling anti Displacements, and the *•■!.
to
and
ID
particului .y adapted
Spinal Weakness,
<"hange of Life.
in
t<T
it will di.s.-olve and exp* 1 turn -rs f-< m t1
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We can all appreciate the feelings of Sidney
Smith in the following story: When he called
certain great personage he was ushered into
a room which had mirrors on all sides
Wherever
he looked he saw himself reflected, and when he
tame away he said lie had spent an hour in the
'unpany of about a dozen of the best looking
clergymen of the Church of Kngland.
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The greatest astronomical event of the century
is the transit of Venus in December, issj. So
other transit of tin- same planet will occur for the
Venus crossed the transit in
following liJ years
l"^T and millions of dollars were
spent in prepara
tions for observing the phenomena, all expeditions
to
to
stations on the South Indian or
go
having
South Pacific oceans. The transit of !S.v_» will be
visible all over the American continent, and al
ready the great astronomers of the world are making preparations for the event
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Much is said of the persoual relations between
the President and the Secretary of State, and there
is an elaborate expenditure of effort that will certainly prove unprofitable, to excite the former
against the hitter. There are journals given up t<;
this work as au occupation. Mr. Blaine was toe
wise a man to go into the (iarlield cabinet and
leave any room tor doubt as to his p; sit ion
He
is
not a candidate for the Presidency, and has
made the fact known to all concerned m the most
impressive mauner and explicit way : and lie is devoted with his whole strength to the success of the
Administration. The President is fully advised.
II• am! the Secretary abide together on the rock
of a perfect understanding, and all the clatter of
the paragraplnsts and Washington letter writers
and gossips, "insiders" and outsiders, will be ineffectual
{M urat Halstead
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worthy
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Atlantic

months ago. Fr. Malonev of Krie,
I’a
eh-etrihed tlie credulous public bv raising
lA.ei; Md,» ,diian from the dead
lie professed to
be a miracle worker, and his next feat was the
of
a
1.ruling
cripple in Memphis by means of
Hundreds of people flocked to see the
prayer
e v e re lie d
mther, and hundreds of letters come to
: :m
duly. < vrasionally a new cure was announced.
a tic- patienL alter
laking an oath to tiiat efleet,
mid lisappear. The proprietors of the Cleve
..md Leadei suspected Fr. Maloney of being a
L and sent a reporter t<» investigate
Maioney
.conned him that he received money by mail to
T
tires, and that
people in the neighborhood
g iv
bim some for praying for them
1' was evi
:• ul
fo the reporter that lie was
making large
Moils of money by
misrepresentations. Maloney
'‘Aial'-y proposed to the scribe that they should
u.-rii tlie scheme together
A rich California lady
bad wi it ten to Fr Malonev offering him sin.tMH) i*l
be would cfleet a cure on her sick daughter
Ma:on«-\' desired tie'
reporter to write up a glowing
interview with him. and agreed to give him $1JMH)
hT In- trouble if 1 e should
i.tain the £10.00(1
prize He cave a lot of forged letters of professed
cures to the reporter, who at once took them before an alderman and made affidavit of the forego
I'lie girl. who. it was asserted, was re
iug facts
claimed from the giave, confessed that it was a
P'tt-up job between them, and that she received
money for her part in the transaction.
t.
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he L'i'*ii Nauru ul Magazine for
April lord
‘!l.v >ii"W> ! .<• pres -:.t dang-*r from derelicts
“!: the X01 tii Arlanti<- Ocean.
The notices given
ii. Lloyd s List alone ul abandoned
ships sight!
> '-_'le ii,out 1; of
*!l
January last are AJ some
:
\vl:n-1 derelicts were passed by several ves
"' i'"
an.! most of them were in the mid Atlantic
the steamer lanes between New York
1
Between Jan. loth and i'.'th the
gland
am« r Saman
passed two derelicts and took
<• mew *jil
(l
third vc<sd. It is known that
sometimes float around the mid Atlanf
tor many months. a> in
the ease of the haik
! iste:’ abandoned
Feb ‘J'J. 1 ^0. and seen by sev
s unMl the middle of October,
having
*1' s*ight
months, and traversed iluring
ih> time
miles
The
Fandom
probably
was known to have been adrift at
least H days
i:.’;-' ihe
past under, and to have moved on her
t v, ay over tin* w aiers in the interval
at the
r it.* ot AO miles a
It has been estimated tiiat
day
h' 'Wf.
tin- Lngi.sh and Irish Channels and
ports
"•
;h<
1 nited States "no less than g.oMO strain
v'-sm-;, of
full power proceed and return (luring
v<
year. soiue of which occasionally attain a
*pe**d ot lo knots an hour. The danger to such
fl-'-ii sl1,M‘d steamers from indiscernible derelicts,
oiten waterlogged and even with the surface ot
'••*e
water, is greater than that from icebergs,
whn h announce tiicir proximity by the Arctic
tempera' ure t;.r\ create around them, and tin*
ioriner are conii.ird to no known and defin'd marine track- as
icebergs are The sea w.ll never
e<‘ rid ot these
dangers until by international coi
sent provision is made for a
standing reward to
i;ii,tn who proves that he has sunk one.
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causes.
I'.*.*-*.I In- ug tor sentences lor the
varit>i:> y:\id.-s o* drunkenness. and ♦>* Wr
Ii.jiior
thus for the \ eai.
selling Will; ..t license. et<
ihe senn*ii‘-e for rum causes alone c-iu.stitice
per cent < ifie whole, i-aving a smail balance of *.'7
r« discover what was the influence of
per cent
lnteinpcrai e in the commission of this balance,
to; int«l the ohjeet f this investigation
We sought
t" «. unpass Hie whj-ct
our investigation
l»y acertainaig the conneetioi between mill and the
•criminal in live directions
I
Whether the critn
a. al was under the mi!..cnee of
liquor at the time
I he'.■:*iine was coinm: tte-i
Whether the crim
ami was i:. liquor at the lime he formed the intent
1' commit the crime
VVbother the intemperate
: abits »f the criminal were such as to lead to a
iMion which induced the crime
1 Whether
fhe intemperate habits of others led the criminal
’> * a c mditioii which induced the crime.
-V What
were the drinking habits of the criminal, whether
'otal abstainer. moderate drinker, or excessive
drinker
it appears that ..up, «*l the l,d08 were in
lhjuor
at the lime oi
tin* commission ot the various ot
teiic, s oj which they were found
guilty. This
nutir 11:• r is <
mil to I.* per cent, ol the *27 per cent.
b. tiiincc. or to rj per cent, of the sum ot all offences
tor the year, the
distinctively rum olfeuces in
eluded: that 1 .'lx were in liquor at the time of the
fo: illation of the criminal intent
licit the intern
{erate habits of l.siij were such as to induce a
moral condition favorable to crime : that s*dl were
ied to a criminal condition through the contagion
t intemperance : that, ot'the l.dux convictions, the
tal
stainers numbered
the noderate
diinkers !. 1 ^ and the excessive drinkers I UK
it thus .ij nears that ''I
of
ali clinic was
percent
due to the influence ot liquor.
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Maiden and bird
the selfsame nave
'Their wed led dust shall keep.
W hiie the long low Floridian wave
.M‘-aiis round their place ot sleep
1 Fa ; H Havne. ui ilaipei a Magazine tor .1
and
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Him

We would cal! the attention oi our leaders to
the announcement in another column of a popular
loan issued on a novel plan by tlieCiobe Company.
Idl hevonshirc slrc.-t. lb >l< i: As this loan seems
to be tor the legitimate purpose of
constructing lo
eomotive works ai d bears a high rate id interest,
those having money to invest should investigate
the claims of tins company at an early date and
satistv thctusch.-s as to the repress nta'i-is made
and tile m stem ot loans inaugurated by tb* < • i<>1 >t
Company. | Mneriean Cultivator. \ p i*i I *. |*x|

chastened tears

Intemperance

iir-f

lady

Tin* lire ot that transcendent strain
ll;s life chords burned apart,
A id merged in sorrow’s earthlier pain.
It broke the o'er laden heart.
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hi- store on High street. The phot mrapli jrallery
reeentlv oeenpieil hy W. <
Tuttle, ami i- epeeially fit!*•«I up l'or the im-ine--. \immlanee <*i
water i- earrietl to the room- hy pump
ami the -U\
lijrlit is one "I the Iu• -1 in the .-late. I'11.• hall over
the store is ett h\ Jo feet, well a'laplct foranx meet
in*_r- or any hall purpose-.
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who

file fellow who

/v it an angel’s voice that throbs
Within the blown bird's breast,
Whose rhythmic magic soars or sobs
\ ho\ < our darling's rest (
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with Kidney lbs
eases
IbopM. 'navel. or Ihahi-tcs. aim have used
the well kno-.i u l*u HI LI.UI'KS KIILVKV b* KM
L1»A
“N Kl’ll K KTICC M.' have
expm iene.-d im
!; is no wonder they e>teein it the
mediate relief
best medicine in the world.
II with anv of these
complaints try it. and receive renew.-.I health as
the result

golden peal
Seem caught from heavenly spheres.
d et through their marvellous cadence steal
Tones soft

s

Titosi.

The lanes' passed -but e.une once more
When, stolen frotn deannie's bed.
'That eve. along the porch way floor
i found our minstrel dead !

fjacunb

man

it faki

When list beyond the We" curtained room
(How tender, \et how strong!)
Kosc through tin* misty morning gloom
The mock bird’s sudden song
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Dear >ii
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intensely fur miii
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without
during that timi tried various medieim
obtaining relief. I wa- indurr I to : rv a holt |r >t
your 1! I. I \ I U uK UFK Hour, and it allmd- in.
pica-nrt* I" say that om* hotllr of it romp!elr|\
it a- the only \aluahle
cured n.r. I
and certain cure t**r kidney tronblr.- I ha\r, \.
-een.
I would add that before taking y our mrdi
rj ne I I, id t M ‘a, mu*
\\<ak th.it i u a ahout 1-. -i\e
ap work
llo]*ing ilia! other- who haw -uil'n.-d
fortunatr as in ti
Iik** my-elf may hr
\.*in
aluable mrdiriiir. Trnlv our-.
T. I
M. M \l V

last one da\ our Jeannie lay
\i jmlseless, pale, forlorn :
The sole sweet breath on lips of death
The Muttering breath ot morn :
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MtOIVM. ORAVFL, MARKTKS, INFLAMMATION 01
TIIF KLARRKIi. RKH k HIST OFPOSIT. IJIIFI
MATISM. 01SPKPSI A, IFMALF t OMVIVI NTS. ANO ALL HISKASFS OF
TIIF I KIN AKA OKOANS.

BANCOR

Kor sale l>\ the undcr-i^ue i. (In* M \
SONIC BP 11/1)1 Mi, of Deer Isle, located in
tin* Northwest Harbor.
It i-a two -1• *i y
building: with a Trench roof, -tu\f»o feel,
pleasantly located and can be converted
into a hotel, which i much needed in tliiWill be sold at a bargain if called for soon.
li t. i t Uvis
Isle, AprilISM. 1 At f
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‘Hands wanted on hov's
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Stock

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

|s>|.
April
i..tv»*
old over "in* thoii-and bott !rs of Klixir
of Lifi* I,’""i, ami hair ne\rr foimila ruse wlirir
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It dimmed her violet eyes.
And like an awful cloud crept down
From vague, mysterious skies.
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Women who have been bedridden for years have
been entirely cured of female weakness by the use
ot
Lydia L I’inkham's Vegetable Compound
Send ’o Mrs Lydia L Cinkham, Jdd Western Av
enue. Lynn. Mass for pamphlets.
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Conlidoueo and trust arc beautiful things.
much trust, however, kills a grocery store
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[\ Life Root!
THE BANNER

The Sanford

The subscriber oiler.- for sab* his
residence on |Ja\ View -tree!. The
house U two stories, all finished,
lar.ue cistern in cellar. \\ illi a li'ood
-garden spot. 'I'be view overlooking the harbor and hay i- not surpassed in the city.
Price reasonable. <>ood reason- for sellinir.
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Have Wlstar's Itulsam ol' Wild their) always at
hand. It cures Coughs, Colds. Hronehitis, Wli’oop
ing Cough, Croup. Intluenza. Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. •><> cents and £1 a
bottle.

Jeannie heard, she loved the bird.
Ynd sought thenceforth to share
With her new favorite, dawn by dawn,
Her daintest morning cheer.
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A<»E*TA AXI» <4* V A**i:itN
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
K.C. lMDKOCTtf ( <>.,10 Barclay Street,New York.
Send for their < afalogucand terms.
lyr.H

The Peruvian Syrup 1ms cared thousands who
suffering trom Dyspepsia. Debility. Liver
Complaint. Roils, Humors, leinale Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth NY.
Fowle A Sons. Boston.

It blends with hers, which soon is stilled
Braver the mock bird's note
Than all the strains that ever tilled
The queenlioat human throat

LIVER-AID

FOR SALE.
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were

midmost the foliage dim
A dark gray pinion stirs :
And hark ! along the vine clad limb
What strange voice blends with hers
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The corkscrew tiuds the longest way round the
safest way through the cork.

Winn it comes to descending
bravest of us generally back down.

And all day long her winsome song.
Her trebles and soft trills.
Would wave like How. or silvery low
Die down the whispering rills
One

\\ o call attention ol all who sulfer with
Kidney
amt Liver Complaints to the advertisement of
Kuxit: 01 Lii-k Root. It cures when all other
remedies fail
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